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Abstract

Endogenous viral elements (EVEs) are the genetic fragments of viruses foundwithin the
genomes of eukaryotes. These elements represent ‘fossils’ of viruses that once infected
the ancestors of the host, millions of years in the past, and thus contain a wealth of in‐
formation about the deep history of viruses. In this thesis, I develop a novel, automated
approach to sensitively detect EVEs and accurately recover their genetic sequence, even
in the presence of multiple frame‐disrupting mutations. I then use this approach to
carry out the most phylogenetically comprehensive, systematic census of EVEs in bat
genomes to date, providing new data for the study of viruses associated with bats. Bats
(orderChiroptera) are a clade of extreme species richness. Constituting aroundonefifth
of all mammal species, they harbour a similarly high diversity of viruses – including
many that pose public health risks as zoonoses, making their associations with viruses
and their potential as zoonotic reservoirs important areas of research. The EVE census
I carried out enabled me to compare the distribution of endogenous retrovirus (ERV)
lineages across bats, infer rates of cross‐species retrovirus transmission between bats
over the course of evolutionary time, and ultimately show significant differences in
this long‐term transmission rate between different phylogenetic levels and different
clades of bats. In addition, I use bat EVEs to provide new evidence characterising the
ancient biogeography, host‐range, and macro‐evolutionary patterns of parvoviruses,
filoviruses, and bornaviruses. Finally, I combine the EVE data I generated with a large
set of transcriptomic data to examine the broad patterns of ERV co‐option occurring in
bats, and to locate examples of specific EVE loci that are potentially co‐opted for roles in
the bat immune system. Together, these analyses show the diverse insights about both
hosts and viruses that large comparative studies of EVEs can provide.
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Glossary

AIC Akaike information criterion. An estimator of the relative quality of a statistical
model where better quality models have a lower AIC. AIC considers both the sim‐
plicity of the model (number of parameters) and the goodness of fit of the model.

BEB posterior probabilities Bayes empirical Bayes probabilities in a PAML analysis
give the posterior probabilities that each codon is from a particular class of site
(e.g. posterior probability of a site evolving under positive selection).

Backbone alignment An MSA of a set of preselected sequences which provides the
basis for further sequences to be added to the MSA following the patterns of ho‐
mology already present in the backbone alignment.

Bayesian phylogenetic tree A phylogenetic tree generated by searching for trees with
the highest posterior probability that the tree is correct for the given sequence
alignment, substitution model, and a prior probability distribution.

Bonferroni correction A method to correct for FWER when performing multiple hy‐
pothesis tests by adjusting the P value significance threshold proportional to the
number of tests carried out.

Boreoeutheria Clade of placental mammals with estmiated divergence date of 83 Mya
consisting of the Laurasiatheria and the Euarchontoglires (rodents, lagomorphs,
treeshrews, colugos, primates).

Contig N50 The length of the shortest contig (in base pairs) at 50% of the total length
of a genome assembly.

EDI EVE‐derived immunity. The result of EVEs being co‐opted by the host for immune
functions.

ERV Endogenous retrovirus. A retrovirus genome that is integrated into the host cell
genome, forming the provirus stage of the retrovirus life‐cycle. ERVs canmultiply
within a genome through intracellular retrotransposition categorising them as
class I TEs as well as EVEs.
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Glossary 13

EVE Endogenous viral element. EVEs are virus‐derived sequences found in cellular

genomes.

Edge PCA Edge principal component analysis. The sumof LWRs across the branches of

a phylogenetic tree resulting from a set of phylogenetic placements can be anal‐

ysed using edge PCA. Each branch is weighted according to the distribution of

LWRs on either side of it such that branches of the tree across which there is a

high level of between‐sample heterogeneity receive a large weight. Standard PCA

is then used to identify principal components across the branches which can then

be used to identify clusters or trends in the samples based on differences in their

phylogenetic composition.

Emballonuroidea Yangochiropteran superfamily of bats containing Emballonuridae

and Nycteridae families.

Eocene Geological epoch spanning from 56 to 34 Mya. The beginning of the Eocene

is marked by a short period of intense global warming. During the Eocene Aus‐

tralia split from Antarctica and the northern supercontinent of Laurasia began to

fragment. The end of the Eocene is marked by major floral and fuanal turnover.

FWER Family wise error rate. The probability of false positives (type I errors) when

multiple hypothesis tests are performed.

GAM Generalised additive model. A statistical model that is an extension of a GLM,

where the response variable is related to a sum of predictor variables each of

which is first transformed by a fitted smooth function.

GLM Generalised linear model. A generalised form of linear regression that relates a

response variable to a linear combination of a set of numerical or categorical pre‐

dictor variables and their interactions. The relationship of the linear combination

to the response variable can be one of a number of different link functions and

the response variable can bemodelled as one of a number of different probability

distributions.

GeneWise 3:33L alignment model A hidden markov model for alignment of protein

profiles (e.g. a protein pHMM) against DNA sequence. This model allows for

codon matches, codon insertions, codon deletions, frameshifting nucleotide in‐

sertions, and frameshifting nucleotide deletions, but does not model intron splice

sites.



Glossary 14

Genome annotation Information marking the locations of specific regions of interest
in a genome and information about those regions, for example the genomic posi‐
tions of a specific gene’s exons or promoter sequence.

HERV Human endogenous retrovirus.

Helitron element A family of class II TEs that replicate by a rolling circle replication
mechanism.

IFN Interferon. IFNs are a group of antiviral cytokines categorised into three types
(type I IFNs, type II IFNs, and type III IFNs) based on the receptors through which
they signal.

IFNα Interferon‐alpha. A type I IFN that forms a key part of the innate antiviral re‐
sponse signalling. It is regulated by IRF3/IRF7 and binds to cell membrane recep‐
tors found onmost cell types, leading to strong and ubiquitous antiviral responses
through the JAK‐STAT pathway.

IFNκ Interferon‐kappa. A type I IFN.

IFNλ Interferon‐lambda. A type III IFN which is distantly related to type I IFNs but is
also involved in innate antiviral immune response and likewise signals through
the JAK‐STAT pathway.

IFNω Interferon‐omega. A type I IFN.

IL‐10 Interleukin 10. An anti‐inflammatory cytokine. IL‐10 can inhibit activity of NF‐
κB (nuclear factor kappa‐light‐chain‐enhancer of activated B cells), and is involved
in regulation of the JAK‐STAT signalling pathway.

IL‐1β Interleukin 1 beta. A pro‐inflammatory cytokine ‐ expression mediated by the
NLRP3 inflammasome.

ILS Incomplete lineage sorting. A phenomenonwhere polymorphismwithin an ances‐
tral population followed by speciation events leads to a gene tree that is discordant
with the species tree.

IRF3 Interferon regulatory factor 3. Acts as a central regulator of innate antiviral re‐
sponses. When activated, IRF3 induces the expression of type I IFNs.

IRF7 Interferon regulatory factor 7. Like IRF3, IRF7 is a transcription factor that
plays an important role in the expression of type I IFNs during innate antiviral
responses.
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ISG IFN‐stimulated genes. A broad group of genes that are upregulated in response to
IFN signalling which inhibit virus replication through a variety of different mech‐
anisms.

JAK‐STAT signalling pathway A signalling pathway that involves cytokine‐binding cell‐
surface receptors, Janus kinases (JAKs), and signal transducer and activator of
transcription proteins (STATs). The JAK‐STAT pathway plays a key role in cytokine
signalling, transducing extracellular cytokine signals to effect transcriptional
changes in the cell nucleus.

LINE Long interspersed element. A family of autonomous non‐LTR retrotransposons
which contain an ORF coding for an RNA binding protein and an ORF coding for
a protein containing an endonuclease and reverse transcriptase domain.

LRT Likelihood ratio test. A statistical test to determine whether a statistical model has
a significantly better fit than a model with contains a subset of the focal model’s
parameters using a ratio of the two models’ likelihoods.

LTR Long terminal repeat. LTRs are non‐coding sequences that are found as sequence‐
identical pairs flanking the internal, gene containing region of ERVs and other
retrotransposons. Recombination between the two LTRs of a retroelement leads
to the formation of a solo‐LTR.

LWR Likelihood weight ratio. Statistic calculated as part of phylogenetic placement
which is themaximumlikelihood value for placement of a sequenceonabranchof
the reference tree normalised so that all placement locationmaximum likelihood
values sum to one.

Laurasiatheria Clade of placental mammals with estimated divergence date of 76 Mya
consisting of the Laurasiatheria and the Eulipotyphla (hedgehogs, shrews, moles,
solenodons).

MDA5 MelanomaDifferentiation‐Associated protein 5. A cytosolic pathogen RNA sens‐
ing PRR which activates antiviral and inflammatory cytokine pathways.

MSA Multiple sequence alignment. A set of sequences aligned with each other in a
matrix ‐ rows correspond to sequences, columns correspond to homologous sites
along the set of sequences.

Mann‐Whitney U test A statistical test that is non‐parametric and allows the compari‐
son of two groups without the assumption that values are normally distributed.
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Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree A phylogenetic tree generated by searching

for trees with the highest likelihood for the given sequence alignment and

substitution model.

Maximum likelihood tree bootstrapping A method of providing support values or

confidence values for splits in a ML phylogenetic tree. The columns in the

sequence alignment are subsetted into multiple pseudoreplicate alignments each

of which is then used to calculate an ML tree. Bootstrap support values are the

proportion of these pseudoreplicate trees that have the same split.

Mya Million years ago.

NAHR Non‐allelic homologous recombination. When two different regions of a chro‐

mosome contain highly similar sequences, homologous recombination can occur

between these regions, resulting in large‐scale genomic deletions or duplications.

NLRP3 inflammasome A protein complex composed of NLRP3 (NOD‐, LRR‐ and pyrin

domain‐containing protein 3) and other proteins. When activated leads to release

of pro‐inflammatory cytokines, including IL‐1β.

Noctilionoidea Yangochiropteran superfamily of bats containing Thyropteridae,

Furipteridae, Noctilionidae, Mormoopidae, Phyllostomidae, Myzopodidae, and

Mystacinidae families.

ORF Open reading frame.

PAMP Pathogen associated molecular pattern. Molecular motifs typically associated

with pathogens which are recognised by PRRs and exploited as a signal for im‐

mune activation by host cells.

PCA Principal component analysis. A method for reducing the dimensionality of a

dataset by defining new uncorrelated variables that are composed of weightings

of the original variables which maximise the variance of the dataset.

PRR Pattern recognition receptor. Receptors expressed by host cells enabling the sens‐

ing of PAMPs or molecules associated with cell damage.

PYHIN genes Pyrin and hematopoietic interferon‐inducible nuclear (HIN) domain‐

containing protein gene family. The PYHIN family of genes codes for cytosolic

DNA‐sensing proteins that activate inflammasome and interferon pathways.
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Phylogenetic placement A method for estimating the phylogenetic position of a given
sequence on a pre‐existing phylogenetic tree (i.e. a reference tree). For the given
sequence, a likelihood weight ratio (LWR) is calculated for each branch on the
phylogenetic tree that represents the relative likelihood that the sequence would
adjoin the phylogenetic tree at that branch.

Phylogenetic tree reconciliation A method which fits a secondary phylogenetic tree
(e.g. a gene tree or co‐evolving species tree) to a species tree by modelling specia‐
tion, duplication, transfer, and loss events in the secondary tree. This provides an
estimated evolutionary history of the secondary tree in the context of the species
tree.

Polytomy A split or node in a phylogenetic tree with more than two descendant
branches.

Pteropodidae Pteropodidae (Old World fruit bats) are a family within Yinpterochi‐
roptera that forma sister clade to the Rhinolophoidea superfamily. Pteropodoidea
is sometimes used to refer to the superfamily that contains only the Pteropodidae
and is therefore functionally the same taxonomic group as the Pteropodidae.
Pteropodid species cover ranges across the Old World continents.

RIG‐I Retinoic acid‐inducible gene‐I. A cytosolic pathogen RNA sensing PRR which ac‐
tivates antiviral and inflammatory cytokine pathways.

Rhinolophoidea A superfamily within Yinpterochiroptera that form a sister clade to
the Pteropodidae. The Rhinolophoidea consists of the Craseonycteridae, Hip‐
posideridae, Megadermatidae, Rhinolophidae, Rhinonycteridae, and Rhinopo‐
matidae families.

SINE Short interspersed element. A family of non‐autononomous non‐LTR retrotrans‐
posons typically 100‐700 bp in length. SINEs are derived from retrotranscribed
ribosomal RNAs and tRNAs and rely on the replication machinery produced by
LINEs for retrotransposition.

STING Stimulator of interferon genes. A cytosolic DNA‐sensing protein that activates
type I interferons.

Scrotifera Clade of placental mammals within the Laurasiatheria with estmiated
divergence date of 73 Mya. Scrotifera consists of the Chiroptera (bats), Carnivora
, Pholidota (pangolins), Perissodactyla (odd‐toed ungulate) and Cetartiodactyla
(even‐toed ungulate) orders.
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Search query In alignment‐based sequence search methods the query is compared
against a database of sequences to find sequences or subsequences within the
database that are similar to the query.

Sequencing coverage (read depth) The mean number of sequencing reads aligned to
each base pair in a genome assembly.

Software pipeline A collection of software used to process data in defined successive
steps.

Software wrapper A piece of software with the purpose of calling/running specific
other software in order to abstract away some the implementation details of
running that software.

Substitutionmatrix A matrix describing the relative rate at which each amino acid or
nucleotide residue is substituted for each other residue.

Substitutionmodel A model of the rate of nucleotide or amino acid substitutions at a
given site and the distribution of substitutions across the entire sequence. Substi‐
tution models are used to optimise topology and calculate branch lengths when
inferring phylogenetic trees fromMSAs.

TE Transposable element. A selfish genetic element that can replicate within a
genome. Retrotransposons or retroelements (class I TEs) replicate through
retrotransposition. DNA transposons (class II TEs) can change genomic location
through cut‐and‐paste or rolling‐circle transposition which sometimes results in
duplication.

TLR8 Toll‐like receptor 8. Endosomal TLR which recognises viral nucleic acids.

TLR9 Toll‐like receptor 9. Endosomal TLR which recognises viral nucleic acids.

TLR Toll‐like receptor. A family of transmembrane receptors which trigger the expres‐
sion of proinflammatory genes in response to binding to PAMPs. Most mammals
have 10 different TLRs, each recognizing different ligands.

TNFα Tumour necrosis factor alpha. Inflammatory cytokine involved in both pro‐
inflammatory and anti‐inflammatory pathways.

UTR Untranslated region.

Vespertilionoidea Yangochiropteran superfamily with a cosmopolitan distribution.
Contains the Vespertilionidae and Molossidae families.
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Yangochiroptera Suborder of Chiroptera consisting of the Rhinolophoidea, Embal‐
lonuroidea, Noctilionoidea, and Vespertilionoidea superfamilies.

Yinpterochiroptera Suborder of Chiroptera consisting of the Pteropodidae family, and
Rhinolophoidea superfamily.

c‐Rel The c‐Rel protein is a member of the NF‐κB (nuclear factor kappa‐light‐chain‐
enhancer of activated B cells) family of transcription factors.

lncRNA Long non‐coding RNA.

pHMM Profile‐hidden markov model. A probabilistic model that describes the varia‐
tion present at each position along a set of aligned sequences.

piRNA Piwi‐interacting RNA. Short RNAs that form a complex with Piwi protein to act
as an RNAi silencing mechanism.
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1.1 Bats are the products of a unique evolutionary radiation

Comprising around one fifth of all mammal species, bats number over 1300 named

species across over 200 genera, and 21 families, making the Chiroptera the second‐most

speciose mammal order after the Rodentia (Burgin et al. 2018). The order is split into

two suborders with an estimated early divergence date of ~64 Mya: Yinpterochiroptera,

consisting of the Pteropodidae family and Rhinolophoidea superfamily, and Yangochi‐

20
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roptera, consisting of the Rhinolophoidea, Emballonuroidea, Noctilionoidea, and Ves‐
pertilionoidea superfamilies (Teeling et al. 2005; Jebb et al. 2020). Yinpterochiroptera
likely originated in Asia and is found exclusively in the Old World. In contrast, Yan‐
gochiroptera has a global distribution with a more uncertain location of origin (Teeling
et al. 2005; Jones and Teeling 2006). Overall, twice as many bat species are found in the
Old World compared with the New World, although bats achieve their greatest alpha
species richness in SouthAmerica (Racey 2015). Across the 21 families, species richness
also varies greatly among families, from one and two species in the Craseonycteridae
and Noctilionidae respectively, to over 200 species in the Phyllostomidae and nearly 500
species in the Vespertilionidae (Burgin et al. 2018).

Bats likely diverged approximately 65 Mya from the other orders of the Scrotifera clade,
within the superorder Laurasiatheria (X. Zhou et al. 2012; Jebb et al. 2020). After this
split, bats evolved the capability of powered flight, followed by echolocation (Jones and
Teeling 2006; Simmons et al. 2008), which together allowed bats to occupy and eventu‐
ally dominate nocturnal aerial feeding niches that are relatively free of competitors and
predators, diversifying as they spread across the continents (J.J. Shi and Rabosky 2015).
This evolutionary radiation has resulted in the diversity of bat species with the range of
feeding strategies, life histories, and physiologies observed in modern bats.

Although ~70% of bat species are insectivorous, some species have transitioned to car‐
nivory, preying on small land vertebrates and, in some cases, specialising on small
fishes. Other species have evolved different dietary specialisations and feeding strate‐
gies altogether, including frugivory, nectarivory, sanguivory (vampire bats are the only
mammals to feed exclusively on blood), and omnivory (Racey 2015; Teeling et al. 2018).
Remarkably, obligate frugivory and nectarivory have evolved independently in at least
two separate bat lineages – the yinpterochiropteran Pteropodidae family and the yan‐
gochiropteran Phyllostomidae family (K. Wang et al. 2020).

Whennot foraging, bats exploit a range of roosting locations. They are the only group of
vertebrates to have successfully made use of caves as daytime shelters, benefiting from
temperatures that allow individuals to reduce the energy cost of homeothermy (Kunz
1982). Cave roosts are frequently inhabited by extremely large numbers of individuals,
with up to tens of millions of individuals sometimes aggregating in a single cave in the
case of Tadarida brasiliensis (McCracken 2003). Furthermore, caves are often co‐habited
by multiple species of bat (Kunz 1982). Aside from cave‐roosting bats, other species
are found to roost in tree cavities, within foliage such as unfurling leaves, or roost by
hanging from branches (Racey 2015). Interestingly, some bats (especially vespertilion‐
ids), have become some of the most synanthropic of all vertebrates, having frequently
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taken up – and benefited from – roosting within roof spaces of houses, churches and
other buildings (Racey 2015).

As with birds, the ability of bats to fly has contributed to their patterns of dispersal, as
well as their ability to migrate over mid to long distances, although less than 7% of bats
are suspected to migrate (Racey 2015). Indeed, most migratory bat species are consid‐
ered to be regionalmigrants, moving around 100‐500 km eachway – this is seen in some
temperate species of batwhichmigrate to and fromhibernacula (Krauel andMcCracken
2013). Additionally, a small number of temperate species migrate >2000 km in order to
overwinter in milder climates and avoid hibernation (Krauel and McCracken 2013). In
tropical or subtropical areas, migrating bats appear to follow transient opportunities
for feeding on fruit and nectar (Krauel and McCracken 2013).

In addition to a range of behavioural changes, the evolution of flight within the Chi‐
roptera led to a number of bat‐specific physiological traits, likely related to the high
metabolic demands of powered flight. These traits include extreme longevity for their
body size, high levels of metabolic activity (Healy et al. 2014), low rates of cancer (Olds
et al. 2015), small genome sizes (Kapusta et al. 2017), and an apparently unique immune
system (see Section 1.2).

1.2 The unique bat immune system

Bats appear to have an idiosyncratic physiological response to viral infections, and al‐
though the details of bat immune systems are only just beginning to be elucidated,
specific differences from typical mammal immune systems have been identified.

Investigations focussing on bat immune responses to RNA viruses suggest that bats have
much the same machinery for sensing RNA virus infection as do other mammals. Pat‐
tern recognition receptors (PRRs) are a conserved feature of animal cells, which de‐
tect pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) derived from viruses and other
pathogens. Toll‐like receptors (TLRs), an important class of PRRs, have begun to be
investigated in bats and appear to perform the same exogenous RNA sensing functions
as those found in human cells (Schad and Voigt 2016). However, TLR8 does appears to
differ structurally between bat species and appears to be under greater positive selec‐
tion in bats compared with other mammals (Schad and Voigt 2016; Escalera‐Zamudio
et al. 2015). Cytosolic RNA sensing PRRs such as retinoic acid‐inducible gene‐I (RIG‐
I) and melanoma differentiation‐associated gene 5 (MDA5) are well‐characterised in
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Figure 1.1: Overview of innate immunity pathways in bats showing relative differences in
strength of responses and pathway components compared with other mammals. Antiviral
cytokine expression and interferon stimulated gene (ISG) response is stronger in bats compared
to other mammals. Additionally, indirect evidence suggests a possible bat‐specific alternative
pathway of ISG activation and expanded ISG repertoire not found in other mammals. On the
other hand, DNA sensing, and inflammatory pathways are dampened in bats, leading to a
reduced inflammatory response compared with other mammals.

human cells and are also found to be present and with conserved functionality in bat
cells (Banerjee et al. 2017).

Although the initial sensing of viral RNA in bat cells appears to be similarly robust to that
of human cells, the downstream inflammatory responses appear to be strongly damp‐
ened inbats. InEptesicus fuscus cells, expressionof the pro‐inflammatory cytokineTNFα
is inhibited by the protein c‐Rel binding to the TNF promoter sequences (Banerjee et al.
2017). In parallel, activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome is also dampened in both yin‐
and yangochiropteran bats, thus reducing the production of another key inflammatory
cytokine, IL‐1β, in response to viral infection (Ahn et al. 2019). Furthermore, a study
usingMyotis myotis macrophages showed sustained high‐level transcription of the anti‐
inflammatory cytokine IL‐10 (Kacprzyk et al. 2017). Together this evidence suggests
that bats have adapted to strongly limit their inflammatory response to viral infection,
and in this way limit the often lethal pathogenesis associated with strong and chronic
inflammation (Banerjee, Baker, et al. 2020).

In comparison to their limited inflammatory responses to RNA virus invasion, current
evidence suggests that bat cells exhibit strong and rapidly‐induced antiviral cytokine
responses. Activation of PRRs leads to the downstream activation of interferon regu‐
latory factor 3 (IRF3) or IRF7, which activate interferons (IFNs), an important group
of antiviral cytokines. These in turn activate the expression of IFN‐stimulated genes
(ISGs) in neighbouring cells via the JAK‐STAT signalling pathway. ISGs are a broad group
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of genes that inhibit virus replication through different mechanisms (Schoggins et al.
2011; Shaw et al. 2017). Across bats, IRF3 appears to be particularly adapted to trig‐
ger an enhanced antiviral cytokine response compared to humans and other mammals
(Banerjee, X. Zhang, et al. 2020). Other studies using P. alecto cells have also identified
broad constitutive expression of IRF7 and downstream constitutive expression of IFNα
and associated ISGs (P. Zhou et al. 2014; P. Zhou et al. 2016). However, constitutive ex‐
pression of IFNαwas not observed inR. aegyptiacus cells (Pavlovich et al. 2018). Broader
ISG transcript expression dynamics have also been studied in P. alecto cells, and when
treated with IFNα, a universal, rapid induction and subsequent rapid decline in levels
of all ISG transcripts that were studied was observed (Cruz‐Rivera et al. 2018). Further
functional studies showing that IFNα and other type I IFNs (IFNκ and IFNω), as well
as type III IFNs (IFNλs) are involved in RNA virus response pathways have also been
carried out in E. fuscus, E. serotinus, P. vampyrus, R. aegyptiacus, and P. alecto cells (Virtue
et al. 2011; P. Zhou et al. 2011; He et al. 2014; Pavlovich et al. 2018). These corroborate
the importance of the antiviral cytokine based immune response in bats. Furthermore,
expansion of ISG families (J.A. Hayward et al. 2018) and atypical ISG expression (com‐
pared to human cells) has been observed in P. alecto cells (Cruz‐Rivera et al. 2018) and
P. vampyrus cells (Glennon et al. 2015) showing that bats have unique sets of ISGs in
addition to those studied in humans. Of particular note is the fact that some of these
ISGs required infection by Newcastle disease virus rather than IFNα treatment alone in
order for expression to occur. This suggests that bats may have evolved unique sensors
and/or additional signalling pathways independent of IFNs to stimulate the expression
of ISGs during viral invasion. It is also notable that major variation in the number
and subtypes of IFN loci, the different IFN expression patterns, and differences in ISG
repertoires between different bat species show that adaptations in antiviral immunity
are species‐specific and differ significantly across Chiroptera.

Compared to the numerous pieces of evidence pointing to the robust, or even enhanced,
RNA virus sensing capabilities of bat cells, our understanding of DNA virus sensing in
bat cells is limited. Nevertheless, some studies show key evidence suggesting reduced
or dampened DNA virus sensing in bat cells. Firstly, it was discovered that the PYHIN
family of immune‐related, cytosolic DNA‐sensing genes are entirely absent across chi‐
ropteran genomes, having likely been deleted independently during the evolution of
separate bat lineages (Ahn et al. 2016). Secondly, it has been found that Stimulator
of IFN genes (STING), an essential adaptor protein involved in multiple DNA sensing
pathways, has a reduced ability to induce IFN expression in bat cells and this allows
herpes simplex virus (HSV) to replicate more rapidly in P. alecto cells (Xie et al. 2018).
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Whether DNA sensing pathways in bats are globally dampened is still speculative, given

that bats are host to several DNA viruses that do not cause overt pathogenesis in their

hosts (Hayman 2016). However, it is reasonable to speculate that bats have a need for a

dampened DNA sensing pathway as a side‐effect of the evolution of flight.

During flight, high metabolic rates and elevated body temperatures (sometimes over

41°C; Hock 1951) produce reactive oxygen species that may cause DNA damage and

release of DNA into the cytoplasm (Barzilai et al. 2002). Bats show evidence of positive

selection in various genes related to DNA repair (G. Zhang et al. 2013). This selection

pressure could therefore also be the driving factor for loss of cytosolic DNA sensors

such as the PYHIN gene family and reduction of IFN activation ability by STING in

order to reduce self‐DNA‐mediated immunopathology. It is possible that the adapta‐

tions observed in TLR9 and autophagy pathways in bats evolved to compensate for this

dampened cytosolic DNA response (Escalera‐Zamudio et al. 2015; Laing et al. 2019).

Compared with the innate immune system of bats, our understanding of bat adaptive

immunity is currently very poor. Although serological studies have shown bats produce

antigen‐specific antibody responses, the strength and longevity of this response appears

to vary significantly between studies (Banerjee, Baker, et al. 2020). Furthermore, the

function of antibodies during viral infection in bats is unknown. Studies investigating

neutralising antibodies in response to viral infections in bats show conflicting patterns

of seroconversion compared with incidence of detectable viral shedding or virus repli‐

cation within individuals (Banerjee, Baker, et al. 2020). These data suggest that antibod‐

ies arising in response to virus infection in bats could control viruses via a mechanism

independent of neutralisation. Genomic evidence also points towards an increased

importance of the naive immunoglobulin repertoire for response to infections in bats

compared to other mammals (Bratsch et al. 2011).

Overall, the emerging picture of bat immunity is one of a diversity of adaptations that

have occurred within different bat lineages. However, evidence from a number of

species point to a general downregulation of inflammatory responses and a dampened

cytosolic DNA sensing pathway. These changes may be compensatory adaptations to

mitigate immunopathology caused as a side effect of the physiological stresses of flight.

In turn, these changes have repercussions in terms of host‐virus interactions in bats.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of currently described diversity of bat viruses based on numbers of pub‐
licly available sequences of bat‐associated viruses for each viral family found in bats. Coronaviri‐
dae and Rhabdoviridae comprise well over half of known bat virus diversity, although this may in
part be due to sampling bias towards these viral groups of human concern. Data from DBatVir
(L. Chen et al. 2014), accessed on 01/12/2020.

1.3 Do bats have a special relationship with viruses?

A particularly high diversity of viruses have been found circulating among bat popula‐
tions in comparison to other orders of mammals (Luis et al. 2013; Hayman 2016) with
over 12,000 bat‐associated species of virus discovered and catalogued, representing 30
virus families (Fig. 1.2) (L. Chen et al. 2014). Of these, coronaviruses arewidely detected
in bats frommost regions of the world, and represent a large portion of diversity among
bat viruses as well as the largest diversity of coronaviruses among mammals (Wong
et al. 2019). Similarly, bat astroviruses are also hugely diverse and can be found in
over 30% of individual bats screened (Young and Olival 2016). Other groups of viruses
with high diversity found in bats include the Lyssavirus genus within the Rhabdoviridae
family, which contains Rabies virus, and the Paramyxoviridae, which contains Hendra
virus and Nipah virus. Across this viral diversity, a broad range of pathologies are in‐
duced during infections of bats that often have significant effects on bat populations
(Mühldorfer et al. 2011).

1.3.1 Inter‐ and intra‐host virus dynamics in bats

Bat physiology and bat immune systems appear to be atypical amongst mammals, in‐
dicating the potential for unique dynamics between bats and viruses. However, both
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the inter‐host dynamics and the underlying within‐host dynamics of viral infections in
bats is poorly understood, with a number of different hypotheses supported by con‐
flicting evidence (Plowright et al. 2016). Fortunately, due to their underlying nature,
better understanding of within‐host dynamics would also be predictive of the inter‐host
dynamics of viral spread at the population level.

One hypothesis posits that bats generally experience acute viral infections followed by
long‐term immunity (Plowright et al. 2011). If this is the case, then the main drivers of
epidemic cycles in bats would be expected to be oscillations of herd immunity levels,
population size, and connectivity between populations (Plowright et al. 2016). The short
infectious period shown by bats inoculated in captivity with Hendra virus and Nipah
virus suggest this dynamicmay occur in some cases (Halpin et al. 2011). However, other
observations are inconsistent with this dynamic, such as a lack of expected association
between flying fox population size and Hendra virus prevalence in the Australian sub‐
tropics (Giles et al. 2018; Letko et al. 2020).

An alternative hypothesis states that bats exhibit persistent or recurrent viral infections
(Plowright et al. 2016). In this case, the immune competence of individuals would con‐
trol viral shedding and thus virus transmission and it follows that factors causing stress
would likely be drivers of shedding peaks and bursts of viral transmission (Plowright et
al. 2016). This hypothesis has been supported by the general assumption, and common
paradigm, that reservoir hosts carry persistent infections, as well as the suggestion that
bats have immune systems with dampened viral responses (see Section 1.2). However,
more recently, specific instances of shedding and inferred transmission events have
given support to this idea (Plowright et al. 2016). In one study, seven months after the
inoculation of a group of 36 R. aegyptiacus bats with Marburg virus, a number of naive
individuals became infected, suggesting that the virus persisted within the experimen‐
tal group for months before being transmitted to the naive bats (Schuh et al. 2017).

1.3.2 Are bats a special reservoir for zoonotic viruses?

Approximately 75% of emerging infectious diseases for humans are zoonoses (L.‐F.
Wang and Anderson 2019), and over the past few decades, numerous zoonotic viruses
have surfaced with serious public health consequences. Of these, bat‐borne viruses
occupy a greater proportion than viruses from any other mammalian order (L.‐F. Wang
and Anderson 2019). For example, Marburg virus, Hendra virus, Nipah virus, and
Sosuga virus have been directly isolated frombats (Towner et al. 2009; Halpin et al. 2011;
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Amman et al. 2015). In addition, there is strong evidence suggesting that while other
mammal hosts may have acted as intermediate reservoirs before human infection,
Ebola viruses, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS‐CoV), SARS‐CoV‐2
and Middle East respiratory coronavirus (MERS‐CoV), also originated in bats (Olival
and Hayman 2014; Latinne et al. 2020; Memish et al. 2013; Leroy et al. 2005).

Based on a dataset of mammal‐virus associations which covers >10% of mammal diver‐
sity and catalogues >500 viruses (Olival et al. 2017), it appears that, along with rodents
and primates, bats account for much of viral sharing over broad phylogenetic distances
(Carlson et al. 2019). Statistical modelling based on this dataset using generalised addi‐
tive models (GAMs), suggests a major factor determining zoonotic risk from a species
is the total viral richness present for that species, supporting the idea that the number
of zoonotic viruses scales with the total pool of viruses associated with a species (Olival
et al. 2017). In addition, thismodelling suggests that a significantly higher proportion of
bat viruses are zoonotic compared with viruses associated with any other mammalian
order. These results add weight to the idea that the unique physiological and ecological
traits of bats make them a ‘special reservoir’ for zoonotic viruses, and leads to elevated
numbers of zoonoses originating from this group (Luis et al. 2013). The results of this
modelling are also consistent with previously observed dynamics in which the phylo‐
genetic proximity of reservoir host to recipient host increases the likelihood of viral
transmission (Cleaveland et al. 2001; Luis et al. 2015; Streicker et al. 2010), and also
seem to support human–animal contact – such as that resulting fromhunting, increased
human population density, and increased urbanisation – as important in defining per‐
species zoonotic risk.

Interestingly, based on a more stringent dataset cataloguing the associations of >400
viruses with robust evidence of persistence within 11 orders of mammals and birds, a
more recent analysis used similar methods as those by Olival et al. (2017) but differed
in some of its conclusions (Mollentze and Streicker 2020). AlthoughMollentze and Stre‐
icker (2020) agree with the analysis by Olival et al. (2017) in finding that the number
of zoonotic viruses scales with the total pool of viruses associated with a taxonomic
group, they did not find Chiroptera (or any other mammalian or avian order) to host a
significantly higher proportion of zoonotic viruses than other taxonomic orders, casting
doubt on the ‘special reservoir’ hypothesis. Instead, their findings suggest that the high
observed number of zoonotic diseases originating in bats is proportional to the higher
total number of viruses harboured by bats, in turn due to the higher number of bat
species. This is consistent with the findings of a study using a similar modelling ap‐
proach but based on a different database of host‐virus associations across several mam‐
malian taxa, which found high levels of viral sharing within Chiroptera but low levels
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of viral sharing between bats and species from other mammalian orders (Albery et al.
2020). Additionally, the results from Mollentze and Streicker (2020) also suggest that
the greater species richness of a host group, such as bats, does not facilitate zoonotic
transmission by selecting for a broader host range of the host group‐associated viruses.

Although the physiology and ecology of bats may not lead to an enhanced zoonotic
capability of their associated viruses, distinct traits, including particular features of bat
immunity, are still likely to have important influences on viral communities in bats,
with repercussions for recipient hosts of zoonotic viruses. One such trait is the ele‐
vated antiviral cytokine‐based immune response that even appears to be constitutive
in some species of bats (see Section 1.2 for details) (P. Zhou et al. 2014; P. Zhou et al.
2016). Models based on virus infectivity assays in bat cell lines suggest that the height‐
ened innate immune response of bat cells limits pathogen‐induced cellular morbidity
which, in turn, leads to accelerated within‐host propagation rates of bat viruses (Brook
et al. 2020). Thus, viruses evolved under this cellular regime may be likely to cause
increased virulence in hosts which do not possess the same elevated innate immune
responses present in bats.

Altogether, this suggests that the disproportionate impact of zoonotic diseases originat‐
ing in batsmay be an outcome of a higher average virulence of bat zoonoses rather than
the generation of a disproportionate number of zoonoses. Regardless of proportional‐
ity, the absolute number of zoonoses generated in bats is still second only to rodents,
and therefore any general understanding of bat‐virus interactions that applies across
the Chiroptera applies to a substantial fraction of all zoonotic threats and is of extreme
value from a public and veterinary health standpoint.

1.4 Endogenous viral elements (EVEs)

1.4.1 EVEs are found across eukaryotic genomes

Virus‐like sequences, or endogenous viral elements (EVEs), have been discovered in
the genomes of cellular organisms, showing that genetic material can be transferred
from a virus into a host cell genome. When such a transfer of genetic material occurs
within a germline cell, the resulting EVE can be passed vertically to the host’s offspring
andmay eventually become fixedwithin the host population. The vast majority of EVEs
are retrovirus‐derived EVEs, typically contributing 5‐15% of the total DNA content of
animal genomes (Smit et al. 2013). These endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are formed
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during a retrovirus infection, where the virus integrates a DNA copy of its genome
into the host cell chromosome as part of its replication cycle. ERVs can also multiply
within a genome through the efficient intracellular mechanism of retrotransposition
(Stocking and Kozak 2008), leading to extraordinarily high copy numbers (Magiorkinis
et al. 2012). ERVs are therefore also classified under the umbrella of autonomous
transposable elements (TEs).

In comparison to the ubiquity of ERVs within host genomes, non‐retrovirus‐derived
EVEs are relatively rare, typically numbering fewer than twenty or thirty loci within
a genome (Katzourakis and Gifford 2010; Aiewsakun and Katzourakis 2015). Whereas
every retroviral infection has the potential to create a vertically transmitted ERV due to
the nature of retrovirus replication, and further duplications are then possible through
retrotransposition, integrations of non‐retrovirus genetic sequences are low probabil‐
ity events. One mechanism for the generation of non‐retroviral EVEs involves mRNA
generated by the virus being captured by the retrotranscribing machinery of retroele‐
ments in the cell, such as LINEs and ERVs. Reverse transcription generates DNA from
this RNA which may then be concatenated with the fragments of the retroelement and
subsequently incorporated into the host cell genome by mechanisms of retroelement
integration (Belyi et al. 2010b). A second mechanism that can occur in the case of DNA
virus integration is direct homologous recombination of the viral genomic DNA and the
host cell chromosomal DNA (Belyi et al. 2010a). Ultimately, over the course of millions
of years, these low probability events have led to EVEs representing every Baltimore
Classification group to be represented within host eukaryotic genomes (Aiewsakun and
Katzourakis 2015). Within animals specifically, EVEs have been found that represent
Bornaviridae, Bunyaviridae, Filoviridae, Orthomyxoviridae, Reoviridae, and Rhabdoviridae
families (Aiewsakun and Katzourakis 2015).

1.4.2 EVEs are a viral fossil record

Studies which have sequenced samples of viruses across multiple timepoints have
shown that many exogenous viruses evolve at a rate of around 10‐3 substitutions
per site per year (s/n/y) (Sanjuán 2012). Although these studies examined closely
related viruses, it is also commonplace in the literature to characterise diversity and
evolutionary history of viruses by aligning viral genes or genomes sampled from across
viral genera or families and building phylogenies from these alignments. The high
evolutionary rate of viruses would therefore suggest that phylogenetic trees, and the
alignments on which they are based, are only likely to represent recently diverged
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EVE datingmethod Description
Orthologue dating If orthologues of an EVE can be found in multiple host species, the divergence date

of the host species can be considered a minimum age for the EVE.
Paralogue dating In the case of two or more paralogous copies of an EVE, an alignment can be used to

count the number of mutations between each copy. Assuming that the sequences
have experienced a neutral selection regime, the time since duplication can be
inferred using the count of mutations and the host neutral mutation rate. This
provides a minimum age for the EVE.

LTR dating ERVs are flanked on both sides by LTR regions which can be used to date the ERV
integration date. During retroviral integration, the LTRs are identical in sequence.
As with paralogue dating, the number of genetic differences between the two
sequences is directly proportional to their age (assuming neutral selection) and thus
the date of the ERV insertion.

Stop codon dating The number of premature stop codons that have accrued within an EVE sequence
should be proportional to the age of the EVE since it can be assumed that at
integration time no premature stop codons were present in the sequence. Thus a
count of accumulated stop codons within an EVE sequence can be used to estimate
the age of the EVE. In practice, the number of stop codons can be hard to estimate
due to the presence of frameshift mutations.

Table 1.1: Overview of EVE dating methods.

viruses, with a high potential for spurious phylogenetic relationships at deeper levels.
Older homology and sequence relationships would be lost behind a phylogenetic
horizon, beyond which an excessive number of substitutions would render sequences
unalignable or saturation of substitutions would make it impossible to determine
the true phylogenetic relationships between sequences. Interestingly, viral clade
groupings produced by such phylogenies do appear to mirror phenotypic similarities
well (Nishimura et al. 2017; M. Shi et al. 2018; Amarasinghe et al. 2019), therefore
suggesting that such phylogenies are reasonably accurate. Interestingly, EVEs provide
evidence showing that these deep phylogenetic relationships are not only accurate,
but are rooted millions of years in the past, indicating that the previously calculated
evolutionary rates may be inaccurate over long time scales.

EVE sequences are, in most cases, of neutral fitness value and therefore mutations oc‐
cur at the neutral substitution rate of the host. Since cellular organisms have neutral
mutation rates of around 10‐9s/n/y (Kumar and Subramanian 2002), EVE sequencesmu‐
tate several orders of magnitude more slowly over time compared to their exogenous
counterparts, and thus provide relatively unaltered snapshot of a virus genome at the
time of insertion millions of years ago. It is this property that allows EVEs to be con‐
sidered viral ‘fossils’ allowing comparison of modern exogenous viral sequences with
sequences closely related to ancestral exogenous viral sequences frommillions of years
ago. Specifically, EVEs can be dated through a number of methods (see Table 1.1) and
therefore can be used to time‐calibrate virus phylogenies in much the same way that
geological fossils – which provide time information based on geological dating – can
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be used to time‐calibrate animal and plant phylogenies. By including dated EVEs in
virus phylogenies, it has been established that viral clades are generally in the order of
millions of years old rather than estimates based on short‐termmeasured evolutionary
rates whichmay predict ages in the order of tens of thousands of years old (M. Shi et al.
2018). One such example is the discovery of orthologous hepadnavirus EVEs in turtle
genomes, which dates the minimum age of the Hepadnaviridae to the Triassic period
>207 Mya (Suh et al. 2014).

Strikingly, when EVE sequences of a known age are compared with modern exogenous
viruses of the same family, many fewer substitutions are present than would be
expected with an evolutionary rate of 10‐3s/n/y, and in fact, this comparison suggests
an evolutionary rate closer to the cellular evolutionary rate of 10‐9s/n/y (Aiewsakun
and Katzourakis 2016; Simmonds et al. 2019a). This fits with other findings that the
determined evolutionary rate of a virus is dependent on the time‐scale over which it is
measured; the longer the timescale, the slower the evolutionary rate (Aiewsakun
and Katzourakis 2016).

To explain this, Simmonds et al. (2019a) posit a niche‐filling model in which viruses
evolve to fit a niche which is defined by their host (but see Holmes and Duchêne 2019,
and Simmonds et al. 2019b). Being dependent on the host biology, this niche changes
according to the host’s evolution and thus at the same rate as the host’s evolutionary
rate. Therefore, under this model, the long‐term evolutionary rate of the virus is de‐
termined by changes in the host‐determined niche and short‐term evolutionary rate
is reflective of evolutionary local exploration of that niche. However, although highly
conserved viral genes (such as negative‐strand RNA viral polymerases) fit this pattern,
and are conserved enough to allow alignment across entire orders or families of viruses,
other genes are family‐specific and their origins cannot be traced back as far despite
their apparent slow long‐term evolutionary rate. Notably, some of these family‐specific
genes are structurally and functionally homologous with genes specific to other fam‐
ilies. For example, the VP40 gene present in filoviruses, and the M gene in distantly
related bornaviruses, share no significant sequence homology but appear to serve sim‐
ilar functions in immune suppression and genome replication, and also show striking
structural homology (Neumann et al. 2009). This might suggest a common origin of
these genes, followed by rapid divergence at a rate much higher than the rate of change
of the host‐defined niche, before each of the two divergent genes settled into slower
long‐termevolutionary rates. Under this scenario, it would seem that the niche inwhich
the viruses reside sometimes does allow viruses to harness their ability to rapidly adapt
for long stretches of time rather than just in the short‐term.
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An alternate explanation for functionally similar but genetically distant genes, is that

such genes could be a case of a long‐distance journey through genotype‐space which

corresponds to a looping journey through phenotype‐space in which phenotypic start

and endpoints are close together. This would therefore still be a case of local explo‐

ration of the host‐defined niche and be consistentwith the niche‐fillingmodel proposed

by Simmonds et al. (2019a). However owing to a lack of a framework to measure vi‐

ral evolutionary rate where sequences are unalignable, it is not possible to quantita‐

tively characterise this type of evolutionary trajectory and thus only qualitative spec‐

ulations can be made.

Beyond revealing this curious phenomenon, EVEs have also helped to expand our

knowledge of host ranges for families of viruses (Aiewsakun and Katzourakis 2015).

Since EVEs are a record of a past viral infection, detecting an EVE derived from a

particular clade of viruses shows that the host species has a previous (and likely

ongoing) relationship with that group of viruses. For example, the identification of

endogenous filovirus elements in South American and Australian marsupial genomes

that are phylogenetically basal to extant filoviruses suggests that extant filoviruses

(which circulate amongst mammals in the Old World) may have originated in the

New World (D.J. Taylor et al. 2010). This result, points to a broader geographical

and phylogenetic range of filoviruses than was previously deduced. This approach

is therefore particularly useful, because although host ranges of extant viruses have

been extensively surveyed amongst humans, livestock, and crop species, the host

ranges of viruses beyond these limited groups is poorly characterised. Using such

data to determine broader patterns of virus host ranges is therefore subject to the

heavy information bias of agriculturally and medically important viruses. EVE based

surveys not only reveal new virus‐host relationships where no exogenous virus has

been previously associated with a host (M. Shi et al. 2018), but also produce less biased

virus‐host association data because the diversity of genome sequences available for

analysis is much broader than exogenous virus surveillance data (Aiewsakun and

Katzourakis 2015). Despite this, the rarity of EVE endogenisation events make EVEs

an extremely sparse record of viral infections within a host, and, furthermore, there

are stark differences in the likelihood of endogenisation for different viral clades

(Kryukov et al. 2018).

In addition to simply revealing broader host ranges, EVEs can help to elucidate the long‐

term evolutionary patterns of viral lineages, helping to characterise the propensity of a

virus to undergo host‐switching, as well as identifying ancestral host populations. For
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example, analysis of a specific lineage of gammaretroviruses found throughout mam‐
mals showed wide dissemination between ~33 and ~15 Mya which involved frequent
jumps betweenmammal species and continents as well as viral recombination (Diehl et
al. 2016). In contrast, ERVs have revealed the phylogeny of foamy viruses to be remark‐
ably congruent with that of their eutherian mammal hosts, pointing to an extremely
stable co‐speciation dynamic occurring over the past 100 million years (Switzer et al.
2005; Katzourakis et al. 2014).

Despite the rarity of endogenisation events, EVEs are an extremely valuable resource
for the understanding of virus evolution and host‐range. With the onset of large se‐
quencing consortia aiming toproduce genomesequences for thousands of species span‐
ning broad phylogenetic ranges (Koepfli et al. 2015; Lewin et al. 2018), a wealth of EVE
data will likely become available in the near future. As a result, EVEs will become an
evermore valuablemeans of filling in gaps in our knowledge of virus‐host associations,
and will ultimately lead to a better understanding of long‐term viral evolutionary dy‐
namics, with associated potential implications for the development of viral control and
prevention strategies.

1.5 EVEs are a source of genomic novelty

Most EVEs are non‐functional, either being the product of a fragmented piece of viral
genetic material or being strictly silenced and undergoing pseudogenisation (Feschotte
and Gilbert 2012). However in many cases, ERVs and non‐retroviral EVEs can play a
beneficial role in broadly shaping host genome biology, or can contribute useful coding
or non‐coding sequence that is co‐opted by the host.

1.5.1 ERVs can enhance genomic plasticity

The ability of active ERVs to duplicate through retrotransposition leads to high
copy numbers within genomes and brings these elements under the umbrella
of transposable elements (TEs) or interspersed repetitive elements. Interspersed
elements are known to facilitate large‐scale genomic rearrangements, duplications,
and deletions through nonallelic homologous recombination (NAHR) events (Konkel
and Batzer 2010). Highly similar transposable element copies within a genome (such
as a multiple near‐identical copies of an ERV) provide an opportunity for the pairing
of different regions of sister chromatids during homologous recombination, which in
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turn results in translocation, duplication, or loss of genomic segments (Konkel and
Batzer 2010). An increased number of transposable elements, such as ERVs, therefore
leads to what is often termed genomic instability (regarded as deleterious), but could
also be considered as increased genomic plasticity. The effects of increased genomic
plasticity can prove to be useful substrates for evolution, enabling the duplication
of large numbers of genes (in turn enabling subfunctionalisation), or the removal of
expendable regions of the genome. The latter case may be particularly important
for species where genome size is constrained by high metabolic demands, such as
bats and birds (Kapusta et al. 2017). In such circumstances, evidence points to short
genome size being maintained by an ‘accordion model’ of genome evolution, wherein
an equilibrium exists between genome growth and TE‐mediated NAHR events that
result in the beneficial loss of DNA (Kapusta et al. 2017).

1.5.2 EVEs can be co‐opted as cis‐regulatory elements

EVEs, especially ERVs, are rich in cis‐regulatory sequences which originally functioned
to recruit cellular transcriptional machinery for replication of the original virus.
Once integrated into the host genome, these sequences have the potential to control
the activation of adjacent cellular genes, and therefore have the potential to be co‐
opted as transcription factor binding sites, enhancers, or promoters (Chuong et al.
2017). For example, transcription factor binding sites present in the long terminal
repeat (LTR) regions of human ERVs (HERVs) control the transcription of a substantial
number of target genes for human tumour suppressor protein p53 (T. Wang et al.
2007). Additionally, enhancers present in lineage‐specific ERVs have independently
contributed to the transcriptional networks underlying interferon (IFN) response
across diverse mammalian genomes (Chuong et al. 2016), while HERVs appear to
function as active promoters in the regulation networks involved in pluripotency
control in human cells (J. Wang et al. 2014).

1.5.3 EVE co‐option for generation of non‐coding transcripts

When EVEs, ERVs, and other TEs insert into the host cell genome, it can result in the
creation of new exonic sequence where previously none existed, a process termed ‘ex‐
onisation’. Exonisation is the result of the splice site‐like structures in the element
creating new splice patterns when an element insertion occurs in the intronic region of
an existing gene,which leads to the creation of a novel exonor exons being incorporated
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into themature transcript (Sela et al. 2010; Schmitz and Brosius 2011). Such a transcript
may now include some of the sequence from the EVE or TE itself and thus the result is
a chimeric transcript. However, due to the potential for insertions to disrupt reading
frames, selection has heavily biased their distribution towards occurring in non‐coding
transcripts or, in rare cases, in the UTR regions of protein coding transcripts (Kapusta
et al. 2013). In addition, the transcription start sites present in TEs or viral elements are
frequently generators of de‐novo longnon‐codingRNAs (lncRNAs), in somecases gener‐
ating transcriptswhich consistmostly of the element sequence and in other cases gener‐
ating a transcript derived fromadjacent intergenic or intronic DNA (Kapusta et al. 2013).

These two mechanisms together likely account for the fact that TE sequence fragments
– including ERVs – were found to be present in ~75%, ~68%, and ~66% of lncRNAs in
humans, mouse, and zebrafish genomes, respectively, suggesting that this pattern may
hold across all vertebrates (Kapusta et al. 2013). Interestingly, within humans, ERVs
appear to be overrepresented compared to other TE families, suggesting HERVs may
be particularly adapted to recruiting transcriptional machinery (Kelley and Rinn 2012;
Kapusta et al. 2013). The functionality of lncRNA repertoires is unfortunately not nearly
as well characterised as that of coding genes, owing to the volatility of their evolution
(Ponjavic et al. 2007; Kapusta et al. 2013; Johnsson et al. 2014; Necsulea et al. 2014;
Craig et al. 2018); however, some specific examples of ERV‐derived lncRNAs have been
characterised. One example is lncRNA_ES3, generated by a transcription start site and
splice structure of a HERV locus, found to be a trans‐acting regulator of pluripotency in
human embryonic stem cells (Ng et al. 2012). A second example, again found in human
cells, is lnc‐EPAV, a trans‐acting positive regulator of virus induced cytokine response
in human cells (B. Zhou et al. 2019).

A further type of non‐coding RNAs that appears to be generated by ERVs is microRNA
(miRNA), which appears to be ubiquitously involved in regulation of a broad diversity of
biological processes (Roberts et al. 2014). Beyond miRNAs and lncRNAs – which most
commonly appear to play a regulatory role – EVEs have also been found to contribute to
another form of non‐coding RNA, called Piwi‐interacting RNA (piRNA). piRNA clusters
are repetitive sequence clusters in the genome that are transcribed to form piRNA pre‐
cursor molecules, which are then processed to form piRNAs. piRNAs form a complex
with Piwi protein which then acts as an RNAi silencing mechanism for RNA molecules
complementary to the piRNA (Ophinni et al. 2019). Interestingly, non‐retroviral EVEs
have been found to be enriched within piRNA clusters in somemammal species, which
has been suggested as evidence that this system acts to capture and integrate viral ge‐
netic sequence during infections and subsequently result in piRNA‐guidedRNAi, in turn
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mediating adaptive immunity (Ophinni et al. 2019). In particular, bornavirus‐derived
EVEs have been found to be independently enriched within piRNA clusters in both ro‐
dents and primates, and give rise to piRNAs that are antisense to the bornaviral nucle‐
oprotein mRNA (Parrish et al. 2015).

1.5.4 EVE co‐option for generation of coding transcripts

EVEs are derived either from viral mRNAs coding for viral proteins or entire viral
genomes that are extremely ORF dense. Thus it is no surprise that this coding potential
within EVEs has also been targeted by selection, resulting in viral protein coding genes
being expressed for the benefit of the host. The most striking example of this is the
well studied syncytins, derived from retroviral env genes (Mi et al. 2000). Syncytins
are glycoproteins present in the species of a number of mammalian orders, as well
as in some viviparous lizard species, and carry out cell‐cell fusion functions during
placental development (Mi et al. 2000; Cornelis et al. 2017). Fascinatingly, syncytins are
thought to be the result of 17 independent co‐option events throughout the evolution
of vertebrates, with each case derived from a different lineage of retrovirus (Broecker
and Moelling 2019). Due to their ubiquity in vertebrate genomes, retroviruses have
thus provided natural selection many opportunities to co‐opt retroviral coding genes.
Correspondingly, ERV‐derived coding transcripts have regularly been discovered in
sequenced genomes (Frank and Feschotte 2017; Broecker and Moelling 2019). In fact,
a recent systematic phylogenomic study searched a broad sampling of vertebrate
genomes and identified 177 putatively co‐opted retroviral gag‐ and env‐derived genes
across these genomes (J. Wang and Han 2020). Although non‐retroviral EVEs are much
rarer than ERVs, bornavirus‐, filovirus‐ and parvovirus‐derived genes with conserved
coding regions and evidence of expression have been identified in vertebrate genomes
and often appear to possess immune‐related functions (Fujino et al. 2014; Kondoh
et al. 2017; Lau et al. 2017).

1.5.5 EVE‐derived immunity genes

Examples of each of the mechanisms of direct EVE co‐option mentioned above are
overwhelmingly found to result in immune related functionality in the host, whether
the co‐option results in new regulatory sequences, generates new non‐coding RNAs,
or produces functional proteins. Co‐option of EVEs resulting in immune functions
is a phenomenon termed EVE‐derived immunity (EDI) (Aswad and Katzourakis 2012;
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Broecker and Moelling 2019). This apparent predisposition is likely a result of the
fact that viruses are already adapted to exploiting and interfacing with host immune
responses, thus, viral genomes are rich in features that are preadapted and can readily
‘plug in’ to host immune pathways. This is well demonstrated by the broad finding that
the promoter/enhancer sequences in ERVs are a major component of the interferon
response transcriptional network in humans (Chuong et al. 2016; M. Wang et al. 2020).
Furthermore, broad differential expression of ERV loci has been observed in response
to infections by numerous virus species including HIV, Epstein‐Barr virus (EBV),
hepatitis B virus (HBV), human T‐lymphotropic virus (HTLV), and Dengue virus (DENV)
(Contreras‐Galindo et al. 2007; Hsiao et al. 2009; Toufaily et al. 2011; M. Wang et al.
2020), which also tallies with findings that lncRNAs (a large proportion of which are
ERV‐derived) are involvedwith human interferon signalling pathways (Peng et al. 2010).

The nucleotide homology of EVEs to their exogenous counterparts is also something
that has been exploited by hosts (Aswad and Katzourakis 2012; Roberts et al. 2014). An
example of this is EVEs included in piRNA clusters which potentially aid host immunity
by recognising infecting viral RNA through complementarity as potentially seen with
some bornavirus‐derived EVEs in mammals (Parrish et al. 2015).

Finally, at the protein coding level, a number of examples of EVE co‐option for im‐
mune function have been well characterised (Broecker and Moelling 2019). One form
of immune‐related role taken up by EVEs is the direct conferral of innate immunity
against infecting viruses by blocking entry of exogenous viruses into cells, an example
ofwhich is the retroviral in originFv4 gene found inmice (G.M.Taylor et al. 2001). When
Fv4 is expressed, the translated Env protein competes with exogenousmurine leukemia
virus (MuLV) in binding to the cell surface receptor used for viral entry and thus inhibits
cell entry, thereby conferring immunity against this virus (G.M. Taylor et al. 2001). An
expressed counterfeit viral protein encoded by anEVE can also hamper the intracellular
stages of viral life cycle. For example, another ERV‐derived gene in mice, Fv1, produces
a Gag‐like protein that binds to, and blocks, retroviral capsid cores shortly after cell
entry (Best et al. 1996; Boso et al. 2018). Interestingly, Fv1 and its homologues in other
rodents, appear to confer immunity to a range of retroviruses unrelated to MuLV (to
which it is most closely related), suggesting that Fv1 acts upon conserved structural pat‐
terns rather than specific amino acidmotifs (Yap et al. 2014). Another example of a pro‐
tein coding EDI gene is itEBLN, a protein‐coding bornavirus nucleocapsid gene co‐opted
in the ground squirrel which appears to aid immunity against bornaviruses through
binding to the bornaviral ribonucleoprotein complex and causing suppression of both
inter‐ and intracellular stages of the viral life cycle (Geib et al. 2003; Fujino et al. 2014;
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Kimet al. 2020). Onemoremode of immune related function that can be performedby a
co‐opted coding viral gene is that of immune regulation. A potential example of this is a
filovirus VP35 gene co‐opted inMyotis bats which has retained its immune suppressing
function that evolved in the exogenous virus and appears to have been repurposed by
the bats as a regulator of interferon (IFN) signalling (Edwards et al. 2018).

In summary, EVEs can represent an important source of genetic novelty for their hosts.
Indeed, EVEs have provided the opportunity for hosts to exploit every aspect of viral
genomes during their co‐option, and most frequently have done so for immune‐
related function.

1.6 Outline of work

In this project I carry out the first large‐scale comparative survey of EVEs found in the
growing number of sequenced bat genomes and attempt to glean a maximal amount
of information about the viruses that are represented by them. By developing a new
method for in silico EVE detection (Chapter 2), I attempt to thoroughly and systemati‐
cally characterise the EVEs present in bat genomes that are as yet unexplored in their
EVE content, and improve upon the previous EVE‐mining efforts in other bat genomes.
Basedon this, I amable to examine thephylogenetic distributionof ERVs across bats and
extract informationabout the rates of cross‐species retrovirus transmissionbetweenbat
lineages across an evolutionary timescale. This allowsme to compare the rates of cross‐
species transmission occurring within different bat clades and to test the effects of phy‐
logenetic relatedness (Chapter 3). I am also able to identify new information about the
evolutionary history and long‐term association with bats, of filoviruses, parvoviruses,
and the recently discovered Cultervirus and Carbovirus genera of bornaviruses (Chap‐
ter 4). Additionally, I provide evidence that the Tetraparvovirus genus is more ancient
than previously understood (Chapter 4). Finally, with the aid of transcriptomic data, I
identify putative EVE co‐option events in bats, and examine their potential relationship
to the unique immune systems found in bats (Chapters 4 and 5).
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Abstract

Endogenous viral elements (EVEs) can be found integrated within the genomes of nearly all eu‐
karyotic organisms, having resulted from the insertion of genetic material from a virus into the
genome of the host organism. The majority of EVEs occur as pseudogenes and thus experience
the slow neutral mutation rates of eukaryotic organisms. EVEs therefore provide a snapshot of
the viruses infecting hosts millions of years in the past and thus provide an invaluable resource
for the study of the evolutionary history of viruses. However, identifying EVEs and recovering
their genetic sequence is bioinformatically challenging due to the frequent presence ofmultiple
frameshifting mutations and their often distant homology to known viral sequences. In this
study I benchmark four in silico approaches for the detection of EVEs and compare their perfor‐
mance in the detection and recovery of endogenous retroviral reverse transcriptase sequences
in a panel of ten bat genome assemblies. I show that a search strategy based on frameshift‐
aware alignment of protein profile‐hidden markov models is well suited for EVE mining due
to its superior recovery of fragmented viral sequence. Based on this, I develop an easy‐to‐use
tool – Disrupted Viral ORF Search (DVORFS) – that implements this novel EVE mining strategy,
improving upon currently used methods. The benchmark results also highlight the major im‐
pact of genome assembly strategy on the transposable element (TE) content present in genome
assemblies. This suggests that future studies comparing the TE content across different genome
assemblies must take into account the assembly strategies of the genomes being compared for
a valid comparison to be made.

2.1 Introduction

Abroaddiversity of virus‐derived sequences, termed endogenous viral elements (EVEs),
can be found scattered across eukaryotic genomes, with examples having been discov‐
ered that together represent every class of virus in the Baltimore classification system
(Aiewsakun andKatzourakis 2015). EVEs are a product of the process of endogenisation,
in which virus‐derived DNA integrates into host germline chromosomes, leading to ver‐
tical transmission from parent to offspring, and, in some cases, eventual fixation in a
population (Katzourakis and Gifford 2010). Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are often
prolific within the genomes of their vertebrate hosts because they enter and proliferate
within host chromosomes as an obligate step during their life cycle (Stocking and Kozak
2008). In vertebrate genomes, the vast majority of EVEs are retrovirus‐derived, and
typically around5‐15%of the genomeconsists of retrovirus derived sequence (Smit et al.
2013). In comparison, non‐retroviral EVEs are rarely found in numbers that exceed
twenty or thirty loci within a given genome because their integration occurs acciden‐
tally and at a low rate (Katzourakis and Gifford 2010).

Most retroviral and non‐retroviral EVEs occur as inactive pseudogenes. Inactivation
can arise frombecoming fragmented during the process of endogenisation, subsequent
disruption of the reading frame through the accrual of mutations, or being silenced
through methylation based cellular machinery (Groh and Schotta 2017). As a result of
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deactivation, most EVEs mutate under a neutral selection regime at the neutral substi‐
tution rate of their host (~10‐9s/n/y; Kumar and Subramanian 2002), which is around
three orders of magnitude lower than the substitution rate of the exogenous virus from
which the EVE is derived (~10‐3s/n/y; Sanjuán 2012). Thus, EVEs represent ‘fossilised’
viral sequences with high identity to the ancient viruses that were endogenised. The
study of EVEs, termedpaleovirology, is therefore ameans to elicit information about the
ancient biology (M. Chen and Cui 2019), host distribution (Metegnier et al. 2015; Pénzes
et al. 2019), and evolution of viral groups (Aiewsakun and Katzourakis 2015; Diehl et al.
2016; M. Shi et al. 2018) using these ‘fossilised’ sequences.

Despite their abundance, conducting a thorough census of EVEs within a genome as‐
sembly is bioinformatically challenging. Firstly, being derived from viruses, the se‐
quence diversity among EVEs will reflect the vast diversity present within viral groups.
Unfortunately, due to a paucity of sampling, viral sequence databases fail to capture the
vast sequence diversity present even in extant exogenous viruses, and therefore repre‐
sent an even smaller proportion of the diversity in extinct lineages of viruses that could
be found as EVEs (Aiewsakun and Simmonds 2018). Thus, when using a homology‐
based search method, successful detection of an EVE will frequently require the detec‐
tionof a sequencewith remotehomology fromquery sequences in a referencedatabase.
Although detection of ERVs is commonly accomplished using RepeatMasker (Smit et al.
2013) –which relies on nucleotide against nucleotide search –most approaches for iden‐
tifying non‐retroviral EVEs have utilised translated BLAST searches with viral protein
sequences as queries against a host genome (Camacho et al. 2009; Katzourakis and Gif‐
ford 2010; Kondo et al. 2015; Metegnier et al. 2015; Skirmuntt and Katzourakis 2019).
Yet because coding sequences are more conserved at the amino acid level than the
nucleotide level, the sensitivity of a translated search is higher than a nucleotide against
nucleotide search because it enables the identification of EVEs within a larger genetic
distance of a reference viral sequence database.

Sensitivity to remote homologues may be increased further by using profile‐based
search methods, such as position‐specific scoring matrix (PSSM) search in PSI‐BLAST
(Altschul et al. 1997) or profile‐hidden markov model (profile‐HMMs or pHMMs)
search implemented in HMMER (Eddy 2009). A profile‐HMM is generated from a
multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of a representative set of homologous sequences
to produce a probabilistic model that describes the diversity and conservation present
within the MSA and, therefore, the broader sequence family. The extra information
captured in this model compared to individual sequences therefore provides higher
sensitivity when searching for remote homologues (Park et al. 1998) and thus makes
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pHMM search an especially useful tool for detecting and aligning viral sequences.
For example, HMMER has been used with protein pHMM queries to improve the
sensitivity of: detecting virus coding sequences in metagenomic reads (Skewes‐Cox
et al. 2014); detecting EVEs with ORFs greater than 80 amino acids in length (Nakagawa
and Takahashi 2016); and identification of previously undetected tobamovirus‐derived
genes in fly genomes (Kirsip and Abroi 2019).

Althoughprevious studies have used translated BLAST searches to identify pseudogenes
(Harrison et al. 2002; Lerat and Ochman 2004), methods that rely on protein sequence
queries to identify pseudogenes lack sensitivity for loci with numerous frameshifts.
This is because most such tools rely on searching each translated frame of a nucleotide
sequence separately, which causes acute problems when numerous frameshifts are
present at a locus. For regions of pseudogenised coding sequence that containmultiple
frameshifts, homology within each particular translation frame will only be present
in very short interspersed stretches. For both HMMER and translated BLAST, each
sub‐alignment or ‘high scoring pair’ (HSP) can only occur within a single frame, and
proximal and consecutive HSPs in different frames are joined only after they have been
identified, meaning that each HSP must individually meet a threshold of detection.
In the case of detecting EVEs, where numerous frameshifts and insertions frequently
occur, both methods lack sensitivity because the homology at an EVE locus is often too
‘spread out’ across the different reading frames for the EVE to be detected

Maximising the sensitivity of a search method for identifying EVEs thus requires an
approach that combines searching a nucleotide sequence in amino acid‐space using a
protein pHMM query while simultaneously accounting for frameshifts and insertions.
The only currently available tool that fulfils these requirements is GeneWise from the
Wise2 package (Birney et al. 2004). GeneWise implements a number of complex, hidden
markovmodel‐based, alignmentmodels which can account for frameshiftmutations in
coding sequences and should therefore provide improved sensitivity for detecting EVEs.

EVE mining using GeneWise often requires preprocessing of genome assemblies to re‐
duce excessive computation times, conversion of modern pHMM formats to be com‐
patible with GeneWise, specific parameters to enable effective detection of EVEs, and
post processing of hits to create more accurate EVE annotations. Here I describe the
development of a new tool, namedDVORFS (DisruptedViral ORFSearch), that simplifies
these preprocessing steps and integrates a post‐processingmethod in conjunction with
theGeneWise 3:33L alignmentmodel for effective detection of EVEs in genomic data. In
this study I show the benefits of using this method for the detection of EVEs by compar‐
ing the results of a search for endogenous retrovirus reverse transcriptase (RT) domains
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in 10 bat genome assemblies using GeneWise, tBLASTn (Camacho et al. 2009), HMMER,
and RetroTector — a tool specialised for detection of ERV coding domains (Sperber et al.
2007). Additionally, I use the results to show the significant impact which different
genome assembly strategies (such as the use of different sequencing technologies or
genome assembly software) have on the resulting ERV content of a genome assembly.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Selection of genome assemblies

To assess EVE search performance of a number of EVEmining methods across varying
types of genome assembly, a panel of ten genome assemblies (listed in Table 2.1) were
selected from across the order Chiroptera, representing three families of bats (Rhi‐
nolophidae, Pteropodidae, Phyllostomidae) that span both the Yinpterichiroptera and
Yangochiroptera suborders. To allow more direct comparison of assembly methods,
genome assemblies were chosen from the same or closely related species within the
three bat families. Genome assemblies were further selected to represent a diversity
of assembly strategies to include assemblies produced with a range of short‐read cov‐
erage depths, different short read assembly software, and assemblies produced using
long reads. Genome assemblies within each bat family were selected to represent at
least three of four categories of genome assembly strategy: short read, low coverage,
assembled by SOAPdenovo (R. Li et al. 2010); short read, high coverage, assembled by
SOAPdenovo; short‐read, medium coverage, assembled by DISCOVAR de novo (BROAD
Institute 2015); and assemblies that variously utilised long reads.

2.2.2 Restricting search regions to putative ERV regions

In order to reduce spurious hits to non‐retrovirus‐derived RT domains, genome as‐
semblies were first screened using RepeatMasker loaded with a previously constructed
custom repeat library to identify putative ERV regions within which tBLASTn, HMMER,
RetroTector, and GeneWise would be used to search for RT domains. The custom
repeat library was created with the aim of covering as much bat ERV diversity as
possible. First, ERV sequences were extracted from genome assemblies from 15 bat
species (Appendix A.2.1) using RetroTector (version 1.0.1, using the SweepDNA then
SweepScripts commands with default parameters and default motif library). LTR
regions for all ERV sequences discovered were then removed to leave only the internal
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Species
(assembly name)

Accession Contig N50
(bp)

Sequencing Technology Cov. Assembly
Method

Rhinolophidae:
R. ferrumequinum
(ASM46549v1)

GCA_000465495.1 11,659 Illumina HiSeq 17x CLC NGS Cell;
SOAPdenovo

R. ferrumequinum
(RhiFer_v1_BIUU)

GCA_007922735.1 127,195 Illumina HiSeq 40x DISCOVAR de
novo

R. ferrumequinum
(mRhiFer1_v1.p)

GCA_004115265.1 31,900,497 PacBio Sequel; 10X
Genomics linked reads;
Bionano Genomics 2
enzyme; Phase Genomics
HiC

53x DAmar; Arrow;
FreeBayes;
Longranger;
Bionano Solve;
Salsa2

Pteropodidae:
E. helvum
(ASM46528v1)

GCA_000465285.1 12,668 Illumina HiSeq 18x CLC NGS Cell;
SOAPdenovo

P. alecto
(ASM32557v1)

GCA_000325575.1 31,841 Illumina HiSeq 110x SOAPdenovo

R. aegyptiacus
(RouAeg_v1_BIUU)

GCA_004024865.1 100,260 Illumina HiSeq 36x DISCOVAR de
novo

E. spelaea
(Espe.v1)

GCA_003508835.1 8,002,591 PacBio Sequel 80x Falcon

Phyllostomidae:
D. rotundus
(ASM294091v2)

GCA_002940915.2 80,250 Illumina Hiseq 94x SOAPdenovo;
HiRise

T. saurophila
(TonSau_v1_BIUU)

GCA_004024845.1 141,649 Illumina HiSeq 46x DISCOVAR de
novo

P. discolor
(mPhyDis1_v1.p)

GCA_004126475.1 6,892,556 PacBio Sequel; 10X
Genomics linked reads;
Bionano Genomics 2
enzyme; Arima Genomics
HiC

66x DAmar; Arrow;
FreeBayes;
Longranger;
Bionano Solve;
Salsa2

Table 2.1: Genome assemblies used in this study to benchmark EVE search methods.

regions. Nested LINE and SINE elements within these ERV sequences were identified

using RepeatMasker (version 4.0.7, parameters: -species mammalia -e ncbi)
loaded with RepBase repeat library release 20170127 (Bao et al. 2015) and removed

using a custom script. Next, redundant sequences from this ERV library were removed

based on the ‘80‐80’ rule, which considers two repeat sequences to be of the same family

if more than 80% of their length can be aligned with over 80% identity (Wicker et al.

2007). This was carried out using CD‐HIT (version 4.7, cd‐hit‐est with parameters: -n 5
-c 0.8 -G 0 -aS 0.8). Finally, this librarywasmergedwith RepBase repeat library

release 20170127 and ERV sequences obtained by Zhuo et al. (2013), again removing

redundant sequences according to the ‘80‐80’ rule using CD‐HIT (version 4.7, cd‐hit‐

est‐2d with parameters: -n 5 -c 0.8 -G 0 -aS 0.8). Each of the ten genomes in

the panel were annotated using RepeatMasker (version 4.0.7, with the parameter -e
ncbi) loaded with this custom repeat library. Any regions annotated as ERV loci which

were within 200 nucleotides of each other were then merged into single regions and

this set of regions was then defined as putative ERV regions to be searched for RT loci.
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2.2.3 RT locus identification using four search methods

To evaluate and compare the EVE mining performance of different methods, the

putative ERV regions identified in the previous stage were searched using four

approaches, three of which are based on general homology search tools (HMMER,

GeneWise, tBLASTn). In order to ensure equivalent information was provided to

each of these tools, the same pHMMs were used as queries with both HMM based

tools (HMMER and GeneWise) and the sequences that comprised the seed alignment

for these pHMMs were used as query sequences with tBLASTn. The four methods

used were: 1) the DNA sequences of the ERV regions were searched directly using

GeneWise (genewisedb from Wise2, version 2.4.1) employing the 3:33L model using

all RT pHMMs from GypsyDB (Llorens et al. 2011) as queries with the parameters

-alg 333 -aalg 333L -init local -gap 6 -ext 0 -subs 1e-2 -indel
1e-4 -cut 15; 2) the DNA sequences of the ERV regions were translated into all six

frames using EMBOSS transeq (version 6.5.7.0), the resulting amino acid sequences

were searched using HMMER (hmmsearch from HMMER3, version 3.1b2) with default

parameters and the same query pHMMs as those used with GeneWise, the translated

hit locations were then converted back to genomic locations; 3) the DNA sequences

of the ERV regions were searched directly using tBLASTn from the BLAST+ package

(version 2.5.0+) with default parameters, using a query library consisting of all the

sequences used to construct the pHMMs used in the previous methods; 4) the DNA

sequences of the ERV regions were searched directly using RetroTector (version 1.0.1)

using the SweepDNA then SweepScripts commands with default parameters and

default motif library, the predicted Pol proteins containing at least one RT motif

were considered as hits to RT loci.

For each searchmethod, the same algorithmwas employed in a post‐processing step to

eliminate overlapping hits and to combinemultiple fragmented hits in the same coding

region into combined single hits. First, where hits from the same query overlapped,

only the highest scoring hit was retained. Then, hits from the same query, that were

within 1000bp of each other and were in the correct orientation and order with respect

to the query, were merged into a combined hit. After merging, overlapping hits from

different queries were filtered to retain only the highest scoring hit. Finally, the hits

were filtered to remove those with fewer than a total of 30 codons aligned to the query.
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2.2.4 Sensitivity analysis

In order to quantify the sensitivity of each of the four RT identification methods, the

loci detected by each method were compared to the combined set of loci detected by

all methods combined. First, the hits produced in the previous steps for each of the

ten genome assemblies were combined into a single set for each assembly and any

overlapping hits weremerged into a single combined hit. This set of hits was used as the

definitive set of putative RT loci against which each of the methods could be compared

and the number of these definitive RT loci which overlapped with hits produced by

each search method were counted (Table A.1 and Fig. 2.1). This approach ensured that

searchmethodswhich producedmultiple short hits within a single locus did not receive

a higher count than methods which successfully identified the whole locus in a single

hit. An upset plot was generated to visualise the numbers of putative RT loci identified

by each combination of methods (Fig. 2.3). Plots were generated using the seaborn and

UpSetPlot packages in Python.

2.2.5 Predicted sequence completeness analysis

I compared the ability of each method to reconstruct the amino acid sequence of the

detected RT loci in the presence of ORF disruptions. This was achieved using an ap‐

proach based on alignment of the predicted RT amino acid sequences against a refer‐

ence alignment. Despite RT being themost conserved domain found in ERVs and exoge‐

nous retroviruses, the high diversity present between different retrovirus genera causes

many automatic alignment methods to produce inaccurate alignments of this domain

when input sequences originate from distant retroviral genera. The approach used

here attempts to minimise this error by using a manually curated backbone alignment

(spanning the diversity of all retrovirus genera) to which new sequences are aligned

with a custom substitution matrix in two stages. First, predicted RT amino acid se‐

quences from each search method were split into two categories: ‘complete sequences’

derived from hits with greater than 180 codons matching the query HMM or sequence;

and ‘fragmented sequences’ with fewer than 180matching codons (RetroTector‐derived

sequences were considered ‘complete’ or ‘fragmented’ if they contained >3 or ≤3 RTmo‐

tifs respectively). Where a predicted sequence was derived from multiple fragmentary

hits that were merged during the search post‐processing step, the missing sections in

relation to the query pHMM or sequence were represented by lengths of ambiguous

residues equal to the length of the missing sections.
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A manually curated alignment of RT sequences from 83 exogenous retroviruses and

well‐characterised endogenous retroviruses, as well as retroelement outgroups (Gypsy,

Micropia, Ty3, and Del elements), was used as a backbone amino acid alignment.

First, an amino acid substitution matrix for further alignment steps was derived

from this manual alignment using ReplacementMatrix (Dang et al. 2011). Next, for

each method, and for each assembly, the ‘complete’ RT amino acid sequences were

added to the initial alignment using the E‐INS‐i alignment method in MAFFT (version

7.467) using the derived substitution matrix and with the --add parameter (Katoh

and Standley 2013). Next, the ‘fragmented’ RT amino acid sequences were added to

these alignments using MAFFT with the same substitution matrix and the parameters

--addfragments --multipair.

In order to count the proportion of the RT domain that was recovered in each hit, the

alignment was trimmed to include only the 255 columns from the original alignment.

The number of non‐ambiguous residues for each predicted sequence was then counted

to give the number of ‘alignable amino acids’ (AAAs) which can be used as an estimate

of the proportion of the domain that was recovered in the predicted sequence. Im‐

portantly, this approach normalises the varying numbers of insertions found in each

locus. The distributions of AAAswere plotted for each searchmethod and each genome

(Fig. 2.2) using the seaborn python package.

2.3 Results

A panel of ten bat genome assemblies from three bat families (Rhinolophidae, Pteropo‐

didae, Phyllostomidae) were selected for benchmarking the ERV RT identification capa‐

bilities of four sequence search methods (GeneWise, HMMER, tBLASTn, RetroTector).

In order to assess performance across varying types of genome assembly, genome as‐

semblies within each bat family were selected to represent at least three of four cat‐

egories of assembly strategy: short‐read, low coverage, assembled by SOAPdenovo;

short‐read, high coverage, assembled by SOAPdenovo; short‐read, medium coverage,

assembled by DISCOVAR de novo; and assemblies that variously utilised long reads (see

Table 2.1 for details). Putative ERV regions within each assembly were identified using

RepeatMasker loaded with an expanded bat ERV library (see Section 2.2.2) and each

method was used to independently search within these regions. Hits from all methods

were thenmerged to create combinedputativeRT loci. Across the ten assemblies, a total

of 16,434 putative RT loci were identified (mean 1,819, 1,629, 1,487 for Rhinolophidae,
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Figure 2.1: Counts of number of putative RT loci detected by each search method compared
with the total number of putative RT loci (grey), across genome assemblies. The number of
putative RT loci is determined by combining all hits from all search methods and merging any
overlapping hits to create a set of combined positions. X‐axis ordered by assembly strategy
and ascending contig N50 value. * SOAPdenovo‐assembled genomes. † DISCOVAR de novo‐
assembled genomes. ‡ Long‐read‐based genome assemblies.

Pteropodidae, and Phyllostomidae, respectively), see Fig. 2.1 and Table A.1. To assess
the completeness of the predicted amino acid sequences, the predicted amino acid se‐
quences for each hit by each method were aligned using MAFFT to an existing amino
acid alignment of retrovirus RT sequences with 255 columns. To normalise for varying
numbers of insertions between loci, columnsnot present in the original alignmentwere
removed, and the number of residues remaining were counted to give the number of
‘alignable amino acids’ (AAAs) , which ranged from 0 to a maximum of 255 (the length
of the original RT alignment) for each hit. The distributions of AAAs are plotted for
each assembly in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Distributions of ‘alignable amino acids’ (AAAs) of RT domain hits for each search method, across genome assemblies. AAA is calculated
as the number of amino acids in the predicted protein sequence of a hit that align to the original 255 columns of the manually curated reference RT
alignment. Number of AAAs is therefore ameasure of the completeness of a recovered RT sequence, with hits possessing close to 255 AAAs considered
to represent complete sequences. Plots are ordered by assembly strategy and ascending contig N50 value. * SOAPdenovo‐assembled genomes. †
DISCOVAR de novo‐assembled genomes. ‡ Long‐read‐based genome assemblies.
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Figure 2.3: Upset plot to show the number of putative RT loci detected by each grouping of methods, across genome assemblies. The membership of
each group (along the x‐axis) is displayed with filled circles (included), empty circles (not included). Ordering of groups is by descending number of
loci detected by each group. Plots are ordered by assembly strategy and ascending contig N50 value. * SOAPdenovo‐assembled genomes. † DISCOVAR
de novo‐assembled genomes. ‡ Long‐read‐based genome assemblies.
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2.3.1 Differences in number and length of identified RT sequence between
search methods

To assess the ability of GeneWise to recover EVEs from genome assemblies, I com‐
pared the hits and predicted protein sequences generated by four methods (GeneWise,
tBLASTn, HMMER, andRetroTector) when searching for retrovirus‐derived RT domains
in 10 bat genome assemblies. To avoid spurious hits to LINE RT domains and to enable
direct comparisons between all methods within reasonable time limits, searches were
restricted to putative ERV regions identified byRepeatMasker in each genomeassembly.
GeneWise, tBLASTn, and HMMER are general search sequence methods and can be
used to search for any endogenous viral domains, however, RetroTector is specialised
for ERV domain discovery. For each of the general search methods, equivalent queries
were used in order to provide a fair comparison (see Section 2.2.3). ERV RT domains
were chosen as a means to benchmark these tools due to their high abundance within
vertebrate genomes and the wide range of states of degradation of the encoding open
reading frames (ORFs), thus providing an extensive dataset to robustly assess perfor‐
mance. It also enabled me to compare against the specialised tool, RetroTector, which
is specifically tuned to recover long sections of ERV coding domains and successfully
predict the encoded protein sequence.

Across the regions of each genome that were scanned, hits from all four tools were
combined and overlapping hitsweremerged to give a combined total set of putative ERV
RT loci. This was used to assess the sensitivity of each tool for detecting the presence
of endogenised RTs, each tool was considered to have detected a particular locus if it
produced hits that overlapped with the putative locus.

RetroTector detected the fewest putative loci in each genome (Fig. 2.1 and Table A.1),
however a higher contig N50 value appears to correspond to a higher number of loci de‐
tected, suggesting that RetroTector requires longer stretches of coding sequence, undis‐
rupted by a more fragmented genome assembly, to detect a hit. This is confirmed by
the distribution of Retrotector’s hit lengths (visualised in Fig. 2.2), with the vastmajority
of hits consisting of >200 AAAs and almost none below 150 AAAs. BothHMMER andGe‐
neWise use protein pHMMs as search queries, and so, perhaps unsurprisingly, detected
very similar numbers of loci in each genome assembly. Althoughwithin each assembly,
GeneWise detected more loci that HMMER was unable to detect than vice versa (see
Fig. 2.3). Interestingly, the detection sensitivity of tBLASTn relative to other tools var‐
ied by genome assembly. Specifically, in short‐read, SOAPdenovo assemblies tBLASTn
detected substantially more putative RT loci than any of the other tools. However in
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genomes assembled from long‐read data, tBLASTn detects a very similar number of loci
to HMMER and GeneWise, and in DISCOVAR de novo assemblies, tBLASTn appears to
detect fewer loci than HMMER and GeneWise.

Although HMMER, GeneWise, and to some extent, tBLASTn were able to detect sim‐
ilar numbers of RT loci in each genome, these tools differ substantially in terms of
the length of hits they recover. Across SOAPdenovo assemblies, and long‐read assem‐
blies, tBLASTn detected a relatively uniform number of RT fragments of every length,
however in DISCOVAR de novo assemblies, tBLASTn detected an increased number of
shorter fragments. In mRhiFer1_v1.p and Espe.v1 assemblies tBLASTn detected an in‐
creased number of longer fragments – in line with HMMER and GeneWise. Across all
assemblies, HMMER produced large numbers of short hits and only relatively few long
hits, meaning that only short fragments of coding sequence could be reconstructed
using this tool, despite its sensitivity. In each assembly, RetroTector produced only
longer hits, with almost no hits containing fewer than 150 AAAs. The number of long
hits produced by RetroTector was consistently much higher than the number produced
by HMMER or tBLASTn, indicating the strength of RetroTector in reconstructing long
sections of ERV coding domains. Across all assemblies GeneWise was able to recon‐
struct a comparable number of long hits to Retrotector, and in addition, GeneWise was
able to detect and reconstruct the sequence of shorter fragments that RetroTector lacked
the sensitivity to detect at all. This suggests that GeneWise is particularly successful at
detecting and reconstructing the full extent of both short and long fragments of pseu‐
dogenised RT coding sequence.

2.3.2 Differences in detected RT domain abundance between genome
assemblies

Although not the main purpose of this study, conducting a thorough search of ERV RT
domains across this dataset highlights the major impact of different assembly strate‐
gies on the content of the genome assembly. Specifically, the major differences that
are reflected in the results of an in silico ERV census. ERVs are transposable elements
which are often found in regions with many tandem‐duplicated copies (Ahmed and
Liang 2012). These repetitive genomic regions, which contain a high proportion of the
total ERV content of a genome, often prove particularly difficult to assemble with short‐
read sequencing data. The low coverage, short‐read genome assemblies (ASM46549v1
andASM46528v1, assembledwith SOAPdenovo in both cases) have contigN50 values be‐
low 13Kbp, implying they are highly fragmented assemblies, and unsurprisingly, con‐
tain low amounts of detectable ERVs. In these cases, the assembler likely struggles to
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assemble a high proportion of the repetitive regions which contain many of the ERVs.
Furthermore, the lower read coverage may lead to multiple copies of ERVs being col‐
lapsed into single contigs as there are too few reads to distinguish between the different
copies given the low amount of variation between them.

The genome assemblies ASM32557v1 and ASM294091v2 were both assembled with
SOAPdenovo using short‐read datasets but with around 100x coverage (more than five
times the read depth used in the low coverage short read assemblies) and consequently
have several fold higher contig N50 values (~32Kbp and ~80Kbp for ASM32557v1 and
ASM294091v2 respectively). Interestingly, these two assemblies only show a 13%
increase in mean number of RT loci detected compared with the many fold increase in
contig N50 values. This suggests that although the non‐ERV enriched genomic sections
may be much less fragmented in these assemblies, the assembler still has issues with
assembling ERV containing regions of the genome despite the higher read coverage.

All three assemblies produced using PacBio Sequel long‐read sequencing technology
have contig N50 values which are 1‐2 orders of magnitude greater than those produced
using short reads, indicating vastly less fragmented assemblies. This corresponds to an
increase of up to 59% in the total number of RT loci detected compared with genomes
of closely related species assembled with short reads by SOAPdenovo. Additionally,
the number of highly complete RT sequences that were recovered from these assem‐
blies was markedly higher than those produced by SOAPdenovo or DISCOVAR de novo
(Fig. 2.2). This suggests that the long‐read technology enables, not only assembly of
more ERV‐derived nucleotides in total, but also enablesmuchmore successful assembly
of the ERVs in their entirety.

The panel of genome assemblies also contains three assemblies (RouAeg_v1_BIUU,
RhiFer_v1_BIUU, and TonSau_v1_BIUU) produced using the assembly tool DISCOVAR
de novo with short reads with coverages between 36x and 46x. Impressively, the contig
N50 values for these assemblies ranged from100Kbp to 142Kbpdespite only using short‐
read libraries with middling read coverage. Additionally, up to 2.5 times the number of
RT loci were detected in these assemblies than in SOAPdenovo assemblies for closely
related species of bats (for example 1214 putative RT loci in ASM32557v1 compared
with 2482 in RouAeg_v1_BIUU despite a coverage of 110x and 36x respectively). This
suggests that DISCOVAR de novo is much more capable of assembling ERV‐enriched
regions than SOAPdenovo, even given fewer reads. Interestingly, more RT loci were
also detected in each of these assemblies than in those produced using long‐read
sequencing technology. This could indicate that DISCOVAR de novo is also more
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effective at assembling ERV regions than the long‐read assembly strategies or it could
be a result of DISCOVAR de novo producing an excess of artifactual contigs containing
ERV sequence. Notably, in RouAeg_v1_BIUU and RhiFer_v1_BIUU, a large proportion
of the increased number of RT loci compared with other assemblies were loci which
only spanned shorter regions of the RT domain (Fig. 2.2), implying that the additional
ERV regions present in the DISCOVAR de novo assemblies are highly fragmented.

2.3.3 DVORFS: An easy‐to‐use wrapper and post‐processor for EVE mining
with GeneWise

In order to provide an easy‐to‐use means of applying GeneWise for the sensitive detec‐
tion and reconstruction of EVE sequences, I developed an integratedGeneWisewrapper
and post‐processing tool: Disrupted Viral ORF Search (DVORFS), which can be accessed
at https://github.com/ilevantis/dvorfs. DVORFS is implemented in Python 3 and makes
use of: GeneWise (Birney et al. 2004) as the core tool for searching for EVEs in a genome;
BEDTools (Quinlan andHall 2010) formanipulating genomic coordinates and extracting
specific regions of fasta files; EMBOSS transeq (Rice et al. 2000) for efficiently translat‐
ing DNA sequence for searching with HMMER; and HMMER (Eddy 2011) for carrying
out rapid preliminary searches of large genomes. DVORFS is intended to be used with
selected pHMMs from databases such as PFAM (El‐Gebali et al. 2019), GyDB (Llorens
et al. 2011), and SUPERFAMILY (Gough et al. 2001) or from pHMMs derived from user
curated protein sequence alignments.

DVORFS carries out a search for viral domains (from a given set of viral protein pHMMs)
in a given set of DNA sequences in three stages: 1) ‘presearch’ stage – theDNA sequences
are windowed and translated, then searched with HMMER using lenient thresholds,
then translated hit coordinates are converted back to genomic coordinates; 2) search
stage – hit locations from the ‘presearch’, as well as their surrounding genomic regions,
are windowed and searched using the 3:33L model in GeneWise; 3) post‐process stage
– the coordinates and predicted coding sequences of hits from the search stage are
combined where appropriate and filtered to meet desired threshold values. Optionally,
the first stage can be skipped and a predefined set of regions can be supplied to set the
regions within which the search stage will be restricted. The output of DVORFS is a
set of hits and the corresponding predicted amino acid sequence of the EVE domains
as well as a preliminary codon alignment for each query domain based on the query
pHMM. During the process of experimenting with the use of GeneWise as a tool for
mining EVEs, a number of bugs were discovered in Wise2, for which DVORFS contains
workarounds to enable ease of use for EVE mining.
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2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Frameshift‐aware protein pHMM to DNA alignment search improves
EVE detection and sequence recovery

The software GeneWise can directly perform protein pHMM to DNA alignments whilst

accounting for frameshifts in the DNA sequence. Since most ERVs and other EVEs

present in a genome consist of coding sequences that are highly degraded, the HMM‐

based, frameshift‐aware alignment model implemented in GeneWise is theoretically,

particularly well‐suited to the detection and coding sequence prediction of EVEs. In

this study, I compare GeneWise against HMMER, tBLASTn, and RetroTector and show

that GeneWise is, in practice, more successful in detecting and reconstructing the full

extent of both short and long fragments of pseudogenised RT coding sequence across

ten bat genome assemblies. Thus, this novel application of GeneWise, implemented in

DVORFS, provides an improved method for in silico EVE detection and characterisation

over previously used EVE mining methods.

Across the ten genome assemblies analysed, each of the tools showed different charac‐

teristics in terms of sensitivity to detecting the presence of ERV RT domains and ability

to reconstruct the coding sequence of the disrupted locus. Both HMMER and tBLASTn

were broadly able to detect a similar number of RT loci in each genome (Fig. 2.1), how‐

ever, the amount of coding sequence recovered for many of the RT loci was relatively

short compared to that recovered by GeneWise and RetroTector (Fig. 2.2). The differ‐

ences between the quantity of coding sequence recovered by these two groups is likely

a reflection of these tools’ abilities to deal with frameshifts in the ERV RT loci. HMMER

(with post‐processing) and tBLASTn both align protein queries to each frame of a DNA

sequence individually before stitching sequential HSPs found in different frames into a

single hit. In comparison, RetroTector uses a ‘fragment threading’ sequence alignment

approach which is based on short motifs and is robust to numerous frameshifts. The

GeneWise alignment model is also able to account for frameshifting insertions or dele‐

tions because it can identify codons thatmatch the protein query in any frame. Further‐

more, a frameshift‐aware alignmentmethod is able to continue extending an initial seed

alignment across frameshifts, thus recovering longer sections of a disrupted coding

sequence despite its existence across multiple frames. In comparison, frameshifted

sections of sequence may be entirely missed by the single‐frame alignment algorithms

in HMMER and tBLASTn as the section of sequence in a particular frame may have too

little homology to the query in isolation in order for an initial hit to occur. As a result,
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GeneWise and RetroTector are particularly successful in comparison to HMMER and

tBLASTn at recovering the full extent of longer ERV RT loci.

Although the ‘fragment threading’ approach of RetroTector is robust to frameshifts,

it requires the presence of two or more specific motifs to be conserved at the locus

for detection to occur. This means that only loci which are long enough to contain

these specificmotifs will be detected. This condition, in turn, explains why RetroTector

is unable to detect shorter RT fragments and therefore detects the fewest number of

putative RT loci over all. In comparison, GeneWise does not rely on specific motifs

within the query but can find homology anywhere along the query HMM, enabling

the detection of shorter coding sequence fragments from any region of the original

ORF. As a consequence, GeneWise is able to detect shorter fragments with sensitivity

comparable to, or better than, HMMER and tBLASTn, both of which are similarly able

to detect homology anywhere along the query.

Overall, the benchmarking demonstrates that GeneWise is able to detect short, more

fragmented, sequences with similar sensitivity to tBLASTn and HMMER, while also be‐

ing able tomore completely recover highly degraded coding sequence, like RetroTector,

but is not limited to detecting only ERV coding sequences. These capabilities make

GeneWise particularly well‐suited to detecting any EVEs or transposable elements (TEs)

that contain coding sequence within host genome assemblies. In particular, GeneWise

should prove useful for recovering older, more degraded, pseudogenised coding se‐

quences in which numerous frameshifts have accumulated. Therefore, compared with

other protein‐based TE detection methods, a GeneWise‐based search enables a more

accurate census of TEs to be conducted due to the increased chance of detecting the

more ancient and degraded elements in a genome. When used for EVE detection, the

ability to reconstruct longer sections of EVE coding sequence is particularly useful as it

providesmore biological and phylogenetic information about the original virus thatwas

endogenised. Furthermore, the utilisation of protein pHMM‐based search provides an

increase in sensitivity for detecting remote homologues of the sequences represented in

the query profile as shown by previous studies (Park et al. 1998; Skewes‐Cox et al. 2014;

Kirsip and Abroi 2019). This is of particular need when searching for non‐retroviral

EVEs due to the sparse sampling within viral sequence databases, and the large genetic

distances between reference exogenous viruses and the ancient viral lineages found

endogenised as EVEs. This searchmethod therefore has the potential to greatly improve

the breadth of viral lineages that can be discovered, as well as the information that can

be recovered about these lineages, in studies of paleoviruses.
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A shortcoming of GeneWise is the extreme computational intensity of its alignment
algorithms (such as the 3:33L algorithm tested here), compared with themuchmore ef‐
ficient HMMER and BLAST algorithms. Unfortunately, using GeneWise to search an en‐
tire eukaryotic genome with a substantial number of query pHMMs can therefore take
many thousands of CPU hours. In order to reduce the computational time required, it is
reasonable to use a more efficient, though less sensitive, search algorithm with lenient
cutoff thresholds to identify genomic regions within which GeneWise should search. In
this benchmarking study the searches for RT domains was restricted to putative ERV re‐
gions identified by RepeatMasker (based on nucleotide BLAST search). However, when
searching for non‐retroviral EVEs it would be reasonable to use the highly optimised
HMMER software (Eddy 2011) to find regions with tentative hits to the query pHMMs or
a BLAST search with a relevant query database. The tool developed here (DVORFS), for
EVE detection with GeneWise, uses HMMER by default to implement this approach in
order to analyse genomes within a reasonable timeframe without sacrificing too much
sensitivity. DVORFS therefore provides an easy to use tool which implements the novel
EVE/TE mining method described and benchmarked in this study.

2.4.2 Genome assembly strategies have a large impact on assembled TE
content

Using a panel of ten genome assemblies, this study provides the first systematic com‐
parison of different genome assembly strategies with respect to ERV content, clearly
showing, for the first time, that assembly strategy has a major effect on the amount of
detectable ERV content within a genome assembly. The ten assemblies were selected
to encompass regularly used genome assembly strategies, including Illumina short‐
read‐based assemblieswith varying coverage using two different assembly programs, as
well as PacBio long‐read‐based assemblies. To allow like‐for‐like comparisons between
assemblies, genome assemblies of closely related, or the same, species were chosen
from three bat families.

An important factor in the assembly of ERVs and other TEs during genome assembly is
the length of sequencing reads used for the assembly. Specifically, assembly algorithms
have difficulty with genomic regions containing repeat sequences that are longer than
the inputted reads. Unsurprisingly therefore, the results here show that long‐read‐
based assemblies contain a substantially higher total count of ERVs than SOAPdenovo
short‐read assemblies (Fig. 2.1), and furthermore, contain amuch higher proportion of
full length ERVs than short‐read assemblies produced by either SOAPdenovo or DISCO‐
VAR de novo (Fig. 2.2). This reflects the fact that, unlike short‐read Illumina sequencing
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libraries, long‐read sequencing libraries contain reads long enough to span the entirety
of single repetitive elements, including ERVs, and even multiple tandem repeats. This
in turn enables the assembly of higher numbers of solitary ERVs as well as regions of
ERV tandem repeats that account for a substantial proportion of the ERVs in humans
and likely other eukaryotic genomes (Ahmed and Liang 2012). The successful assembly
of TE regions also leads to an overall markedly less fragmented assembly which is pré‐
cised by the 1‐2 order of magnitude increase in contig N50 values that long‐read‐based
assemblies achieve over short‐read‐based assemblies.

For short‐read assemblies, the results of this study clearly show that themost important
factor determining the quantity of assembled ERVs appears to be the assembly program
used. Assemblies produced using SOAPdenovo had very similar quantities of ERVs re‐
gardless of whether they were produced with read coverage around 20x or 100x despite
having significantly higher contig N50 values in the latter case. Interestingly, the three
short‐read assemblies producedusingDISCOVAR de novo containmuchhigher numbers
of complete RT sequences than the SOAPdenovo assemblies and have the highest over
all counts of detected RTs even comparedwith the corresponding long‐read assemblies.
The three assemblies of theR. ferrumequinum genomeare particularly illustrative of this
pattern. Both the DISCOVAR de novo assembly and the long‐read assembly have high
numbers of complete RT sequences comparedwith the SOAPdenovo assembly, however
the DISCOVAR de novo assembly has a somewhat increased number of detectedmedium
length RT fragments compared with the SOAPdenovo and long‐read assemblies. Most
strikingly, however, is the vastly increased number of short RT fragments detected in
the DISCOVAR de novo assembly comparedwith either of the other two assemblies. This
suggests that DISCOVAR de novo assemblies containmany short fragments of ERVs in ad‐
dition to the successfully fully assembled ERVs. It is unclear whether these fragmented
ERVs are artefacts produced by theDISCOVAR de novo assemblymethod orwhether they
represent true regions of the genome which are not assembled by the other assembly
strategies. Over all, these results show that DISCOVAR de novo appears to be vastlymore
successful at assembling ERV‐containing regions than SOAPdenovo given short‐read
sequencing libraries, this corresponds with data from other studies (R.R. Love et al.
2016; Scheben et al. 2020).

In conclusion, these results show clearly, for the first time, that the measured ERV
content of a genome assembly is highly dependent on the strategy used to create the
assembly. This likely arises due to the varying success with which different strategies
are able to assemble the repetitive regions of a genome and therefore the effect likely
extends to the measurement of all TE content within a genome assembly. Importantly,
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this highlights the need to ensure like‐for‐like comparisons are usedwhen TE content of
genomes are compared between species, and raises the need for reappraisal of studies
comparing TE content in genome assemblies produced using non‐uniform methods
(for example Kapusta et al. 2017 and Pasquesi et al. 2018). In future studies where
measuring the total TE abundance or abundance of the most prevalent TEs within a
genome is the most important factor in the analysis, an assembly‐free approach such
as RepeatExplorer (Novák et al. 2010) should be used as it will likely more accurately
identify and quantify the high copy number TEs comprising the majority of total TE
content. Where between‐species comparisons of low copy number TEs are of interest,
assembly‐based identification strategies are likely necessary, but the bias of varying
assembly strategies must be taken into account. Here it should be noted that contig
N50may be a bad heuristic by which to solely assess the proportion of TE sequence one
expects to be successfully incorporated into an assembly; instead, the specific assembly
strategy should be considered.

2.4.3 The need for a high sensitivity search tool for EVE identification

EVEs are particularly challenging to detect and extract from genomes due to the
tremendous sequence diversity of viral genes coupled with the high frequency of
frameshifts present in these often pseudogenised sequences. These dual problems
causemost homology‐based search tools such as BLAST and HMMER to lack sensitivity
for initial detection of an EVE or lack the ability to identify the full extent of its
coding region. GeneWise is well suited to overcome both of these problems because
it is frameshift‐aware and uses protein pHMM to DNA alignment. In this study I
show empirically that it is consequently well‐suited to the task of EVE detection and
EVE coding sequence reconstruction and its application to EVE mining provides an
improvement over current methods. Unfortunately, GeneWise is now an unmaintained
piece of software, last updated in 2007, which can be finicky to work with due to
occasional bugs and incompatibility with more modern data formats. To alleviate
these issues I created an easy‐to‐use tool, DVORFS, which simplifies the process of
EVE mining with GeneWise. DVORFS provides a wrapper for GeneWise that includes
workarounds for a number of bugs, carries out an automatic ‘pre‐search’ stage which
reduces the computational requirements, and carries out a post‐processing stage which
refines obtained hits into more complete EVE predictions. Ultimately, DVORFS enables
straightforward use of this novel EVE mining approach.

This study was conducted using pHMMs from a pre‐existing database to conduct single‐
pass scans of the genome assemblies, however an iterative approach could be employed
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to increase remote homologue sensitivity further. In such a workflow, newly identified
EVE sequences from the first round of search would be aligned with reference viral
sequences, and this alignment could then be used to produce an improved pHMMwith
which to search the genome again. These steps could be iterated until no new EVEs are
discovered. Another strategy, which has been shown to improve remote homologue
sensitivity for EVE detection , would be to use pHMMs that incorporate structural infor‐
mation, for example from the SUPERFAMILY database (Gough et al. 2001).

This study highlights the utility of a frameshift‐aware protein pHMM to DNA aligner
for the purposes of characterising EVEs, and I provide a wrapper to more easily use
GeneWise for this purpose. However, the reliance of DVORFS on an unmaintained piece
of software is not ideal, and additionally, faster algorithms for searching using pHMMs
(Eddy 2011) have been developed since the development of GeneWise. Future work
in applying faster pHMM‐based algorithms to the protein pHMM to DNA alignment
would likely provide a large improvement over DVORFS. Recently, the tool Machine‐
Boss (Silvestre‐Ryan et al. 2020) has been published which could provide a simplified
method to prototype frameshift‐aware search and alignment models tailored particu‐
larly to EVEs and perhaps provide even better EVE characterisation than the GeneWise
alignment algorithm.
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Abstract

Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are ubiquitous across the genomes ofmodern vertebrates, hav‐
ing become fixed in ancestral populations and accumulated over millions of years. Through
their ability to duplicate as transposable elements they have come to comprise substantial por‐
tions of host genomes. In this chapter, I mine the genomes of 19 bat species across 11 families
for endogenous retroviral reverse transcriptase (RT) loci, and use the recovered sequences to
make an unbiased comparison of the ERV composition across Chiroptera. This comparison
shows a broadly consistent abundance of ERVs across bats, which is dominated in each case
by betaretroviral and gammaretroviral ERVs. In contrast to the broad trend, Megaderma lyra
and Lasiurus borealis show evidence of major ERV lineage expansions while other species show
substantially reduced total ERV abundance and/or extinctions of particular classes of ERVs. As
the result of past retroviral infections, ERVs also provide a historical record of retrovirus infec‐
tions. Notably, bats are host to a broad diversity of viruses, a number of which pose serious
veterinary and public health threats as zoonotic viruses. Thus, elucidating historical trends of
cross‐species viral transmission is of particular public health and veterinary interest, as well as
evolutionary research interest. Using a phylogenetic reconciliation approach I infer historical
cross‐species retrovirus transmission events occurring amongst bats based on the ERVs recov‐
ered in the 19 bat genomes. This broad‐scale, systematic analysis recapitulates previous find‐
ings that phylogenetic relatedness has an important effect on cross‐species viral transmission
rates and shows that retrovirus transmission between noctilionoid bat species has occurred at
a historically higher rate than has occurred in bat superfamilies with more dispersed ranges.

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Bats are a panglobal clade of extreme species richness

Bats number over 1300 extant species across more than 200 genera (Racey 2015), form‐
ing a clade (order Chiroptera) of extreme species richness within mammals. The order
Chiroptera is split into two suborders with an estimated divergence date of ~64 Mya:
Yinpterochiroptera consisting of the Pteropodidae family, and Rhinolophoidea super‐
family; and Yangochiroptera consisting of the Rhinolophoidea, Emballonuroidea, Noc‐
tilionoidea, and Vespertilionoidea superfamilies (Teeling et al. 2005; Jebb et al. 2020).
Yinpterochiroptera likely originated in Asia and are found exclusively in the OldWorld.
In contrast, yangochiropteran species have a panglobal distribution with a more un‐
certain location of origin (Teeling et al. 2005; Jones and Teeling 2006). Within the Yan‐
gochiroptera, with a few exceptions, most members of the Noctilionoidea superfamily
are endemic to South America, and the clade is particularly ecologically diverse, hav‐
ing undergone an evolutionary radiation after reaching the Neotropics in the Eocene
(Gunnell et al. 2014; Rojas et al. 2016). In contrast, the Vespertilionoidea superfam‐
ily is a clade containing the extremely cosmopolitan Vespertilionidae and Molossidae
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families, which likely originated in the northern hemisphere in the early Eocene, be‐

fore dispersing across the globe to occupy ecological niches in every continent except

Antarctica (Teeling et al. 2005; Lack and Van Den Bussche 2010; Ruedi et al. 2013; J.J.

Shi and Rabosky 2015).

The frequent and rapid range expansions of bats across landmasses during the Eocene

were likely to be facilitated by their unique (amongst mammals) ability for powered

flight (J.J. Shi and Rabosky 2015). However the evolution of powered flight led to high

metabolic demands, which turn appears to be related to the origin of several derived

traits in bats. These traits include a small genome size (Kapusta et al. 2017), and a unique

immune systemadapted to dampen self‐mediated immuneactivation and inflammation

(Ahn et al. 2016; Xie et al. 2018; Ahn et al. 2019).

3.1.2 Bats are zoonotic reservoirs for viruses of public health concern

The extremely high species and ecological diversity of bats is mirrored by a particu‐

larly high diversity of bat viruses (Luis et al. 2013; Hayman 2016). To date, over 12,000

bat‐associated species of virus have been discovered, representing 30 virus families (L.

Chen et al. 2014). Of these, a number pose serious veterinary and public health threats

as zoonotic viruses, implying that bats are a particularly important zoonotic reservoir.

For example, bats are implicated as reservoirs directly responsible for transmission of

Marburg, Nipah, and Hendra viruses to humans (Towner et al. 2009; Halpin et al. 2011),

as well as being the likely origin of Ebola virus, and SARS‐CoV‐2 (Olival and Hayman

2014; Latinne et al. 2020).

Thepeculiarities of bat physiology andbat immune systemswould suggest that there are

likely to be unique dynamics present between bats and viruses, and that these may be

related to the high number of zoonotic spillovers recorded for bat‐associated viruses.

Indeed, previous studies have suggested that bats give rise to a higher abundance of

zoonoses in comparison to other orders of mammal, and this may be a product of their

unique physiology and ecology, and perhaps particularly due to their flight and ten‐

dency to form large social groups (Turmelle and Olival 2010; Luis et al. 2013; Olival et al.

2017). However, a more recent study based on an expanded and more robust dataset

suggested that bats as a group were not any more likely to transmit viruses across large

phylogenetic distances than any other order ofmammals once clade size was taken into

account (Mollentze and Streicker 2020).
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Nonetheless, the dynamics of viral infections amongst andbetweenbat populations (i.e.
within species or across smaller phylogenetic distances) are poorly understood, and a
range of different hypotheses explaining these inter‐host dynamics are each supported
by conflicting evidence (Plowright et al. 2016; Letko et al. 2020). Some studies have
explored viral sharing networks betweenbat species using a literature‐search approach,
and have suggested that the most important factors determining viral sharing between
bat species are gregariousness, extent of range overlap (Luis et al. 2015), and potential
for co‐roosting (Willoughby et al. 2017). A recent study, which used direct sampling
of bat‐associated alpha‐ and betacoronaviruses with phylogenetic reconstructions to
characterise host‐switching events, showed that cross‐species transmission rates were
not homogeneous across bat families, and that the cave‐roosting Rhinolophus genus
was particularly central to alphacoronavirus transmission (Latinne et al. 2020). This
study also highlights the striking differences in cross‐species transmission between the
two genera of virus examined, and recapitulates the finding by Mollentze and Streicker
(2020) that virus‐specific traits are one of the most important factors determining the
rate of viral host‐switching, rather than host‐related factors.

Regardless, the species richness of Chiroptera means that any findings relating to bat–
virus interactions and inter‐host transmission which generalise across the clade, will
be applicable to a large proportion of potential zoonoses.

3.1.3 ERVs are a record of retrovirus infections

Retroviruses are single stranded positive‐sense RNA viruses that infect vertebrates.
The family Retroviridae comprises the monogeneric subfamily Spumavirinae, and the
Orthoretrovirinae. Within the Orthoretrovirinae there are three classes, defined by
major divergences in their reverse transcriptase genes: Class I, containing Epsilon‐
and Gammaretrovirus; Class II, containing Alpha‐, Beta‐, Lenti‐, and Deltaretrovirus; and
Class III, containing the ERVL‐like retroviruses (Llorens et al. 2008; A. Hayward et al.
2015; Gifford et al. 2018). During infections, retroviruses integrate a DNA copy of their
genome (~10 Kbp in length) into the host cell chromosome as part of their replication
cycle, creating an endogenous provirus, termed an endogenous retrovirus (ERV). This
provirus then continues the replication cycle by producing RNA copies of the viral
genome that are either packaged into virions, or are integrated at another location in
the genome through retrotransposition (Stocking and Kozak 2008). In the latter case,
the efficient intracellular nature of replication can lead to many more copies of the
original provirus spreading throughout a host’s genome (Magiorkinis et al. 2012). When
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an integration occurs in a germline cell, the ERV may also be transmitted vertically
to the host’s offspring, and has the opportunity to eventually become fixed in the host
population. Thus, through repeated insertions and vertical transmission, ERVs can
accumulate within host genomes to the extent that they typically comprise 5% to 15%
of the total genomic DNA of most mammals (Smit et al. 2013). Interestingly, although
activeflight imposesmetabolic limits onbats, andhas likely led to a constrained genome
size, ERVactivitywithinbat genomesdoesnot appear to be reduced (Kapusta et al. 2017).

Due to the highly deleterious effects of active ERVs, host organisms have evolvedmecha‐
nisms to strictly silence ERVs (Groh and Schotta 2017; Hurst andMagiorkinis 2017). This
causes most ERV insertions that do not disrupt existing genes to be of negligible evolu‐
tionary impact, and thus these locimutate under a neutral selection regime at the host’s
neutral mutation rate. The neutral mutation rate for cellular organisms is estimated
of around 10‐9substitutions per nucleotide per year (Kumar and Subramanian 2002),
which is several orders ofmagnitude slower than themutation rates found in exogenous
viruses (Aiewsakun and Katzourakis 2016). As a result, ERVs are well preserved copies
— or ‘molecular fossils’ — of the exogenous retroviruses that infected the host millions
of years in the past, so providing sequence information about ancient viruses that is
lost from extant exogenous viruses due to their rapid mutation rates. Furthermore, the
vertical inheritance of ERVs within hosts means that orthologous ERVs found in multi‐
ple host species can provide a robust means of time‐calibrating retrovirus phylogenies
based on the divergence times of the host species (Aiewsakun and Katzourakis 2015).

This wealth of information means that ERVs have been crucial in determining the
deeper phylogeny and co‐evolutionary history of retroviruses, which has revealed a
likely marine origin of the clade in amphibians and fish >450 Mya (Aiewsakun and
Katzourakis 2017), followed by diversification that involved frequent host switching
amongst vertebrate hosts (A. Hayward et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2018). ERVs have also
provided evidence that bats, along with rodents, have been particularly important in
shaping retrovirus diversity through evolutionary history, including the possibility that
bats may be the origin of the Gammaretrovirus genus (Cui et al. 2012; Cui et al. 2015).
ERVs have also enabled more detailed analyses of the co‐evolutionary history and
specific cross‐species transmission events for specific retrovirus lineages, for example:
revealing the intercontinental and cross‐species spread of the gammaretroviral ERV‐Fc
lineage occurring ~33‐15 Mya in mammals (Diehl et al. 2016); and the exogenous and
endogenous history of a specific gammaretrovirus lineage, transmitted between vesper
bats, felid cats, and pangolins, before being independently endogenised in each of
these host lineages ~13–25 Mya (Zhuo and Feschotte 2015).
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Previous studies have characterised the distribution of ERVs from different retroviral
lineages within some bat species, finding the ERV landscape to be dominated by beta‐
and gammaretroviruses in both yinpterochiropterans and yangochiropterans (Zhuo et
al. 2013; A. Hayward et al. 2013; J.A. Hayward et al. 2013; A. Hayward et al. 2015; Jebb
et al. 2020), and have identified the rare occurrence of endogenous deltaretroviruses in
genomes across Chiroptera (Hron et al. 2019). In this study I carry out the most exten‐
sive survey of bat ERVs to date, characterising their phylogenetic distribution across 19
genomes spanning 11 families of bats and characterising the expansions andextinctions
of ERV lineages within different bat clades. I then use the identified ERV sequences
to determine historical patterns of cross‐species retrovirus transmission within Chi‐
roptera, enabling me to test for differences in the rates of cross‐species transmission
at different phylogenetic levels and between different bat clades.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 RT alignment and retrovirus reference phylogeny creation

I obtained data from 19 publicly available bat genomes (Appendix B.1.1), which were
selected based on the uniform sequencing and assemblymethod used to produce them.
This was necessary as previous analysis showed biases in retroelement composition of
genome assemblies depending on assembly method (see Chapter 2). A pipeline based
on the DVORFS tool was used to search these 19 genomes for reverse transcriptase do‐
mains (RT domains) from endogenous retroviruses with a frameshift‐aware strategy
(see Chapter 2). RT domain protein HMM profiles from GyDB (Llorens et al. 2011) were
used as querieswithbit‐cutoffof 20.0 and length‐cutoffof 30 aminoacids. The recovered
sequences were split into two categories: ‘complete’ RT sequences with 180 or more
amino acids; and ‘fragmented’ RT sequences comprising fewer than 180 amino acids.

A manually curated codon‐alignment of RT sequences from 83 exogenous retroviruses
and well‐characterised endogenous retroviruses, as well as retroelement outgroups
(Gypsy, Micropia, Ty3, and Del elements), was used as a starting point for providing
a high quality alignment of retrovirus RT sequences. First, a custom amino acid
substitutionmatrix for further alignment stepswas derived from thismanual alignment
using ReplacementMatrix (Dang et al. 2011). Next, the ‘complete’ RT amino acid
sequences were added to the initial alignment using the E‐INS‐i alignment method in
MAFFT (version 7.467) using the custom substitution matrix and with the --add
parameter (Katoh and Standley 2013). Finally, the ‘fragmented’ RT amino acid
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sequenceswere added to this alignment usingMAFFTwith the same substitutionmatrix
and the parameters --addfragments --multipair. The resulting alignment was
then trimmed to contain only columns which were present in the original manually
curated alignment and columns that contain less than 10% ambiguous or gap positions.

For downstream analysis, a reference phylogeny of retrovirus RT sequences is required.
In order to construct an accurate reference phylogeny with good representation of
the evolutionary diversity encompassed by the RT sequences recovered from the
bat genomes, the following steps were carried out. First, the trimmed alignment
generated by the previous steps was thinned to only retain sequences with over 180
non‐ambiguous amino acids. The best fitting amino acid substitution model for this
alignment was determined to be ‘JTT+F+R6’ using ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy
et al. 2017) and this model was used for constructing all further phylogenetic trees. An
approximate maximum likelihood tree was then built using IQ‐TREE (version 1.6.12)
with the -fast parameter (L.‐T. Nguyen et al. 2015).

Next, a phylogenetic thinning algorithm was applied to this tree in order to remove
lower quality RT sequences (sequences with more ambiguous or gap positions) that
were only a short phylogenetic distance from better quality sequences. Briefly, clusters
of RT sequenceswere identified by searching the phylogenetic tree for subtrees inwhich
the number of descendent branches at a genetic distance of 0.15 substitutions per site
from the root node of the cluster was over 50% of the number of tips in the cluster.
From each cluster, the sequence with the most non‐ambiguous positions was selected
as representative, when sequences are tied on this metric, the sequence (i.e. tip) with
a distance to the subtree root node closest to the median distance of tips to the subtree
root node is selected. All sequences not selected as representative within a cluster are
discarded unless they are from the original manually curated alignment. The reduced
alignment produced by this algorithm is used to create amaximum likelihood tree using
IQ‐TREE with 1000 ultrafast bootstrap replicates and nearest neighbour interchange
(Hoang et al. 2018). The phylogenetic thinning algorithm followed by maximum like‐
lihood tree generation strategy was iterated once more, until the number of sequences
was small enough to be computationally tractable formore computationally intense but
more accurate tree building strategies (below 200 sequences).

Using the final thinned alignment, a maximum likelihood tree evaluated with 1000
non‐parametric bootstrap replicates was constructed using IQ‐TREE and a greedy
Bayesian tree was additionally constructed using BAli‐Phy (version 3.5, parameters:
-S jtt+f+Rates.free[n=6] -I none) (Suchard and Redelings 2006). For the
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Bayesian tree, MCMC was run for enough iterations such that the effective sample
size (ESS) for all estimated parameters was greater than 200 (Nascimento et al. 2017).
Both trees gave the same topology of basal nodes, however, the Bayesian tree was
able to better reproduce the topology found by previous literature of the Alpha‐ and
Betaretrovirus clade and was thus selected for use as the retrovirus reference tree.

3.2.2 Phylogenetic placement of RT sequences and Edge PCA comparison

To assess accurately the differences in ERV composition among the focal bat genomes,
both the longer extracted RT sequences and the shortermore fragmented RT sequences
were examined. The phylogenetic placement tool EPA‐ng (version 0.3.6, Barbera et al.
2019)was used to place the 39,980RT sequences on the reference tree based on the align‐
ment. This strategy is often used inmetabarcoding studies for determining the phyloge‐
netic distribution of organisms within a sample using short read data from amplicons,
but applies equally well to the analogous situation of determining the phylogenetic dis‐
tribution of ERVs based on RT sequences extracted from a genome. Phylogenetic place‐
ment assigns each ‘query sequence’ a likelihood weight ratio (LWR) for each branch
on the reference tree. This is the relative likelihood that the query sequence would
adjoin the reference tree at that branch. Because this strategy incorporates evolutionary
history (based on the reference tree) and placement uncertainty into its output, it is a
more accurate method for determining phylogenetic composition than BLAST based
assignment using reference sequences when dealing with distantly related sequences
(Berger et al. 2011). It is thus a particularly good fit for determining ERV composition of
a genome as retroviruses have high sequence diversity and copies within a genome are
often highly fragmented sequences. After phylogenetic placement, any RT sequences
with a total LWR >50% within the outgroup clade were removed.

The distributions of phylogenetic placements were visualised using Gappa (version
0.6.0) (Czech et al. 2020) to count the weight of placements within retroviral clades, to
create placement heatmaps showing ERV abundances over the reference retrovirus
tree, and to perform edge principal component analysis (edge PCA). Abundance
of ERVs across the reference retrovirus tree can be characterised by the sums of
placement LWRs on each branch (termed edge masses) and can be visualised with a
heatmap. Edge PCA uses the imbalance of edge masses either side of each branch
to find branches of the tree across which there is a high level of between‐sample
heterogeneity, then weights each branch accordingly, before applying classical PCA to
identify principal components. These principal components can then be visualised on
the original reference tree by the weight of each branch’s contribution to the principal
component.(Iv and Evans 2013; Czech and Stamatakis 2019).
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3.2.3 Inference of horizontal ERV transfers

To infer the occurrence of horizontal ERV transfers and therefore the occurrence of
cross‐species retroviral transmission, the RT sequencesmined from the 19 bat genomes
were analysed under a DTL gene reconciliation framework. First, the RT sequences
were split into smaller phylogenetic subgroups based on their phylogenetic placement
in the previous step. Sequences were included within a subgroup if their accumulated
placement LWR within that clade was greater than 0.95 and were further filtered to
remove sequences shorter than 200 amino acids.

To produce RT gene trees for reconciliation, the sequences for each group were re‐
aligned as nucleotide sequences, thereby increasing the accuracy and resolution of the
alignments and resulting phylogenetic trees. This was carried out using the E‐INS‐i
alignment method in MAFFT along with a manually selected outgroup for each viral
grouping. A maximum‐likelihood RT gene tree was then built for each separate group
alignment with IQ‐TREE using ultrafast bootstrapping with 1000 replicates and the in‐
built ModelFinder to determine the best fitting nucleotide model for each alignment.
Branches on these RT gene trees with a support of less than 75% were collapsed to
polytomies. Monophyletic groups of RT sequences from the same bat genome, or poly‐
tomies containing only groups of RT sequences frommonophyletic bat genomes, were
filtered to leave only the sequence with median distance to the group root node. The
retained sequences were then used to repeat this tree building and collapsing process
and this was iterated until no further RT sequences were removed from the tree.

This procedure was used to reduce the RT subgroup sequence trees to be of a com‐
putationally tractable size for tree reconciliation by removing only sequences that are
likely to be the result of duplications within a bat genome and therefore retain regions
of the tree showing speciation and potential horizontal transfers of RT sequences. By
only retaining one RT sequence per bat genome within each polytomy, this process
is pessimistic with respect to including parts of the RT tree representing horizontal
transfer events, and thus the reconciliation graph produced from such input trees likely
provides an underestimate of the number of horizontal transfer events.

The final, reduced, subgroup RT trees were then reconciled with a fully dated species
tree of the 19 bat species. The divergence dates and topology for the Noctilionoidea
superfamily were obtained from Potter (2019) and divergence dates and topology
for the rest of the phylogeny were obtained from TimeTree (Kumar et al. 2017). For
each subgroup RT tree, ecceTERA (Jacox et al. 2016) was used to perform a maximum
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parsimony reconciliation with the species tree (branches with less than 75% bootstrap
support were collapsed to polytomies; the default event costs were used i.e. 2:3:1
for duplication, transfer and loss respectively; strategy S5 from To et al. (2015) was
used for exploring Pareto optimal reconciliations; horizontal gene transfers outside
the given species tree were not allowed; the symmetric median reconciliation was
used for downstream analysis).

A gene tree‐species tree reconciliation traces the evolution of a gene treewithin the con‐
text of a species tree by considering speciation as well as gene duplication, transfer and
loss events (DTL). ecceTERA uses a maximum parsimony approach to explore possible
reconciliations in which each type of event (duplication, transfer, or loss) is given a cost
and reconciliations with the minimum possible total cost are considered part of the set
of maximum parsimony reconciliations (MPRs), which are often numerous. From the
set of MPRs for a given set of event costs and the surrounding possible reconciliations
with slightly adjusted event costs, ecceTERA takes themedian reconciliation in order to
select an accurate estimate of events. The support for each event in themedian reconcil‐
iation is defined as the frequency of the particular eventwithin the set of reconciliations
considered (T.‐H. Nguyen et al. 2013; To et al. 2015).

3.2.4 Statistical modelling of ERV transfer rates

To estimate rates of cross‐species retrovirus transmission, the inferred ERV transmis‐
sion events were used to fit a Poisson GLM. Horizontal gene transfer events (HGTs)
with over 90% support were counted in the RT tree–bat tree reconciliations produced
for each viral grouping and the counts summarised by branch‐pair. HGT counts
for each branch‐pair were categorised by the superfamily of the donor branch and
whether the transfers took place between branches within the same superfamily
(intra‐superfamily HGT) or between branches from different superfamilies (inter‐
superfamily HGT). For each branch‐pair, the length of time the branches coexisted
in millions of years was also calculated.

A PoissonGLM,with a log link function, was then constructed and fitted, usingHGTcount

(count of estimated ERV transfers between a given branch‐pair) as the response vari‐
able. Following Reitan and Nielsen (2016), overlap (branch coexistence time in millions
of years) was used as an exposure term so that the modelled property, λ, would repre‐
sent HGTrate (the rate of ERV transfers per million years for each branch pair). Three
explanatory variables were used: superfamily (superfamily of the donor branch), intra
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vs inter (intra‐ vs inter‐superfamily HGT), and divergence (branch‐pair divergence age).
A maximal model with all three variables and all two‐way and three‐way interactions
between them was fitted, and terms were then successively removed and the model
refitted until AIC stopped decreasing, resulting in a model that included the terms su‐
perfamily, intra vs inter, divergence, and the interaction terms superfamily × intra vs inter,
and superfamily × divergence (compared to the next best model ∆AIC = ‐1.98, df = 567).
Sequential likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) were also conducted which showed all terms
significantly improved the model.

To separately test the differences in ERV transfer rate occurring within the Phyllosto‐
midae and Vespertilionidae families a second model was constructed. For this model,
the data were restricted to branch‐pairs within the Phyllostomidae and within the Ves‐
pertilionidae. A Poisson GLM with a log link function was then constructed using the
same response variable and exposure terms as the previous model but with different
explanatory variables: family (family of the donor branch), and divergence (branch‐pair
divergence age) as well as the interaction between them. The model was fitted (df =
46) and sequential likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) were conducted which showed all terms
significantly improved the model. All models were constructed and fitted, and LRTs
were carried out, using R (version 3.6.2, R Core Team 2019). Post hoc significance test‐
ing of group comparisons was then carried out using the emmeans R package (ver‐
sion 1.5.0, Lenth 2020).

3.3 Results

The DVORFS tool identified 39,980 retrovirus RT sequences or sequence fragments
within the 19 bat genomes analysed. Of these, 9,331 sequences matched >180 out of 255
amino acids in the query profile HMM and were used in the construction of a reference
RT phylogeny (Section 3.2.1). All 39,980 RT sequences and fragments were placed on
this reference phylogeny and any that were placed with over 50% likelihood weight
ratio in the outgroup clade were discarded (see Section 3.2.2), leaving 39,968 retrovirus
RT sequences distributed across 19 genomes for further analysis.

3.3.1 Differences in ERV composition among bats species

Almost all retrovirus RT sequences identified were placed within ERVL‐like, Gam‐
maretrovirus, Betaretrovirus, or closely related clades, with a very small number
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of exceptions that had placements of varying certainty on more basal branches
of the reference phylogeny (Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2). Specifically, 109 placements
occurred with >50% of their total LWR in the basal branches of class I ERVs or in
the Epsilonretrovirus clade, two placements occurred with >50% of their total LWR
in the basal branches of class II ERVs, one placement occurred with 53% of its total
LWR in the Alpharetrovirus clade, and one placement occurred with 68% of its total
LWR in the Spumaretrovirus clade.

Twelve of the nineteen bat species analysed had a total count of between 1200 and 2200
retrovirus RTs, however L. borealis andM. lyra hadmuch higher counts of 3875 and 6077
retrovirus RT loci, respectively, whereas P. pipistrellus and M. schreibersii and had much
lower counts of only 762 and 516 retrovirus RT loci, respectively. The surprisingly low
quantity of retrovirusRT loci detected inM. schreibersiimaybe a reflection of the smaller
genome size found in this genus (Smith et al. 2013; Gregory 2020). However, the weak
correlation and small effect size of assembly size (in Mbp) on RT locus count (R2=0.389,
θ=2.68) and the lack of correlation of cytometric estimates of genome size and RT locus
count suggests this is not an important factor across the breadth of the species in this
study. Additionally, no correlation or pattern between RT locus count and sequencing
coverage or scaffold N50 was observed, suggesting that the total count differences ob‐
served are not likely to be caused by artefacts in specific genome assemblies.

The large total number of RT loci in theM. lyra genome is mainly due to a much higher
number of RT loci from ERVL‐like retroviruses than are found in any other bat genome
(1987 edge mass within the ERVL‐like clade compared to the next highest 863 in R.
ferrumequinum) as well as a much higher number of gammaretroviruses than the other
yinpterochiropteran genomes included in this study (2088 edge mass within the gam‐
maretrovirus clade compared to the next highest 720 inH. galeritus). Specifically, there
is a highly expanded number of RT loci from three particularGammaretrovirus lineages:
GALV/KORV related; HERV‐E/PERV‐E related; meg_lyr‐1314 related (Fig. 3.2). Addition‐
ally, the M. lyra genome contains a high abundance of RT loci from the mac_sob‐732
Betaretrovirus lineage and a high abundance of RT loci from the ERVK‐like clade, which
are found only in much lower copy numbers in other bats.

Most of the genomes analysed showed an ERV composition that consists mostly of
Gamma‐ and Betaretrovirus elements, with varying quantities of ERVL‐like elements
as well as a few elements closely related to betaretroviruses or gammaretroviruses
(AB and ERVK‐like, and GE clades respectively). An exception was the M. blainvillei
genome, which was characterised by extremely low numbers of betaretrovirus RT loci
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Figure 3.1: Abundance of retroviral clades in the genomes of Chiroptera. A) Stacked bar chart
with total edge mass for each retroviral clade (based on phylogenetic placement of RT loci on a
reference RT tree) for each bat genome. Colours correspond to labelled clades on RT reference
tree. B) Reference RT tree built using Bayesian inference with branches coloured by posterior
probability of associated node.

and other class II retroviruses, with a total edge mass of only 27 within the class II

retrovirus group. Additionally, ERVK‐like elements appear to be far more abundant

within Yinpterochioptera than in Yangochiroptera, and the PyERV‐related elements

(labelled here as clade AB) appear to be restricted to M. aurata, M. myotis, and M.

hirsuta, with the highest abundance in M. aurata (106 edge mass).

In order to identify more subtle differences in the ERV composition of each genome, an

edge PCAwas performed using the phylogenetic placement data. PC1 (69% variance ex‐

plained) shows that themajor differences of ERV compositionwithin the set of genomes

is based on the ratio of class I to class II ERVs (Fig. 3.4). Within this variance there is a

weak phylogenetic trend, withmembers of a specific family tending to cluster together.

However, at the superfamily level, members of the Noctilionoidea are spread across the
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Figure 3.2: Heat map of edge masses across the reference RT tree (based on phylogenetic
placement of RT loci) for each bat genome and for all genomes summed.
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Figure 3.3: Edge PCA plot of bat genomes based on phylogenetic placement of RT loci on the
reference RT tree, showing the first two principal components.

PC1axis (indicating they arediverse in their class I : class II ERV ratio)whereasmembers
of the the Vespertilionoidea are clustered more tightly on this axis (indicating low vari‐
ability of class I : class II ERV ratio within this clade of bats). PC2 and PC3 explained 11%
and 7%variance, respectively, and are both somewhatweighted across edges that define
ratios of class III:class I or II ERVs, although each of these PCs clusters the phylogenetic
groups of bats in a different way. PC2 appears to mostly highlight the differences in
the ratio of class III:class II ERVs, where the grouping of Yinpterochiroptera on the left
of the axis shows that relative abundance of class III ERVs is constant within this bat
clade. PC3 is mostly weighted on the less basal branches of Betaretrovirus, highlighting
the expansion of particular betaretroviral lineages in R. ferrumequinum, and in M. lyra.

3.3.2 Rates of cross‐species retrovirus transmission in bats over evolu‐
tionary time

To estimate occurrence rates of cross‐species transfer of retroviruses amongst bats, the
more complete RT sequences identified in the genomes were used to construct trees
of RT sequences that were then reconciled with a dated species tree for bats under a
maximum parsimony framework (Section 3.2.3 for details). The resulting estimated
evolutionary history of the RT sequences in the context of bat divergence provides a
predicted sequence of duplications, losses, and horizontal gene transfers (HGTs) that
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led to the current distribution of RT loci within the analysed bat species. Fig. 3.5 shows
the counts of horizontal ERV transfers, predicted by this reconciliation (with over 90%
support), between each pair of branches in the bat phylogeny. This can be reason‐
ably understood as a prediction for the number of retroviruses which were transmitted
across a species‐pair, and which had descendants that endogenised and became fixed
within the species involved. Due to the rarity of such a sequence of events, these counts
represent a vast underestimate of the true numbers of retrovirus cross‐species trans‐
missions, but do provide insight into their relative rates of occurrence.
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Figure 3.5: Matrix showing counts of inferred horizontal ERV transfers between nodes of the bat phylogeny determined through gene reconciliation
analysis (using a 90% support threshold). Blank cells represent branch‐pairs which have no chronological overlap.
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At the 90% support level, most predicted transmission events (Fig. 3.5) were seen
to occur between taxa that were more closely related, or which had overlapping
current or historical distributions. Dividing the bat species into the superfamilies
(Vespertilionoidea, Noctilionoidea, Rhinolophoidea, and Pteropodoidea ‐ composed
of the single family Pteropodidae) shows marked differences in the numbers of
transfers taking place between different groups. Specifically, Pteropodidae, as well
as Rhinolophoidea and Vespertilionoidea superfamilies, show similar patterns to
each other, with low numbers of predicted transfers between the three groups and
a relatively higher number of predicted transfers within each group than between.
Interestingly, the T. brasiliensis branch (within Vespertilionoidea) stands out as having
been involved in a total of 21 transmissions across all four of the superfamilies
represented in this study.

Noctilionoidea appears to have a substantially higher number of cross‐species transfers
within the superfamily than the other superfamilies. However, this difference may
reflect the over‐representation of a single family (Phyllostomidae) within this group,
biasing the set of noctilionoid branch pairs towards more closely related pairs than
those represented in Rhinolophoidea and Vespertilionoidea. Within Noctilionoidea,
theM. blainvillei branch has particularly high counts of predicted transfers to phyllosto‐
mid branches and a striking 17 transfers to the N. leporinus branch. The M. blainvillei
branch also has an unusually high number of transfers outside its superfamily, hav‐
ing been involved in four transmission events with each of the T. brasiliensis and M.
schreibersii branches.

To further examine the between‐superfamily differences in frequency of cross‐species
ERV transfer, I fitted a Poisson GLM to this data to make quantitative contrasts (Fig. 3.6,
Table 3.1, Table 3.2). The model predicts that overall, less phylogenetically related bats
have a lower rate of ERV transfer between them – the estimated marginal mean (EMM)
coefficient for the trend of divergence is ‐0.0405 (Table 3.1). Additionally, pairwise super‐
family comparisons show significant differences in themodel estimates for the slope of
this trend between Noctilionoidea and each of Vespertilionoidea and Rhinolophoidea
(Table 3.2). This suggests that the ERV transfer rate variesmore with phylogenetic relat‐
edness of noctilionoid species thanwith vespertilionoid species or rhinolophoid species
and that recently diverged species of noctilionoid bats will have higher ERV transfer
rates than recently diverged species of vespertilionoid or rhinolophoid bats. A model
constructed with an additional interaction term, intra vs inter × divergence, was fitted but
the extra term did not significantly improve over the first model according to a LRT (P‐
value = 0.9049) or AIC score (∆AIC = +1.98). This implies that phylogenetic relatedness
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Figure 3.6: Rate of ERV transfers (HGTs) between two branches dependent on divergence age
of the branch‐pair. Split by the superfamily of the donor branch (colours) and whether the
recipient branch is within the same superfamily as the donor branch (intra‐superfamily HGT,
right panel), or outside the superfamily of the donor branch (inter‐superfamily HGT, left panel).
Poisson regression model predictions shown as lines (shaded area is standard error). Rates
based on inferred HGT counts and branch‐pair overlap time shown as points.

Model term (Group) EMM / Trend SE
inter vs intra (inter) ‐0.954 0.1031
inter vs intra (intra) 0.663 0.0701
superfamily (nocti) 0.0362 0.0968
superfamily (rhino) ‐0.2561 0.126
superfamily (vesper) ‐0.2175 0.0943
divergence (overall) ‐0.0405 0.00334

Table 3.1: Estimated marginal means (EMMs) or trends for each group within each term in the
Poisson GLMofHGTcount (calculated on a log scale due to the log link function). EMMs represent
the estimated marginal average of the response variable for a group within a categorical term
in the model, averaged over all other terms. Trends represent the estimated slope of of the
response variable trend across a continuous term in the model, averaged over all other terms.
Bat superfamily names abbreviated as Noctilionoidea ‐ nocti, Vespertilionoidea ‐ vesper, Rhi‐
nolophoidea ‐ rhino.
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Group comparison
Within group: Contrast
groups

Est. difference
ratio ofHGTrate

Est. difference
of log response

/ trend Log SE Z‐ratio P‐value

Overall difference between inter vs intra:
overall: inter ‐ intra 0.198 ‐1.62 0.126 ‐12.828 <.0001

Differences between inter‐ vs intra‐superfamily HGT within each superfamily:
nocti: inter ‐ intra 0.118 ‐2.14 0.202 ‐10.562 <.0001
rhino: inter ‐ intra 0.304 ‐1.19 0.245 ‐4.865 <.0001
vesper: inter ‐ intra 0.219 ‐1.52 0.205 ‐7.427 <.0001

Differences between each superfamily within inter‐ or intra‐superfamily HGT:
inter: nocti ‐ rhino 0.835 ‐0.1798 0.259 ‐0.694 0.7668
inter: nocti ‐ vesper 0.947 ‐0.0543 0.247 ‐0.22 0.9737
inter: rhino ‐ vesper 1.134 0.1256 0.251 0.5 0.8715
intra: nocti ‐ rhino 2.147 0.7643 0.184 4.147 0.0001
intra: nocti ‐ vesper 1.753 0.5616 0.130 4.305 <.0001
intra: rhino ‐ vesper 0.816 ‐0.2028 0.193 ‐1.048 0.5466

Differences of divergence trend between each superfamily:
nocti ‐ rhino ‐ ‐0.01962 0.00814 ‐2.409 0.0423
nocti ‐ vesper ‐ ‐0.01987 0.0073 ‐2.724 0.0177
rhino ‐ vesper ‐ ‐0.000251 0.009 ‐0.028 0.9996

Table 3.2: Estimated group differences of estimated marginal means (EMMs) for comparisons
within the Poisson GLM of HGTcount (calculated on a log scale due to the log link function).
Estimated difference ratio is the exponentiated estimated log difference which corresponds to
the ratio of the effective mean rates being compared. Bat superfamily names abbreviated as
Noctilionoidea ‐ nocti, Vespertilionoidea ‐ vesper, Rhinolophoidea ‐ rhino.

has the same scaling effect on HGTrate regardless of whether the transfer is occurring
within a superfamily or between superfamilies.

Comparison of EMMs shows that the rate of intra‐superfamily ERV transfers predicted
by the model are significantly higher than inter‐superfamily ERV transfers across all
branches when branch divergence age is accounted for (effective mean difference ratio
intra/inter = 5.05, P‐value < 10‐4), however, the size of the effect is dependent on the
superfamily of the donor branch (Table 3.2).

Interestingly, the model shows that ERV transfers between branches within the Noc‐
tilionoidea occur at a rate ~1.8 times higher than ERV transfers within the Vespertil‐
ionoidea, and ~2.1 times higher than within the Rhinolophoidea when branch diver‐
gence age is accounted for (P‐value < 10‐4 and P‐value = 10‐4 respectively). Because of
the over‐representation of Phyllostomidae and Vespertilionidae families within their
respective superfamilies within the dataset, it is likely that a substantial portion of the
differences in rates attributed to the these superfamilies reflects the higher number
of inter‐family branch‐pairs within these groups. Although divergence ages (a proxy
for phylogenetic relatedness) are accounted for in the model, a fairer comparison is
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possible by restricting the comparison to the intra‐family ERV transfer rate of Phyllosto‐
midae and Vespertilionidae. This enables a specific comparison of ERV transfer rates
between two groups with more comparable phylogenetic diversity. A second Poisson
GLM model was fitted to counts of transfers within the he Phyllostomidae and Ves‐
pertilionidae families (Section 3.2.4), which predicted ERV transfers between branches
within the Phyllostomidae family occur at a rate ~2.0 times higher than ERV transfers
within the Vespertilionidae family when averaged over the effect of branch divergence
age (P‐value = 0.0007).

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 An unbiased analysis of ERV activity across Chiroptera

In recent years, the number of available bat genome sequences has increased dramati‐
cally, in part due to activities of sequencing consortia such as Bat1k and the Vertebrate
Genome project (Koepfli et al. 2015; Teeling et al. 2018). Previous studies have compre‐
hensively examinedERV compositionwithinM. lucifigus, and P. vampyrus (J.A.Hayward
et al. 2013; Zhuo et al. 2013; A. Hayward et al. 2015) and others have included ERV anal‐
ysis of these two genomes as part of broader comparative analyses across vertebrates
(A. Hayward et al. 2015). A recent study also carried out a preliminary examination
of ERV composition across six bat genomes generated by the Bat1k consortium (Jebb
et al. 2020). However, to date, there have been no comparative and comprehensive
examinations of ERV composition or ERV activity among the diversity of bat genomes
that are now available. This study is thus the first to provide such an analysis by ro‐
bustly comparing the phylogenetic distribution of retrovirus RT domains present in the
genomes of 19 species within 11 families of bats.

As shown in Chapter 2, the amount of detectable ERV sequencewithin a genome assem‐
bly appears to be highly affected by sequencing method and assembly method (also
see R.R. Love et al. 2016), which is unsurprising given that unassembled regions are
enriched for repetitive elements such as ERVs and other transposable elements. Thus,
here I restricted analyses to a set of genomeswith comparable sequencing and assembly
methods, thereby reducing systematic biases, and allowing fair comparison between
genomes. The ERV detection method used in this study relies on the presence of intact
or fragmented RT domain sequence in the genome assembly, which allows for fine‐
grained phylogenetic analysis across the broad diversity of ERVs. As a result, however,
the count estimates produced by this method do not represent the total ERV content of
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the genomes, since the method does not count ERVs with missing RT domains or ERV‐
derived solo‐LTRs. It is thus important to interpret the counts as a large underestimate
of the true ERV content within the genomes studied, and, although the RT proportions
are likely representative of total ERV content for younger ERVs, particularly ancient
lineages of ERVsmay be under‐represented. This is underscored by the findings of Zhuo
et al. (2013), who showed that within the M. lucifugus genome assembly (Myoluc2.0,
accession: GCA_000147115.1), class III ERVs constituted 34%of full length ERVs but 64%
of the total number of ERV copies when solo‐LTRs were counted. This discrepancy is
attributed to a particularly ancient lineage of class III ERVs represented mostly by solo‐
LTRs. In the present study, the RT counts and edgemass distributions across the RT tree
therefore describe more recent trends in the activity of different ERV lineages rather
than overall ERV content of each genome.

3.4.2 Numerous expansions and extinctions of bat ERV lineages

The total number of ERV‐derived RT domains identified in each bat genome ranged
from 516 in M. schreibersii to 6077 in M. lyra, however, most of the genomes analysed
had total counts between 1200 and 2200, suggesting that the overall activity of ERVs
within most bat genomes is similar, aside from a few outliers. Similarly, the fact that
almost all the RT domains identified originate from the same three retrovirus clades
(Gammaretrovirus, Betaretrovirus and ERVL‐like retroviruses) with very few exceptions,
shows that retroviruses fromother genera have not invaded any bat genomeswithmuch
success. This result agrees with the previous finding that other groups of retroviruses
are also generally seldom found as ERVs in vertebrate species (A. Hayward et al. 2015).
The placement of the RT loci detected here that do potentially fall outside these three
clades is consistent with previous evidence of single copy endogenous deltaretrovirus
ERVs in bats (Hron et al. 2019), as well as the tentative identification of endogenous
Alpharetrovirus, Lentivirus and Spumaretrovirus elements in bats (Jebb et al. 2020).

Although gammaretroviral and betaretroviral ERVs dominate in most of the genomes
analysed here, the absolute number of ERVL‐like RT loci does vary markedly across
Chiroptera, and is notably lower in theVespertilionidae andMiniopteridae families than
in the other bat families. This agrees with previous analysis of ERVs in the M. lucifugus
genome in which only a low number of complete ERVs, but a high number of solo‐LTRs,
from the ERVL‐like clade were identified (Zhuo et al. 2013). This perhaps implies that
this lineageof bats hasmanaged to control the replicationof ERVL‐likeERVswithin their
genomes. In the Vespertilionidae, the suppression of this group of ERVs has occurred
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despite overall ERV activity remaining at similar or increased (in the case of L. borealis)
levels compared to other bats.

The genomes of M. blainvillei and T. saurophila also stand out, appearing to have sup‐
pressed the expansion of specific ERV clades. Both of these species contain an excep‐
tionally low proportion of RT loci derived frombetaretroviruses and other class II retro‐
viruses, indicating that recent activity of class II ERVs is extremely limited. Remarkably,
in M. blainvillei, the quantity of class II‐derived RT loci is so low that a comprehensive
extinction of class II ERVs appears to have occurred.

In comparison, a small number of all ERV RT loci was identified in M. schreibersii (n =
516), indicating that the activity of all ERV groups is drastically reduced in this species
compared to other bats. Interestingly, this coincides with the fact that Miniopterus bats
have smaller genomes thanmost other bats (1.9‐2.0 Gbp compared to well over 2 Gbp in
most other species, Smith et al. 2013; Gregory 2020). It is therefore tempting to speculate
that the smaller genome size in this group of bats may be related to this observed lack
of ERV activity. However, a previous analysis identified that a total of 3.86% of the
closely related M. natalensis genome is occupied by ERVs (Platt et al. 2016), which is a
similar proportion to bats in both theMormoopidae and Vespertilionidae families. This
suggests that the ERV content ofMiniopterus species constitutes an expected proportion
of their genomes rather than an unusually small proportion. This, in turn, is consistent
with the hypothesis that small genome sizes in bats are due to increased rates of DNA
loss rather than lower transposable element activity (Kapusta et al. 2017).

In clear contrast,M. lyrahas a remarkablyhighquantity of ERVL‐likeRT loci, possessing
an edge mass within the ERVL‐like clade over twice as high as any other bat and over
25 times higher than C. thonglongyai, its closest relative among the bats analysed in
this study. This indicates a that major expansion of ERVL‐like ERVs has occurred in
the Megadermatidae family since the split from the Craseonycteridae ~41.0 Mya, and,
given that observed RT loci are biased towards younger ERV copies, these elements
likely continue to be highly active in M. lyra. Although less pronounced, the quantity
of Gammaretrovirus RT loci present in M. lyra is also substantially higher than in any
other yinpterochiropteran genomes, with the expansions of three particular lineages
being responsible (GALV/KORV related, HERV‐E/PERV‐E related, and meg_lyr‐1314 re‐
lated gammaretroviruses). Furthermore, although the total quantity of class II RT loci
identified in M. lyra is similar to other yinpterochiropterans, there is a high quantity
of loci derived from the ERVK‐like clade and a high quantity of loci derived from a
specific lineage of betaretroviruses (mac_sob‐732), each of which is found only in low
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copy numbers in other bats. Taken together, these six unique and ongoing ERV expan‐
sions within the M. lyra genome across all three classes of retrovirus suggest a broadly
unhampered ERV replication environment within this bat species. Similarly, the ERV
communitywithin theL. borealis genomealso appears to have expanded through anum‐
ber of smaller ERV lineage expansions occurring across the beta‐ and gammaretroviral
clades. Finally, a notable expansion of PyERV‐related retroviruses also appears to have
occurred in the M. myotis, and M. aurata lineage.

In summary, a number of ERV lineage expansions and extinctions of varying breadth
across different ERVclasses have occurred in different bat lineages, however, aswith the
discovery of theHelitron transposable element revolution inVespertilionidae (Platt et al.
2014; Platt et al. 2016), the specific causes of these widespread changes are currently
unclear and will require substantial future work to elucidate.

3.4.3 RT sequence gene reconciliation reconstructs the retrovirus sharing
history of Chiroptera

The large body of ERVswithin host genomes contains information about past retrovirus
infections of those hosts. In this study, I leverage this retrovirus history encoded in
bat genomes in order to systematically examine cross‐species retrovirus transmission
within Chiroptera across evolutionary time. To do this, I used the sequences of the RT
loci identified in the previous step to infer the occurrence of horizontal transfers of ERVs
between bat species using a gene reconciliation approach. At the 90% confidence level,
gene reconciliation (which is based on parsimony) is able to give accurate estimates
of the total number of horizontal transfer events (T.‐H. Nguyen et al. 2013). At the
same time, however, some false positives may arise, potentially due to incorrect tree
topologies, a lack of locus detection in a particular genome, or the effects of incomplete
lineage sorting (ILS) on the phylogenetic distribution of ERV loci (Stolzer et al. 2012).
Despite such false positives, the broader numerical trends should be robust to these sce‐
narios. In the data examined here, each detected ERV transfer corresponds to a retro‐
virus which was transmitted from one species to another and which had descendants
that became endogenised and independently fixed within both the donor and receiver
host lineages. Thus, given the rarity of provirus/ERV fixation, the proportion of all
historical, cross‐species, retrovirus transmissions that can be detectedwith thismethod
is extremely small. Nonetheless, given the assumption that ERV fixation rates are the
same across host species, the relative frequencies of these events provides information
about the differences in the true frequency of cross‐species retrovirus transmission
between different host species.
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Scrutinising the estimated counts of ERV transfers in Fig. 3.5 shows outlier branch‐
pairs that may have inflated estimates. These estimates may be inflated due to ILS,
such as the extraordinarily high number of predicted transfers from M. blainvillei to
N. leporinus. In other cases, the cause of an inflated estimate is unclear, but the high
number of transfer events for a branch‐pairmay seemunlikely due to a lack of plausible
sympatry between the modern‐day or ancestral populations. The main example being
the relatively high number of predicted transfers between M. blainvillei (Mormoopidae
are endemic to South America) and M. schreibersii (Miniopteridae have exclusively Old
World distributions).

Encouragingly, there is a notable dearth of transfers between the noctilionoid branches
(which evolved in the NewWorld) and the other branches analysed in this study, which
are mostly of Old World origin, suggesting that inferred transfer events are plausible.
Additionally, the branch representing the T. brasiliensis lineage is involved in six pre‐
dicted transfers to the noctilionoid branches as well as a number of predicted trans‐
fers to bats with extant and ancestral Old World distributions. Interestingly, while T.
brasiliensis has a NewWorld distribution, it is likely to have an Old World origin, having
split from its African sister taxa ~18Mya (Ammerman et al. 2012). Thus this lineage has
plausibly had geographic overlap both with the populations represented in the noctil‐
ionoid branches as well as the populations with Old World distributions represented
in the branches outside Noctilionoidea. This further illustrates the plausibility of the
inferred horizontal ERV transfer events.

3.4.4 Phylogenetic relatedness impacts the rate of retrovirus transmission

By fitting a Poisson‐based regression model to the counts of inferred ERV transfer
events it was possible to quantitatively assess the hypothesis that more distantly related
branches (i.e. branches with a greater time since divergence) would have a lower rate of
cross‐species retroviral transmission between them due to increased genetic barriers.
The model predicted a significant negative correlation between ERV transfer rate and
branch divergence. This recapitulates previously observed host‐virus evolutionary
dynamics in which more closely related species are known to share more viruses
between them (Streicker et al. 2010; Olival et al. 2017; Albery et al. 2020).

I also show that after accounting for phylogenetic relatedness of the host species
(branch‐pair divergence time), my model predicts that the rate of retrovirus transmis‐
sion between the three superfamilies considered is significantly lower than within
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each superfamily (3.2). This is particularly interesting as it suggests that additional
factors present within a superfamily determine the rate of retroviral cross‐species
transmission. Moreover, it could indicate that the major splits at the base of the
chiropteran lineage led to particularly pronounced physiological or immunological
differences at the superfamily level, which create a barrier for viral transmission
between these groups. The relatively low number of inferred transfers between the
root branches of each superfamily are perhaps a sign of this, although this could be a
result of the bias towards detection of younger ERVs in this analysis, which in turnbiases
against the detection of ERV transfers between branches closer to the root of the tree.

Previous studies that have examined inter‐order viral transmission of extant viruses
have predicted that phylogenetic relatedness is only important for determining like‐
lihood of transmission within taxonomic orders, and is not an important factor for
likelihood of transmission between taxonomic orders (Albery et al. 2020; Mollentze and
Streicker 2020). In this context, the presence of a superfamily effect in Chiroptera sug‐
gests that a significant boundary for cross‐species retrovirus transmission may occur
at the host superfamily taxonomic level in addition to, or instead of, at the order‐level,
at least within Chiroptera.

3.4.5 Increased rate of cross‐species retrovirus transmission within noc‐
tilionoid bats

Finally, the Poisson regression model also predicted differences in the cross‐species
retrovirus transmission occurring within different superfamilies. The model predicted
Noctilionoidea to possess a significantly higher level of cross‐species ERV transfers
within the superfamily than the Vespertilionoidea or the Rhinolophoidea. A separate
Poisson regression model showed that the detected difference was also present at the
family level between Phyllostomidae and Vespertilionidae, wherein Phyllostomidae
was predicted to have twice the rate of intra‐family ERV transfer compared with the
Vespertilionidae. Additionally, the first model did not show any significant differences
between donor superfamilies for inter‐superfamily transfers.

Taken together, this suggests that ERV transfer has generally been occurring at a much
higher rate within the Noctilionoidea than within either the Vespertilionoidea or the
Rhinolophoidea. However, the propensity for noctilionoid species to transmit viruses
across species‐barriers does not extend to transmission outside of the superfamily. The
most likely explanation for this result is that it simply reflects the geography of the
populations examined; notably, most members of the Noctilionoidea are endemic to
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the Neotropics with many species in sympatry with one another, whereas the Vespertil‐
ionoidea and Rhinolophoidea have much more dispersed ranges found across multiple
continents. This geographic effect, and specifically the degree of sympatry, has previ‐
ously been shown to be one of the most important factors determining cross‐species
viral sharing (Luis et al. 2015; Olival et al. 2017; Albery et al. 2020; Mollentze and Stre‐
icker 2020). Alternatively, such an effect could potentially be explained by the higher
proportion of short branches in the noctilionoid phylogeny which could cause inflation
of inferred transfer events due to the effects of ILS on the RT reconciliation analysis
(Stolzer et al. 2012). A final possibility is that physiological or ecological traits, such as
high rates of frugivory within the Noctilionoidea (Rojas et al. 2012), have contributed to
an increased rate of cross‐species viral transmission within this group, although ad‐
equately disentangling such effects from the effects of phylogeny would need much
higher sample sizes (also see Luis et al. 2015).
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Abstract

Endogenous viral elements (EVEs) derived from viruses other than retroviruses are found in
low copy numbers within eukaryotic genomes, having resulted from rare genome integration
events during viral infections in the ancestors of modern species. In this chapter, I survey the
genomes of 36 bat species from 11 bat families for non‐retroviral EVEs, to comprehensively
characterise the non‐retroviral EVE repertoires of bat species from across Chiroptera, to pro‐
duce the most phylogenetically extensive study of non‐retroviral EVEs in bats to date. I identify
many novel EVE loci across bats, derived from bornaviruses, filoviruses, and parvoviruses, and
find no evidence of non‐retroviral EVEs derived from other virus families. Furthermore, I use
the identified EVEs to gain insight into the evolutionary history of these three viral families.
EVEs derived from the Bornaviridae provide new information about the biogeography and host‐
range of the poorly characterised Carbovirus and Cultervirus genera, suggesting a long history
of association between bats and these viruses, and providing evidence of a potential African
origin followed by bat‐mediated dispersal of carboviruses throughout southern continents. Ad‐
ditionally, a group of syntenic EVEs derived from Tetraparvovirus is found across the Chiroptera,
and othermembers of the Laurasiatheria, implying aminimum age of approximately 76million
years for the Tetraparvovirus genus. Finally, I also investigate examples of EVEs with conserved
open reading frames (ORFs), and detail a putatively co‐opted EVE (named chEBLM) present in
nine species of pyllostomid and mormoopid bats that is derived from a bornavirus M gene.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Bats harbour a diversity of viruses

Bats account for over twenty percent of all mammal species (Burgin et al. 2018), and be‐

tween them harbour a correspondingly rich diversity of viruses, being host to a particu‐

larly high diversity of Coronaviridae, Lyssavirus, and Paramyxoviridae (L. Chen et al. 2014;

Beltz 2018). Although the alpha species richness of bats is highest in South America,

modern bat species are present across all continents except Antarctica, having spread

across the globe and diversified to fill a plethora of ecological niches in an evolutionary

radiation that tookplace during the early Eocene (Teeling et al. 2005; J.J. Shi andRabosky

2015). The order Chiroptera comprises two suborders: Yinpterochiroptera, found only

across the Old World, consisting of the Pteropodidae family and Rhinolophoidea su‐

perfamily, and Yangochiroptera, found across both the Old World and NewWorld, con‐

sisting of the Rhinolophoidea, Emballonuroidea, Noctilionoidea, andVespertilionoidea

superfamilies (Teeling et al. 2005; Jones and Teeling 2006).
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4.1.2 Non‐retrovirus EVEs are rare in vertebrate genomes

Endogenous viral elements (EVEs) account for 5‐15% of the total DNA content of animal

genomes. While the vast majority of EVEs are retrovirus‐derived (Smit et al. 2013),

low probability events occurring over millions of years have led to the accumulation of

small numbers of non‐retroviral EVEs in animal genomes. These non‐retroviral EVEs

rarely exceed twenty or thirty loci within a given genome (Katzourakis and Gifford 2010;

Aiewsakun and Katzourakis 2015) and the key difference that leads to this large dis‐

parity in frequency is the obligate nature of genomic integration during the retrovirus

replication cycle compared with the lack of any such stage in other vertebrate viruses.

The integration of non‐retrovirus genetic sequence into a host cell genome can occur

through two main routes. First, mRNA generated by the virus can be captured by the

retrotranscribingmachinery of retroelements that are present in the cell, such as LINEs

and ERVs. The DNA generated by this reverse transcription may then be concatenated

with the fragments of the retroelement, after which, mechanisms of retroelement inte‐

gration can incorporated this DNA into the host cell genome (Belyi et al. 2010b). Second,

in the case of DNA viruses, a second pathway to integration involves direct homologous

recombination of the viral genomic DNA with the chromosomal DNA of the host cell

(Belyi et al. 2010a). Where such integration events occur in a germline cell, then the

integrated sequencewill be vertically inherited byoffspring andmayeventually become

fixed in a population. EVEs derived from a diverse range of viral lineages, represent‐

ing every group of virus in the Baltimore classification system, have been identified

across numerous vertebrate genomes (Aiewsakun and Katzourakis 2015). Interestingly,

despite over 30 families of viruses having been detected in bats (L. Chen et al. 2014),

EVEs from only three families of viruses (excluding retroviruses) have been found in

bat genomes to date: Parvoviridae (ssDNA), as well as Filoviridae and Bornaviridae both

from the order Mononegavirales (‐ve RNA) (Liu et al. 2011; Edwards et al. 2018; Horie

and Tomonaga 2019; Jebb et al. 2020).

4.1.3 Bornaviruses and bornavirus‐derived elements

Bornaviruses (family Bornaviridae) are non‐segmented, negative‐strand RNA viruses,

characterised by a viral envelope and a genome of approximately 9 Kbp in length that

encodes six genes (see Table 4.1). Uniquely among RNA viruses, Bornaviruses establish

a persistent intranuclear infection, which they achieve by attaching to host chromatin

(Matsumoto et al. 2012). The family is named after Bornavirus Disease Virus (BDV),
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Gene name (Protein) Function
N (Nucleoprotein) Nucleoprotein which encapsidates the viral RNA to form the viral

nucleocapsid.

L (RNA‐directed RNA polymerase L) RNA‐dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) which is responsible for replication
of the RNA genome.

P (Phosphoprotein) Phosphoprotein which acts as a cofactor to the viral polymerase and also as a
phosphorylation decoy involved in pathogenicity.

M (Matrix protein) Structural protein which lines the inside of virions and attaches the
nucleocapsids to the cellular membrane during viral assembly and budding.
M proteins are also known to be involved in regulation of RNA replication in
other negative‐strand RNA viruses.

G (Envelope glycoprotein p57) Envelope glycoprotein involved in virion attachment to a cell receptor and
subsequent fusion of the viral envelope and cell membrane.

X (X protein) Non‐structural protein which is required for viral replication, acting as a
regulator of the viral polymerase, and additionally acts as an inhibitor of
apoptosis in the central nervous system

Table 4.1: Overview of genes comprising the genomes of the Bornaviridae.

which in turn received its name from the town of Borna, Germany where it was orig‐
inally identified in the nineteenth century as the cause of an epidemic amongst the
town’s horses (Horie et al. 2013). Viruses within Bornaviridae aremostly known to infect
mammals and birds, though pythons are reported to be hosts for two species of bor‐
navirus (Hyndman et al. 2018). BDV has also been shown to cause fatal encephalitis in
humans (Liesche et al. 2019), and the endemic nature of the disease in livestock in Euro‐
pean regions suggests zoonotic transmission from a reservoir species is likely. Recently
the family has been expanded due to the discovery of Wuhan sharpbelly bornavirus
(WhSBV) in the sharpbelly (a ray‐finned fish), thus implying amuch broader host range
than had been previously sampled (M. Shi et al. 2018). Consequently, the family now
comprises three genera: Orthobornavirus (within which BDV and most other known
bornavirus species are classified); Carbovirus; and Cultervirus (Amarasinghe et al. 2019).
Based on alignments of the L protein, Cultervirus appears to be basal to Carbovirus and
Orthobornavirus (Amarasinghe et al. 2019). However, due to the present lack of samples
in both Carbovirus and Cultervirus, little is known about host‐range, biogeography, or
evolutionary history of these genera.

Previous studies have detected endogenous bornavirus‐like elements (EBL elements) in
a wide range of vertebrate genomes showing a broad diversity of bornaviruses beyond
all sampled exogenousbornaviruses (Katzourakis andGifford 2010; Horie et al. 2013; Cui
andL.‐F.Wang 2015;M. Shi et al. 2018). In fact, the discovery of orthologous bornavirus‐
like elements in the genomes of members of the Afrotheria has provided an estimated
minimum age of 65 My for some clades of bornaviruses (Horie et al. 2013). Similarly to
other endogenous mononegaviral elements, all EBL insertions detected in genomes to
date (to my knowledge) do not contain the entire genome sequence of the bornavirus.
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Instead, EBLs all appear to be derived frombornavirusmRNAs, in some cases including

even the poly‐adenalated tail in the sequence insertion (Katzourakis and Gifford 2010).

Bats specifically appear to have a deep‐rooted association with bornaviruses, as

highlighted by the number of EBL elements already found within the limited set of

bat genomes available at the time of a number of studies (Katzourakis and Gifford

2010; Horie et al. 2013; Cui and L.‐F. Wang 2015). Furthermore, by using flanking

region alignments to account for orthologous elements, Cui and L.‐F. Wang (2015)

reconstructed a tree of bornavirus sequences, each of which was putatively derived

from a separate exogenous ancient bornavirus. This viral tree matched the host tree

topology and divergence time estimates of the bat species they examined suggesting

that bat‐infecting bornaviruses follow a co‐divergence pattern with their hosts. Yet

despite the finding that bornaviruses had been integrated into vesper bat genomes

relatively recently, as early as ~6 Mya (Cui and L.‐F. Wang 2015), a recent study was

unable to detect any orthobornavirus infection in a number of European vesper bat

species (across seven genera) sampled within Germany (Nobach and Herden 2020).

4.1.4 Filoviruses and filovirus‐derived elements

Like the Bornaviridae, the Filoviridae family of viruses in the order Mononegavirales are

viruses with linear, non‐segmented negative‐sense RNA genomes (15‐19 Kbp in length)

with broadly similar gene order (3′‐N‐P‐M‐(G)‐L‐5′). However, unlike bornaviruses,

filoviruses mostly possess filamentous virions (though there is a diversity of shapes),

and are much more likely to cause fatal disease in humans. Filoviridae comprises five

genera, two of which (Striavirus and thamnovirus) are found only in fish, and three of

which (Cuevavirus, Ebolavirus, and Marburgvirus) are mammal‐specific (Kuhn et al.

2019). Notably, ebolaviruses and marburgviruses are highly virulent and are major

causes of lethal human disease, with Zaire ebolavirus virus being the cause of over

10,000 deaths during the 2014‐16 West African outbreak (World Health Organization

2020). Filoviruses are endemic to Africa, Eastern and South‐Eastern Asia, and Eastern

and Southern Europe with bats as natural hosts and potential reservoirs of filoviruses

of serious public health concerns such as Marburg virus, Ravn virus, and ebola

virus (Leroy et al. 2005; Towner et al. 2009). More broadly, bats from Pteropodidae,

Rhinolophidae, Megadermatidae,Miniopteridae, andMolossidae families have all been

associated with extant filoviruses beyond those that pose a disease threat to humans

(Beltz 2018). In addition, filovirus‐derived EVEs in bats from theVespertilionidae family
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imply that vesper bats have also historically been host to filoviruses and may continue

to be so (D.J. Taylor et al. 2010; Belyi et al. 2010b; Katzourakis and Gifford 2010).

Unlike bornaviruses, filoviruses replicate in the cytoplasm of the cell after being en‐

docytosed into the cell. A key component of the replication cycle is the RNP complex

(formed from the association of the nucleoprotein NP, polymerase cofactor VP35, ma‐

trix protein VP40, and RdRp L) which is responsible for producing mRNAs to generate

viral proteins, as well as replicating the RNA genome. The produced viral proteins, and

genome copies are then assembled into new virions in the cytoplasm before budding

off at the plasma membrane (Kuhn et al. 2019).

Although filovirus‐derived EVEs, or endogenous filovirus‐like elements (EFLs), are

rarely found in mammal genomes, sequences related to the NP gene have been

identified in at least 13 mammalian genera, L in a single genus, and VP35 in seven

mammal genera (Belyi et al. 2010b; Katzourakis and Gifford 2010; D.J. Taylor et al.

2010). Importantly, a syntenic filovirus‐derived EVE discovered in the mouse and the

brown rat are able to provide a dating point for the age of themammal‐specific filovirus

genera at a minimum of ~30 My (D.J. Taylor et al. 2010). Also, of particular interest,

is an EVE derived from a VP35 gene found in a syntenic position across 16 species

of Myotis spanning Old World, North American, and South American clades of the

genus which contains a conserved ORF of ~280 codons Edwards et al. (2018). Based on

the divergence times of the Myotis species in which the EVE is found, Edwards et al.

(2018) estimated a lower bound for the insertion time of 18 Mya implying long term

conservation of this virus‐derived ORF, and also showed that purifying selection has

acted on this coding sequence, although there is currently no evidence that this locus

is transcribed or translated. As well as forming part of the RNP complex responsible

for RNA synthesis, Ebola VP35 plays a critical role in immune evasion, and inhibits

immune response by blocking the production of type‐I interferon. Compared to the

Ebola VP35, Edwards et al. (2018) showed that the EVE‐encoded VP35 inMyotis has lost

its ability to bind dsRNA but has retained an inhibitory activity on type I interferon

production (albeit more moderate than its viral counterpart). Taken together, this

evidence strongly suggests a case of co‐option in which the EVE‐derived coding region

confers an immunity‐related selective advantage to Myotis bats. In this study I expand

the set of known filovirus‐derived EVEs in bats and characterise a largely undisrupted

filovirus‐like nucleoprotein (NP) encoding ORF present in M. myotis. Like VP35, NP is

part of the RNP complex and has RNA‐binding activity and also has a structural function

in which it forms helical homo‐polymers that encapsulate the virus genome.
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4.1.5 Parvoviruses and parvovirus‐derived elements

Viruses from the family Parvoviridae are small non‐enveloped viruses with a linear sin‐
gle strandedDNA genome of only 4‐6 Kbp in length. In animal hosts, including humans,
they are known to cause diseases that range in severity from sub‐clinical to lethal. Due
to their limited genome, they are heavily dependent on the host cell machinery within
actively dividing cells in order to replicate, and in some cases require co‐infection with
other viruses (such as adenoviruses) to replicate at all. Historically the family has been
divided into two groups: the Parvovirinae, a group of vertebrate infecting viruses; and
Densovirinae, a group of invertebrate infecting viruses. Recently, newly discovered par‐
vovirus sequences obtained from metagenomic studies, has divided the Parvoviridae
into four monophyletic groups: Parvovirinae, two separate groups of Densovirinae, and
the Chapparvovirinaewhich contain viruses that infect both vertebrate and invertebrate
hosts (Pénzes et al. 2019).

Bats may well play a key role in the diversity and transmission of parvoviruses. Within
the Parvovirinae subfamily, viruses from five of the eight described genera have been
detected in bats (Bocaparvovirus, Dependoparvovirus, Protoparvovirus, Tetraparvovirus,
and Amdoparvovirus), indicating that bats host a high diversity of parvoviruses . Fur‐
thermore, bocaviruses isolated frombats are as diverse as bocaviruses found in all other
animals combined to date, suggesting that bats are the ultimate gene source ofmost bo‐
caviruses (Lau et al. 2017). Additionally, bat bocaviruses are known to transmit readily
between bat species (Lau et al. 2016). Viruses identified by high‐throughput sequencing
associated with three bat species (E. helvum,M. davidii,D. rotundus) were placed within
the Chapparvovirus group suggesting bats are also involved in the transmission of this
virus group (Pénzes et al. 2019).

The limited genome consists of two major gene cassettes flanked by short (100‐500 bp)
loosely palindromic regions which form hairpin structures and provide the origins of
replications for the virus. The gene cassette closest to the 3’‐end codes for the non‐
structural replication initiator gene (NS, sometimes known as the replicase), which
combines sequence‐specific DNA‐binding and DNA‐nicking activity as well as a DNA‐
helicase domain. The second major gene cassette, closer to the 5’‐end of the genome,
codes for the capsid protein gene (VP) which forms a capsid with T=1 icosahedral
symmetry. Most parvoviruses also code genus‐specific ancillary proteins in alternate
and overlapping reading frames, which carry out a variety of functions in the viral life
cycle. The genome does not include any polymerase genes; instead, parvoviruses rely
entirely upon host DNA polymerases (Cotmore et al. 2019).
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The reliance on host DNA polymerases for replication forces the majority of the par‐
vovirus replication cycle to occur within the host cell nucleus. The virions containing
the intact DNA genome are trafficked into the host cell nucleus where they are uncoated
and begin replicating by exploiting host DNA damage response pathways (though the
mechanisms of this process have not yet been established). In the case of the more
genetically‐limited parvoviruses like Adeno‐asociated viruses (AAVs), co‐infection by
other viruses is necessary to evoke a replicative environment within the nucleus. Ex‐
ploiting damage repair pathways for replication is an imprecise means of copying ge‐
netic material and leads to rapid mutation rates (~10‐2 substitutions per nucleotide per
replication), high recombination rates, and therefore rapid generation of strain diver‐
sity (Cotmore et al. 2019).

Many parvovirus‐derived EVEs, or endogenous parvovirus elements (EPVs), have been
discovered in vertebrate genomes, often as incomplete fragments of parvovirus genes
but inmany cases as nearly complete copies of the entire parvovirus genome. This con‐
trasts with RNA virus‐derived EVEs in which the integrated sequences always appear to
be derived from viral mRNAs (Belyi et al. 2010a; Katzourakis and Gifford 2010; Liu et al.
2011; Kryukov et al. 2018). Compared with other lineages of DNA viruses, parvovirus‐
derived EVEs are vastly more frequent in vertebrate genomes and this is likely due to
their specific, nuclear based, replication mode, which appears to favour integration,
especially in genomic regions prone to double‐strand breaks (Liu et al. 2011).

4.1.6 Non‐retroviral EVEs in bat genomes

Although a number of non‐retroviral EVEs have been identified in bat genomes to
date, the diversity of these EVEs represents only three families of viruses (Parvoviridae,
Filoviridae,Bornaviridae), comparedwith the 30 families known to circulate in extant bat
species (L. Chen et al. 2014), perhaps underscoring the general rarity of non‐retroviral
endogenisation events. Interestingly, parvoviruses and bornaviruses, are also the
most represented families in of EVEs in other mammalian genomes (Katzourakis
and Gifford 2010; Kryukov et al. 2018), and this may be related to the nature of their
largely nucleus‐located replication cycle (Liu et al. 2011; Matsumoto et al. 2012).
However, with >1300 species of extant bats that range across the globe in a remarkable
diversity of habitats (Teeling et al. 2018), bats, as a group, provide a high number of
opportunities for non‐retroviral endogenisation events to occur. Thus, bat genomes
could provide a rich source of diverse EVEs, helping to characterise the biogeography
and evolutionary history of viral groups.
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In this study, I survey 40 genomeassemblies from36bat species for non‐retroviral EVEs,

using the DVORFS EVE mining tool I developed (Chapter 2). This represents the most

phylogenetically extensive survey of non‐retroviral EVEs in bats to date, characterising

the EVE repertoire of as yet unexplored bat genomes, and expanding the number of

known non‐retroviral EVE loci in previously analysed genomes. Despite the broader

sampling of bat species, no EVEs derived from viral families other than Parvoviridae,

Filoviridae, Bornaviridae are identified by my survey, reinforcing the finding that the

entire suite of non‐retroviral EVEs in bats is derived only from these three viral families.

Within each of these viral families I am able to phylogenetically place the identified

bat EVEs within a viral phylogeny in order to gain new insights into the evolutionary

history of these viruses. With this, I provide the first evidence of culterviruses and

carboviruses infecting bats, and gain insight into the possible biogeographical origins

of the Carbovirus genus, as well as revealing potential patterns of host‐specificity at the

genus level of bornaviruses. With the broader phylogenetic sampling of bat species, I

am also able to show that filovirus‐derived EVEs are present beyond theMyotis genus of

bats and can be found across the Vespertilionidae family. Additionally, I identify a syn‐

tenic tetroparvovirus derived‐EVE present across Chiroptera that is also present within

a number of genomes in the Laurasiatheria superorder, which implies a minimum age

of ~76 My for the Tetraparvovirus genus. Finally, I also explore the potential functional

role of the elements with viral protein encoding ORFs that have been evolutionarily

conserved for millions of years.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 EVE mining

To search for non‐retroviral EVEs in bat genomes I used the the Disrupted Viral ORF

Search (DVORFS) tool that I developed (Chapter 2) with a curated list of PFAM domains

(El‐Gebali et al. 2019) as a query. The PFAM domains were selected through the follow‐

ing process. A long‐list of domains was gathered by a taxonomic query to the PFAM

database (version 31.0) that returned all PFAM‐A families listed as being present in the

genomes of virus species from within any viral genus with known vertebrate hosts.

This long‐list was then manually reduced by removing all domains that are also found

commonly in eukaryotic genes, retroviruses or retroelements, leaving only those spe‐

cific to non‐retroviruses.
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The curated PFAM domains were then used to query the bat genomes using DVORFS
with HMMER pre‐search and a bit‐score cutoff of 15.0 and a length cutoff of 20 amino
acid matches. Hits from exclusively repetitive regions of the query domains were re‐
moved in order to remove spurious and uninformative hits. Manual inspection of the
hits revealed that only parvovirus and negative‐strand RNA virus domains were con‐
sistently present in a number of bat genomes and are thus unlikely to be spurious.
Therefore further analysis was conducted only on elements containing domains found
in those virus groups. The hits were then merged where necessary into contiguous
individual elements (multiple domain hits from the same viral group were combined
into a single element if each hit was within 5000nt of the previous hit and the sequence
of hits was in the same order as in the corresponding viral genome) and the sequences
were extracted including a 1000 bp flanking region on each side.

EVEs which contained domains of any mononegaviral origin were compared with
GenBank reference genomes of the order Mononegavirales using the tBLASTx‐based
ViPTree software (Nishimura et al. 2017). Based on the phylogenetic tree produced by
this method, the EVEs were categorised into viral families for downstream analysis.
All the elements containing only L gene domains grouped most closely with other
elements containing bornavirus‐specific domains and bornavirus reference genomes.
These elements were therefore categorised as bornavirus‐derived elements. All the
elements containing filovirus‐specific domains were categorised as filovirus‐derived
elements. All the elements containing parvovirus‐specific domains were categorised
as parvovirus‐derived elements.

4.2.2 Orthology clustering

For each of the three families of non‐retroviral EVEs identified, flanking regions were
extracted and clustered to provide information about synteny of the elements across
the bat genomes. Flanking regions of 2000 bp length, starting at a distance of 500 bp
from the start and end of the domain hits, were extracted for each element. The 500
bp gap between the hits and the start of the flanking regions was used in order to avoid
including viral sequence (undetected by DVORFS) in the flanking sequence to be anal‐
ysed; this could otherwise cause elements to be considered syntenic despite only being
similar in stretches of viral sequences close to, but outside, the detected domain hits.
The 2000 bp flanks of each element were then separately concatenated to form 4000
bp length sequences (some elements were near scaffold edges and therefore did not
have full length flanking sequences) which were clustered using the PSI‐CD‐HIT tool
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with the parameters: -G 1 -c 0.3 -g 0 -aS 0.3 -prog 'blastn' (W. Li and

Godzik 2006). This aligns the sequences using BLASTn and clusters them into groups

with a minimum total identity to the longest/first encountered sequence in the group

(a greedy algorithm). Here I defined the clustering threshold arbitrarily as minimum

30% identity to the focal sequence across the entire 4000 bp flanking sequence. These

groups of putatively syntenic elements (‘syngroups’) containingmore than two elements

are labelled by syngroup ID on the tree tips in Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.5, and Fig. 4.8.

4.2.3 Sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree construction

EVE sequences from the DIGS for EVEs database (Zhu et al. 2018) and genomic

sequences of reference exogenous viruses were queried using DVORFS with the

curated set of PFAM domains to obtain predicted peptide and nucleotide sequences for

these domains. For each family of EVEs (filovirus‐, bornavirus‐ and parvovirus‐derived

elements), the predicted domain peptide sequences obtained from the analysed bat

genomes were aligned with the domain peptide sequences predicted from the DIGS for

EVEs database, and exogenous virus sequences, using the E‐INS‐i alignment method

in MAFFT (Katoh and Standley 2013). These peptide alignments were then converted

into frameshift‐aware codon alignments of the original genomic nucleotide sequence

using a custom script. These codon alignments were further refined by manual

adjustment using the software AliView (Larsson 2014) and subsequently converted

back into peptide alignments.

A maximum‐likelihood phylogenetic tree was constructed for each of these peptide

alignments using IQ‐TREE (version 1.6.12) with default parameters (L.‐T. Nguyen

et al. 2015). To select the substitution model for each tree, I used the IQ‐TREE tool

ModelFinder, which compares models based on Bayesian information criterion (BIC)

(Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017). For trees based on alignments ofmultiple domains, each

domain was separately aligned and substitution models were separately selected for

each domain by ModelFinder. A maximum‐likelihood tree was then constructed with

IQ‐TREE using the combined alignment, partitioned by domain and corresponding

substitution model. Branch support was assessed for all trees using non‐parametric

bootstrapping with 1000 replicates.
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4.2.4 Selection analysis

To determine whether chEBLM is undergoing positive selection I used a maximum‐

likelihood‐based selection test. First, the nine chEBLM ORF nucleotide sequences were

aligned using MAFFT (default parameters). The alignment was then manually adjusted

to ensure codons were correctly aligned and frameshifted regions in C. perspicillata and

M. hirsuta sequences were removed. This codon alignment, along with a species tree

of the nine bat species in which chEBLM orthologues were detected, were used for the

following selection analysis. codeml from the PAML software (version 4.9j, Z. Yang

2007) was used to implement a maximum likelihood‐based site model test for positive

selection. Two models which classify sites in an alignment according to their nonsyn‐

onymous/synonymous substitution rate ratio, dN/dS ratio, or ω, were compared: Model

M2a, which classes sites as either under purifying selection (whereω < 1), under neutral

selection (where ω = 1), or under positive selection (where ω > 1); andmodelM1a which

only classifies sites as under purifying or neutral selection. A likelihood ratio test (LRT)

was then conducted to test whether M2a fitted the data significantly better than M1a.

This showed a significant chi‐square value (P‐value = 0.0164), suggesting that including

the possibility of positively selected sites in themodel provided a significantly improved

fit. Bayes empirical Bayes (BEB) posterior probabilities of the class of each site in the

alignment according to the M2a model were then obtained from codeml.

4.2.5 Structural protein modelling

In order to identify potential function of conserved ORFs within chEFLNp ands chEBLM

elements, I used a structuralmodelling approachwhere translated ORF sequenceswere

used to produce a structural model using the I‐TASSER webserver (J. Yang and Y. Zhang

2015). I‐TASSER first identifies appropriate structural templates from the Protein Data

Bank (Berman et al. 2003) for the input peptide sequence using a sequence homology

search and a panel of protein threading tools to identify structural homology. Frag‐

ments of the structural templates are then reassembled and combined with ab initio

structural modelling before being iteratively refined to give a final structure predic‐

tion for the input peptide. The final predicted structures of the putative EVE‐derived

peptides were then visualised, and compared with the aligned structures of relevant

proteins using PyMOL (Schrödinger, LLC 2015).
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Figure 4.1: Summary of non‐retroviral integrations and non‐retroviral EVE counts in Chi‐
roptera. A) Dated phylogenetic tree of bat species analysed in this study, divergence dates from
TimeTree. Branches labelled with inferred virus integration events, based on phylogenetic
analysis, categorised by virus genus. B) Bar plot showing total number of EVEs derived from
each clade of virus within each bat genome.

4.3 Results

I conducted a survey of 40 genome assemblies from 36 bat species using the DVORFS

tools I developed (Chapter 2) and detected 222 putative bornavirus‐derived elements,

27 putative filovirus‐derived elements, and 116 putative parvovirus‐derived elements

(corresponding to 214, 27, and 102 elements, respectively, when duplicates between as‐

semblies of the same species are taken into account). These were further classified into

specific genera and into a total of 41 groups of similar elements based on phylogenetic

trees built using the EVE sequences (Fig. 4.1).
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4.3.1 Bornavirus‐derived elements in bat genomes

Across the 40 bat genome assemblies, 222 putative chiropteran EBL elements (chEBL
elements) were identified, corresponding to 218 separate EBL elements when identical
EVEs from different assemblies of the same species were discounted (Table C.1). Of
these, 168 are elements containing bornavirus N domains (EBLN elements), 36 are ele‐
ments containing bornavirus L domains (EBLL elements), three are elements contain‐
ing bornavirus P domains (EBLP elements), nine are elements containing M domains
(EBLMelements), one is an element containing a bornavirus G domain (EBLG element),
and one is a putative element containing a bornavirus X domain (EBLX element). Only
five of the identified EBL elements containedmore than one detected domain and none
contained sequence from more than two genes, suggesting the elements detected are
most likely derived from viral mRNAs rather than viral genomic RNA.

Next, I clustered these elements based on the nucleotide similarity of their flanking
regions in order to help determine orthologous elements. Based on the clustering
thresholds I used (see Section 4.2.2) 171 elements clustered into 40 putatively ortholo‐
gous groups, 51 elements did not cluster with any others. Finally, I used the predicted
amino acid sequences of the identified chEBL elements and all EBL elements from
the DIGS for EVES database Zhu et al. (2018) to create separate peptide alignments
for each bornavirus PFAM domain (see Section 4.2.3). The alignments were then
used to construct maximum‐likelihood phylogenetic trees (Fig. 4.2). Based on these
phylogenetic trees, the phylogenetic relationships of the bat species, and the predicted
orthologous groups, I manually grouped the chEBL elements into 28 groups of related
elements (Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3).

Strikingly, the number of detected bornavirus sequence insertions in yinpterochiropter‐
ans was extremely low. I was unable to detect any EBLs in the genomes of the Pteropo‐
didae family, and only four bornavirus sequence insertions were detected among the
yinpterochiropteran genomes I analysed (Fig. 4.3). However, a tBLASTn search using
previously identified chEBLNs (Cui andL.‐F.Wang 2015) showed the presence of a single
copy of an EBLN element in each of the pteropodid genomes (e‐values 2.74e‐7 to 7.86e‐
26) suggesting this element inserted between ~35 Mya and ~58 Mya, a single copy of a
related element in four rhinolophoid genomes (H. armiger, H. galeritus, R. sinicus, R.
pearsonii; e‐values range from 3.13e‐4 to 3.14e‐7) and a single copy of a related element
in M. natalensis and M. schreibersii (e‐values 3.91e‐6 and 1.22e‐6). In comparison to this
total of six putative bornavirus insertions and low EBL copy numbers across yinpte‐
rochiropteran genomes, yangochiropteran genomes harbour evidence of a multitude
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Figure 4.2: Phylogenetic trees (shown midpoint rooted for clarity) of exogenous bornaviruses,
EBL elements obtained from the DIGS for EVEs database (Zhu et al. 2018), and chEBL elements
with chEBL groups labelled. Trees constructed using alignments of bornavirus PFAM domains:
A) BDV_P40 (N); B) Mononeg_RNA_pol (L); C) Mononeg_mRNAcap (L); D) BDV_P10 (X); E)
BDV_P24 (P); F) BDV_M (M); BDV_G (G). Branch bootstrap support indicated by branch colour.
Tips labelled with syngroup IDs (based on flanking sequence homology).
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Figure 4.3: Presence of chEBL groups within each bat genome and categorised by bornavirus
genus. Groups inferred from virus domain phylogenies in Fig. 4.2. Dated phylogenetic tree of
bat species uses divergence dates from TimeTree.

of bornavirus insertions and subsequent duplications. 26 groups of EBL elements were
detected across yangochiropteran genomes, of which some groups comprise EBL ele‐
ments with multiple copies in each genome and in some cases, evidence of numerous
separate insertion events from distinct exogenous bornaviruses.

Of the 168 identified EBLN elements, 99 clustered most closely with Wuhan sharpbelly
bornavirus (WhSBV) (100% clade bootstrap support), classified as a member of the
genus Cultervirus (Amarasinghe et al. 2019). Interestingly, these 99 elements (labelled
as groups chEBLNk‐p) are all foundwithin the bats of theVespertilionoidea superfamily.
This pattern is also repeated in the phylogenetic trees for the Mononeg_RNA_pol and
Mononeg_mRNAcap domains, where groups chEBLLa, chEBLLc, and chEBLLd (com‐
prising 28 elements in total) also cluster most closely with WhSBV (99%, 88% and 88%
clade bootstrap support respectively) and are found exclusively in Vespertilionoidea bat
genomes. In fact, groups chEBLNk, chEBLLa, and chEBLLc all represent the same viral
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group, as two sets of orthologous EBLswhich contain sequence frombothN andL genes

(flanking sequence group IDs 65 and 61) are found within these chEBL groups. The

placement of groups chEBLNn and chEBLNo relative to other cultervirus‐like elements

from the DIGS for EVES database suggests potential inter‐order viral transmission of

ancient culterviruses. Two EBLNs found in the genome of the common shrew (Sorex

araneus, order Eulipotyphla) form successive outgroups to the chEBLNn group (72%

and 75% clade bootstrap support). This implies the viral chain of transmission of

an ancient cultervirus included an ancestor of S. araneus before infecting and being

endogenised in the genome of the ancestor of M. myotis and M. davidii (between ~20

Mya and ~30 Mya). A group of four EBLN elements found in primate genomes (Gorilla

gorilla, Pongo abelii, Macaca mulatta, Pan troglodytes) form a closely related sister group

to the chEBLNo elements in Miniopterus, which suggests an ancient cultervirus lineage

with a host range that spans the Boreoeutheria.

Five groups of EBL elements group phylogenetically with the two identified exogenous

carboviruses, Southwest carpet python virus and Jungle carpet python virus. chEBLNh,

chEBLNi, and chEBLNj are composed of a total of 25 EBLN elements, which potentially

form a clade with the exogenous carboviruses (77% clade bootstrap support). Groups

chEBLNh and chEBLNi are both found across the majority of the Noctilionoidea, each

group comprising likely orthologous (84.55% and 75.85%median flank nucleotide iden‐

tity respectively) single copy elements (excluding potential duplications of a chEBLNh

element inM. hisrusta and C. senex). Both chEBLNh and chEBLNi groups are each likely

derived from a single insertion event and can be dated using estimated bat species di‐

vergence times. Basing divergence times on Potter (2019), the estimated insertion dates

for chEBLNh and chEBLNi are between ~40 Mya and ~49 Mya, and between ~36 Mya

and ~40 Mya respectively. Despite being relatively phylogenetically close to chEBLNh

and chEBLNi groups, elements in the chEBLNj group are found in the phylogenetically‐

distantMolossidae andMiniopteridae bats. Although the chEBLNj elements inM. natal‐

ensis andM. schreibersii are very likely orthologues (99.6% flank nucleotide identity) de‐

rived froma single insertion, it is not possible to determine the orthology of the chEBLNj

element in T. brasiliensis owing to the short scaffold length on which this element is

found in the T. brasiliensis genome assembly.

The chEBLGb group consists of a sole element detected inC. perspicillatawhich is placed

on the BDV_G phylogeny as the closest outgroup of the exogenous carbovirus clade;

however, this is weakly supported (55% clade bootstrap support). chEBLLb is a group

that likewise only consists of a single detected element in a phyllostomid bat, but this
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element is found in D. rotundus and forms a highly supported clade with the exoge‐
nous carboviruses (98% clade bootstrap support). Finally, chEBLLe is a group of el‐
ements which is placed as the closest outgroup in the ‘Mononeg_mRNAcap’ domain
phylogeny, albeit with very weak bootstrap support (50% clade bootstrap support). This
group consists of elements detected in single copies within the phylogenetically dis‐
parate genomes of C. senex, A. jamaicensis, C. perspicillata, P. discolor, M. hirsuta, N.
leporinus, and T. brasiliensis. Although all the chEBLLe elements, excepting that present
in T. brasiliensis, are detected in noctilionoid bats, the grouping is highly paraphyletic.
Despite this, the identity of the flanking regions appears high even when including the
T. brasiliensis element (identity between 65% and 89%), though this may be an artefact
of the clustering method used.

A number of EBLNgroups (chEBLNa‐g)were unable to be reliably placedwithin the bor‐
navirus phylogeny, though are perhaps related most closely with exogenous orthobor‐
naviruses and a large number of vertebrate EBLNs from the DIGS for EVEs database
(55% clade bootstrap support). Of these, chEBLNa, chEBLNb, and chEBLNe are each
composed of single copy elements present within monophyletic clades of bat, and with
likely orthology within the group and therefore inferable insertion times: chEBLNa and
chEBLNe ‐ between ~36 Mya and ~40 Mya; chEBLNb between ~36 Mya and <40 Mya.

4.3.2 chEBL elements with conserved ORFs

Of the numerous EBL elements detected, most have disrupted ORFs when compared
with exogenous bornavirus sequences; however, a few of the elements appear to have
conserved ORFs for significant lengths of bornavirus protein domains. The long ORFs
found in this subset of chEBL elements may be a result of incomplete degradation of
the original viral sequence insertion due to the insertion being a recent event, or in
some cases, perhaps a result of maintenance of the ORF due to co‐option of the viral
genes by the host bat.

The most interesting cases of putatively co‐opted elements are the nine chEBLM ele‐
ments that I detected across the Phyllostomidae and Mormoopidae families of bats.
The elements are all found as single copies in each genome and the flanking regions of
these nine elements all cluster together with nucleotide identities of 44‐80% indicating
syntenic positions in the genomes. Additionally, only two of the genomes in the mono‐
phyletic set of eleven Phyllostomidae and Mormoopidae genomes in this study had no
detected chEBLM element and no chEBLM elements were detected in genomes outside
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this group. Together, these lines of evidence strongly suggest a single insertion of a

bornavirusM gene in the ancestor of Phyllostomidae andMormoopidae as the origin of

chEBLM elements. Based on the bat clade divergence dates in Potter (2019), this places

the age of the insertion between ~36 Mya and ~40 Mya. The phylogeny generated from

the BDV_M domain sequence alignment places the group of chEBLM elements as an

outgroup to both Orthobornavirus and Carbovirus (100% bootstrap support). In order

to determine the phylogenetic position of these elements relative to Cultervirus (which

has no sequenced M gene), I utilised a short, poorly conserved section of the L gene

which lies downstream of the M ORF. This region lies outside of the phylogenetically‐

conservedMononeg_RNA_pol andMononeg_mRNAcapdomains (thus I did not attempt

to align it with the other L‐containing EBLs), however BLASTx hits from exogenous

orthobornavirus L protein sequences had consistently lower e‐values than those from

carbovirus or cultervirus L protein sequences to this region. It is therefore reasonably

likely that this element originated from a viral lineage related, although distantly, to

currently identified exogenous orthobornaviruses.

A peptide alignment of Borna disease virus matrix protein (BDV‐M) with the chEBLM

elements (Fig. C.1), shows that despite the length of time since the insertion event, P.

parnellii and M. blainvillei have both retained an ORF of 85 codons corresponding to

positions 57‐140 of BDV‐M, while A. caudifer, A. jamaicensis, D. rotundus, L. spurrelli, and

T. saurophila havemaintained an ORF of 97 codons spanning positions 45‐140 in BDV‐M.

The chEBLM elements in M. hirsuta and C. perspicillata have each acquired frameshift

mutations which disrupt the coding sequence in the first third and the final sixth of the

coding region, respectively. Although the mutations in these species may have created

missense sequence at the beginning and end of the coding region, the frameshifts have

not significantly shortened theORFs as they have not created in‐frame early stop codons

in the missense sequence. The lack of degradation of this viral ORF in the majority

of the Phyllostomidae and Mormoopidae genomes suggests evolutionary conservation

of the coding capacity of this virally‐derived coding region and, therefore, perhaps co‐

optionof this element at theprotein level. To further test thehypothesis that the chEBLM

locus is co‐opted in this lineage of bats, I carried out a maximum likelihood‐based se‐

lection test to detect positive selection occurring amongst the nine chEBLM orthologues

(Section 4.2.5). The site model test showed significance for the presence of positively

selected sites within chEBLM (P‐value = 0.0164), and five sites within the coding se‐

quence were estimated with Bayes empirical Bayes (BEB) estimation to have a posterior

probability >0.5 of possessing dN/dS > 1 in each case.
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BDV‐Mformsa stable, symmetrical homo‐tetramerwith two relativelywell‐characterised

molecular functions: membrane binding and RNA binding (Neumann et al. 2009). In

order to investigate whether these functions were retained in a putative chEBLM

protein, I compared the 3D structure of chEBLM and BDV‐M by constructing a

homology based model of A. jamaicensis‐chEBLM structurally aligned to the BDV‐

M structuremodel (PDB ID: 3F1J) (4.4) . The structural model of A. jamaicensis‐chEBLM

predicts that alpha‐helix α5, and beta‐strands β3 and β4 remain intact and in the same

position compared with BDV‐M, suggesting that the majority of the oligomerisation

surface remains intact in chEBLM (4.4C). Interestingly, the five positions in chEBLM

that were highlighted as potentially under positive selection by the selection test all

occur on, or adjacent to, this oligomerisation surface. Therefore it may be the case

that chEBLM has retained the capability to form a homo‐oligomer (4.4D), or perhaps

is capable of interacting with exogenous bornavirus M proteins such as BDV‐M in

some fashion (4.4E and F). Conversely, the RNA nucleotide binding pocket formed by

PHE‐37 and HIS‐112 has not been conserved: PHE‐37 is in the coding region lost in all

nine chEBLM elements towards the N‐terminus of the original M gene, and HIS‐112

has been replaced in six of the nine putative chEBLM peptides with non‐aromatic

residues (4.4C). Additionally, the lost N‐terminus region, containing beta‐strands

β1 and β2, is also responsible for creating much of the highly positively charged

surface of the putative membrane binding face of the BDV‐M tetramer, thus suggesting

this functionality has also been lost in the putative proteins from all of the chEBLM

elements even if the proteins are able to form tetramers.

4.3.3 Filovirus‐derived elements in bat genomes

My survey also yielded 27 putative chiropteran EFL elements (chEFL elements) across

these assemblies (see Table C.2). Of these, 22 are elements containing filovirus NP

domains (EFLNP elements), and the remaining five elements contain a filovirus

VP35 domain (EFL35 elements). Unlike the chEBL and chEPV elements detected in

this study, the presence of EFL elements was detected in only one family of bats,

the Vespertilionidae.

The identified EFL elements were clustered by flanking region homology into ’syn‐

groups’ and were then aligned with exogenous filoviruses and EFL elements from

the DIGS for EVEs database and phylogenetic trees were constructed using the same

methods as used for the EBL elements. Based on these analyses I manually grouped
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Figure 4.4: Structural differences betweenBDV‐MandA. jamaicensis chEBLM.A)BDV‐Mprotein
structure displayed as ribbon diagram, helices and beta‐strands annotated. Nucleotide binding
pocket located between α4 and β2 inset with RNA nucleotide ligand positioned between HIS‐
112 and PHE‐37. B) Homo‐tetramer assembly of BDV‐M. C) A. jamaicensis chEBLM structural
homology model displayed as ribbon diagram. Disrupted nucleotide binding pocket inset. D)
Homo‐tetramer assembly of A. jamaicensis chEBLM based on positions of BDV‐M peptides in
BDV‐M homo‐tetramer. E & F) Hetero‐tetramer assembly of three BDV‐M peptides (purple)
and one chEBLM peptide based on positions of BDV‐M peptides in BDV‐M homo‐tetramer.
chEBLM peptide coloured by site‐wise BEB posterior probabilities of selection across chEBLM
orthologues – red indicates higher estimated probability of positive selection, blue indicates
higher estimated probability of purifying selection. The five sites with BEB > 0.5 for positive
selection are labelled by BDV‐M position.
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Figure 4.5: Phylogenetic trees (shown midpoint rooted for clarity) of exogenous parvoviruses,
EFL elements obtained from the DIGS for EVEs database (Zhu et al. 2018), and chEFL elements
identified in this study with chEFL groups labelled. Trees constructed using alignments of
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indicated by branch colour. tips labelled with syngroup IDs (based on flanking sequence homol‐
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Figure 4.6: Presence of chEFL groups within each bat genome. Groups inferred from virus
domain phylogenies in Fig. 4.5. Dated phylogenetic tree of bat species uses divergence dates
from TimeTree.

the EFLNP elements into four groups (Fig. 4.5A), and the EFL35 elements into a

single group (Fig. 4.5B).

The four chEFLNP groups all cluster together phylogenetically to form a single clade

(73% clade bootstrap support) and this clade clustersmost closely together with a group

of rodent EFLNP elements from the DIGS for EVES database (95% clade bootstrap sup‐

port). This grouping is a large genetic distance from all other exogenous filoviruses

sequences and EFLNP elements in the DIGS for EVES database. Each of the chEFLNPa‐

c groups are composed of likely syntenic, single copy elements (53.0%, 73.7%, 61.0%

median flank nucleotide identity respectively) that each arose from a single insertion.

chEFLNPa elements are present in every vespertilionid genome analysed in this study,

thus placing the date estimate for the original insertion event between ~31 Mya and

~45 Mya. chEFLNPb elements are present in all the genomes from the Myotis genus

analysed in this study in addition to the M. aurata genome, thus placing the insertion
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event that gave rise to this element between ~21 Mya and ~28 Mya. chEFLNPc elements
are present in all the genomes from the Myotis genus analysed in this study in addition
to the M. aurata and E. fuscus genomes with flanking sequence homology. This is a
non‐monophyletic distribution among bats and could be explained by either of two
scenarios: either the non‐detection of a chEFLNPc element in the L. borealis and P.
pipistrellus genomes; or at least two separate losses of the element within the Vesper‐
tilionidae (the flanking sequence homology implies horizontal transfer is not a likely
explanation). Assuming the former scenario is true, the true phylogenetic distribution
of chEFLNPc is the same as that of chEFLNPa and thus has the same insertion date
window of between ~31 Mya and ~45 Mya. The chEFLNPd group consists of only two
elements, one in L. borealis and one in P. pipistrellus, which do not phylogenetically
cluster with high support to each other (55% clade bootstrap support) but do contain
flanking sequence homology.

All the chEFLNP elements detected have disrupted reading frames except for the
chEFLNPa element detected in M. myotis and M. davidii which have undisrupted ORFs
385 codons and 256 codons in length, respectively. In M. myotis this undisrupted ORF
aligns with the 280 residues closest to the N‐terminus of ebolavirus nucleoprotein
with 34% sequence identity. However the ORF also includes a region of 99 codons
at the C‐terminus end of the encoded protein which does not align with ebolavirus
nucleoprotein, and moreover does not produce any significant BLASTp hits when
searched against the GenBank NR protein database. The I‐TASSER webserver was
again used to produce a structural homology model of the encoded protein. Based on
this model, the aligned region of 280 amino acids proximal to the N‐terminus region
of the M. myotis chEFLNPa protein has a TM‐score of 0.966 when compared with
the structure of ebolavirus nucleoprotein (PDB ID: 6NUT), indicating near identical
predicted structural homology. Analysis using the IUPred2A webserver (Mészáros
et al. 2018) shows the 99 residue C‐terminus region to have a high probability of
being disordered (see Fig. 4.7).

In agreement with previous studies (D.J. Taylor et al. 2011; Kondoh et al. 2017; Ed‐
wards et al. 2018), chEFL35 elements with long ORFs were found in all four of the My‐
otis genomes analysed. However, in addition, I detected an undisrupted chEFL35 ORF
with flanking sequence homology to other chEFL35 elements in the M. aurata genome
showing that this element was present in the ancestor ofMyotis andMurina bats. Align‐
ment of the full ORF with Myotis chEFL35 ORFs shows the M. aurata element to have
an 18 codon in‐frame insertion, however the insertion does not occur within either
the putative homo‐oligomerization domain or the IFN inhibitory domain identified by
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Figure 4.7: Plot of disorder probability (score) by residue position of putative protein encoded
by chEFLNPa in M. myotis.

Kondohet al. (2017). Additionally there arenon‐synonymousdifferences in 3 sites found

to be under purifying selection by Edwards et al. (2018) (TYR‐137 to HIS, PRO‐182 to

HIS, ASP‐216 to SER).

4.3.4 Parvovirus‐derived elements in bat genomes

The 40 genome assemblies from 36 bat species that I analysed using DVORFS yielded

116 putative chiropteran EPV elements (chEPV elements) across these assemblies, cor‐

responding to 116 separate EPV elements when identical EVEs from different assem‐

blies of the same species are discounted (see Table C.3). The identified EPV elements

were clustered by flanking region homology into ‘syngroups’ andwere then alignedwith

exogenous parvoviruses and EPV elements from the DIGS for EVEs database using the

samemethods as used for the EBL and EFL elements. As 40% of the elements identified

had sequence derived from both NS and VP genes a multi‐domain based phylogenetic

tree was constructed (see Section 4.2.3 for details). Based on these analyses I manually

grouped the EPV elements into 12 groups (Fig. 4.8).

Themaximum likelihood tree obtained from themulti‐domain alignment of parvovirus

domains (Fig. 4.8) has very weak support, with most branches supported by less than

60% of bootstraps. However, based on this topology (which broadly agrees with Liu

et al. (2011), Pénzes et al. (2019), and Cotmore et al. (2019)) the parvovirus‐derived bat

EVEs detected by this study group most closely with exogenous viruses from the genus

Dependoparvovirus, or from Tetraparvovirus (with the exception of a single EVE in M.

davidii that groups most closely with exogenous Chapparvovirinae). Seven of the twelve

dependoparvovirus‐derived chEPV groups contain genetic sequence from both the VP

and NS genes, whereas no trace of the VP gene could be found in any of the elements
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Figure 4.8: Phylogenetic tree (shown midpoint rooted for clarity) of exogenous parvoviruses,
EPV elements obtained from the DIGS for EVEs database, and chEPV elements with chEPV
groups labelled. Tree constructed using amulti‐domain alignment of parvovirus PFAMdomains
(Rep_N, Parvo_NS1, Parvo_coat_N, Parvo_coat). Branch bootstrap support indicated by branch
colour. Tips labelled with syngroup IDs (based on flanking sequence homology).

from the four tetraparvovirus‐derived chEPVgroupsor the lone chapparvovirus‐derived

element (see Table C.3).

Based on the flanking sequence clustering and topology within each group that resem‐

bles the bat phylogeny, each of the chEPV groups excluding chEPVe is composed of ele‐

ments that aremost likely derived from single insertions, which in some cases have un‐

dergone duplication within the genome. The comparatively large genetic distance be‐

tween the two distinct groups of elementswithin chEPVe and the differences in flanking

sequences between these groups suggests two separate insertions of relatively closely

related dependoparvoviruses took place within an ancestor of Rhinolophus, although an

alternative hypothesis is that a single virus insertion was duplicated, after which the

sequences diverged rapidly due to mutation. The chEPVa group of elements contains

clades with long branch lengths on the phylogenetic tree produced; manual inspection

revealed this to be an artefact likely produced by the complex duplicated structure of

elements in this group.
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Figure 4.9: Presence of chEPV groups within each bat genome and categorised by parvovirus
genus. Groups inferred frommulti‐domain phylogeny in Fig. 4.8. Dated phylogenetic tree of bat
species uses divergence dates from TimeTree.

Groups chEPVm‐p all cluster together and form a clade which is a sister group to

the genus Tetraparvovirus, suggesting these may be ancient relatives of the tetra‐

parvoviruses. The elements in the chEPVm group span the entire bat phylogeny and

have high flanking sequence identity (52% median flank identity) confirming that

these elements are syntenic and, have therefore, arisen from a single insertion that

predates the divergence of Yinpterochiroptera and Yangochiroptera estimated to have

occurred ~64 Mya. Interestingly, the chEPVm elements cluster with a number of EPV

elements found in the genomes of various members of the Scrotifera clade (80% clade

bootstrap support). A nucleotide BLAST search of RefSeq genome assemblies showed

the presence of this element, including both right and left flanking sequences (1000

bp in length), in 56 genome assemblies of species within the Scrotifera, as well as

a partial sequence (250/480 bp of the element and 727/1000 bp of the left flank) in

the star nose mole genome. This suggests the insertion of the element predates the
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divergence of the Laurasiatheria, which in turn implies a minimum age of 76.0 Mya

for this element (dos Reis et al. 2012).

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Ancient cultervirus and carbovirus infections in bats

Due to the recent identification, classification, and sequence availability of viruses in

the two newly classified bornavirus genera (Carbovirus and Cultervirus), I was able to

classify 200 of the 214 chEBL elements I detected with DVORFS into each of the three

genera (56 of these were previously described in Katzourakis and Gifford (2010), Horie

et al. (2013), and Cui and L.‐F. Wang (2015)) . I thus show that the historical relationship

of bats and bornaviruses spans all three genera of Bornaviridae.

The phylogenetic trees constructed from EBLN and EBLL elements (Fig. 4.2) reveal a

large group of elements that is exclusive to members of the Vespertilionoidea super‐

family (Fig. 4.3), and which clusters most closely with the newly discovered Wuhan

sharpbelly bornavirus (WhSBV). Although to date the only knownhost of this viral genus

is a ray‐finned fish, these elements provide evidence that bats and othermammals have

been infected by ancient relatives of this viral clade from as early as 45 Mya and have

continued to be infected as recently as 15 Mya or later. It is therefore highly likely that

culterviruses continue to infectmammals despite the fact that extantmammal‐infecting

species as yet remain undetected. The phylogenetic placement of these chEBLN and

chEBLL elements aligns with the two previously identified bat EBL elements that were

clustered with WhSBV in ICTV TaxoProp 2018.016M.A.v1.Cultervirus (Amarasinghe et

al. 2019), and expands the known presence of cultervirus‐derived EBL elements to a

broad group of vespertilionid bats as well as to the common shrew and a small num‐

ber of primate species.

Interestingly, the only bats with detected cultervirus‐derived EBL elements are from the

Miniopteridae and Vespertilionidae families within the Vespertilionoidea superfamily.

Therefore, based on the existence of cultervirus‐derived EBL elements in other orders

of mammal together with evidence of a putative cross‐species transmission event from

shrews to vesper bats, and the presence of an extant cultervirus in ray‐finned fish, cul‐

terviruses clearly have a broad host range and are likely to be more than capable of

host‐switching across large host‐phylogenetic distances.
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The phylogenetic trees constructed from EBL elements in this study also show an ex‐
panded host range of carboviruses. All EBL elements analysed in this study that cluster
with the two known exogenous carboviruses (detected in Australian pythons) are found
in bats and other mammals of African origin as well as in South American bats from
the Noctilionoidea superfamily. This suggests carboviruses may be endemic to Africa
and the southern continents.

4.4.2 Phylogenetic distribution of bornavirus elements among bats

The groups of EBL elements detected in this study fall roughly into two distinct cate‐
gories, ancient integrations that occurred 40 Mya or earlier in an ancestral bat species,
and those composed of numerous recent integrations in closely related groups of extant
bat species. Notably, orthobornavirus‐ and carbovirus‐derived elements exclusively
comprise the older integrations found in the Rhinolophoidea and Noctilionoidea su‐
perfamilies, whereas cultervirus‐derived elements are found only as numerous newer
integrations within the Vespertilionoidea. Furthermore, each separate genus of the
Bornaviridae appears to have a unique relationship with each superfamily of bats.

The groups of bats identified here as possessing carbovirus‐derived elements in their
genomes are predominately members of the Noctillionoidea superfamily (endemic to
South America) as well as T. brasiliensis (also endemic to South America), two species
of Miniopterus (with an ancestral range that may include Africa), and a number of
African mammals. This phylogenetic distribution of carbovirus‐derived elements
could perhaps be best explained by biogeography. There is some palaeontological
and biogeographic evidence for dispersal events of bats and other fauna occurring
during the Eocene, in which species originating on the African continent were able
to reach Australia and Antarctica through land bridges and eventually reach South
America through warm, ice‐free corridors across Antarctica (Gunnell et al. 2014;
Rojas et al. 2016). This is hypothesised to be the origin of the noctilionoid radiation
in South America that ultimately led to a large diversity of Neotropical bat species.
The date of the earliest carbovirus‐derived elements characterised in this study
(40‐49 Mya) and the geographical range implied by the phylogenetic distribution of
carbovirus elements amongst bats and other mammals, could be explained by an
African origin of carboviruses followed by dispersal by bats and other vertebrates
across the southern continents during the Eocene. Furthermore, the only exogenous
carboviruses characterised to date are found in Australian pythons, perhaps lending
more weight to this hypothesis. An alternative hypothesis is that carboviruses exhibit
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specificity for infecting yinpterochiropterans, but are either unable to infect bats
in the Vespertilionidae family or that these bats are able to prevent or selectively
remove carbovirus integrations.

In contrast to the relatively broad phylogenetic distribution of orthobornavirus‐ and
carbovirus‐derived EBL elements, cultervirus elements have a very narrow phyloge‐
netic distribution among bats: they are found only in bats of the Vespertilionidae and
Miniopteridae families. This is surprising because cultervirus‐derived EBL elements
are present in othermammalian orders, and also because vesper bats have a cosmopoli‐
tan distribution and thus have ranges that overlap with those of many other groups
of bats. This implies a high occurrence of opportunities for vesper bat‐infecting cul‐
terviruses to jump to other species of bat, yet no EVE‐based record of such jumps ex‐
ists. The restriction to vesper bats also correlates with a recent expansion of helitron
transposable elements within the vesper bats as well as a high count of recently in‐
tegrated SINEs in vesper bat genomes (Platt et al. 2016; Jebb et al. 2020). It is per‐
haps possible, therefore, that a mechanism related to the activity of helitron or SINE
transposons is responsible for increasing the rate of integration of viral genetic ma‐
terial during infections.

The high total number of EBL elements and the co‐presence of EFL elements in the
vesper bats suggests a generally increased rate of viral integration in this bat family.
However, the lack of orthobornavirus‐ and carbovirus‐derived EBL elements suggests a
corresponding lack of orthobornavirus and carbovirus infections. This is supported by
the findings of Nobach and Herden (2020), which showed a lack of detectable orthobor‐
navirus infections in a number of species of vespertilionid bats sampled in Germany.

Of the species analysed in this study,M. natalensis andM. schreibersii stand out as having
the broadest diversity of EBL elements, with elements derived from each of the three
bornavirus genera. Beyond the broad geographic range of this family of bats, it is un‐
clear what might cause them to be uniquely diverse in their EBL repertoire.

Taken together, the EBL elements mined from bat genomes in this study show a
strong overall phylogenetic pattern in the relationship of different bat clades with
different bornavirus clades. Each bat superfamily or family has a distinct pattern
of EBL elements despite high levels of sympatry between species from different
bat families. This suggests that bornavirus diversity is primarily driven through co‐
speciation dynamics, and that host‐switching events over large phylogenetic distances
are likely rare amongst bat‐infecting bornaviruses. It is however worth noting that
all the phylogenetic, and especially the apparent biogeographic, patterns discussed
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above are relatively speculative. In this study I rely exclusively on a single, conservative
database of vertebrate EVEs and sequences mined from the genomes of a single
order of mammals. With broader searches for endogenous carbovirus elements and
exogenous carboviruses, the true biogeographic pattern may be revealed to be entirely
different. This is further compounded by the difficulty of accurately determining
ancestral ranges and historical dispersion events of bats given their poor fossil record
and their current cosmopolitan ranges.

4.4.3 Phylogenetic distribution of filovirus elements among bats

All the EFL elements detected in this study were found within the genomes of bats
exclusively from the Vespertilionidae family. The previously well characterised VP35
element found in a large number ofMyotis bats (Kondoh et al. 2017; Edwards et al. 2018)
was also found in this study to be present in M. aurata in a syntenic position on the
genome and also found to contain a conserved ORF. This pushes back the estimate of
the earliest possible date at which the element was integrated in an ancestral genome
from ~21 Mya to ~26 Mya (Ruedi et al. 2013).

The other EFL elements identifiedby this study are found in awider range of bat species,
albeit still within the Vespertilionidae. Each of the four chEFLNP groups (chEFLNPa‐d)
are composed of syntenic elements. Given the low branch support of the chEFLNPd
group elements, and the non‐monophyletic distribution yet potentially syntenic posi‐
tions of the chEFLNPc and chEFLNPd, it seems reasonable to speculate that chEFLNPc
and chEFLNPd elements are orthologous and originate from a single insertion. Based
on the high nucleotide identity and the fact that the chEFLNP groups are each most
closely related to the other chEFLNP groups than any other EVEs or exogenous viruses
in the reference datasets, it may be the case that these groups actually represent par‐
alogous sequences all derived from a single viral sequence insertion in a vespertilionid
ancestor, that has undergone two sets of duplications (one duplication in the vespertil‐
ionid ancestor and a further duplication in the ancestor of Myotis and Murina). Should
this be the case, it suggests a parallel situation to the cultervirus elements discussed
in Section 4.4.2, wherein the cultervirus‐derived elements are found duplicated many
times within vesper bat genomes. This in turn implies that there is a link between
duplication of these mononegaviral elements and the highly‐active helitron elements
and SINE expansion in this bat family.

Finally, because the chEFLNPa group of elements is likely derived from a single inser‐
tion that occurred between ~31 Mya and ~45 Mya, it provides a new dating point for
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the existence of mammal‐infecting filoviruses. This is at least 10 My older than the
date estimated from the syntenic filovirus‐derived EVEs in the mouse and brown rat
genomes (D.J. Taylor et al. 2010). This age estimate highlights the long‐term association
filoviruses have had with bats and, perhaps specifically, the vesper bats.

4.4.4 Phylogenetic distribution of parvovirus elements among bats

Although the phylogenetic tree generated from the EPV alignments (Fig. 4.8) has weak
support formost branches, the topology broadly agreeswith Liu et al. (2011) and Pénzes
et al. (2019) and exogenous viruses are grouped into same genera as Cotmore et al.
(2019), furthermore, chEPV groupings are in almost every case concordant with flank‐
ing sequence similarity and bat phylogeny. It is thus likely a fair assumption that even in
the absence of strong clade bootstrap support, chEPV elements are correctly grouped
with the genus of parvovirus from which they are derived.

Interestingly, only EVEs derived fromdependoparvoviruses and tetraparvoviruseswere
detected in bat genomes in this study and all EPVs present in theDIGS for EVEs database
are also found within these viral lineages. This is surprising because bats have been
found to host a broad diversity of parvoviruses and have a deep association with boca‐
parvoviruses, suggesting that the specific replication strategy of these two virus gen‐
era may be more likely to lead to genome integration. Here, the lack of characterisa‐
tion of the biology of tetraparvoviruses limits hypotheses about similarities between
tetraparvoviruses and dependo viruses that could explain this pattern. The distribu‐
tion of tetraparvovirus‐ and dependoparvovirus‐derived elements across the Chiroptera
(Fig. 4.9) shows that both of these viral genera have been infecting and have continued
to infect a broad diversity of bat species, suggesting a lack of host specificity. This
echoes the high rate of cross‐species bocaparvovirus transmission detected amongst
bats (Lau et al. 2016).

The chEPVm group of elements were found in syntenic positions in both Yinpterochi‐
roptera and Yangochiroptera in my survey. Furthermore, a BLAST search revealed the
presence of this element across multiple orders in the Scrotifera and in a syntenic posi‐
tion in the star nosemole genome, suggesting that the insertion of this element predates
the divergence of the Laurasiatheria. This indicates aminimum age of ~76My (dos Reis
et al. 2012) or ~95 My (X. Zhou et al. 2012) for this element. This in turn implies tetra‐
parvoviruses (themselves deeply embedded within the Parvovirinae phylogeny) are at
least this old, and therefore theParvovirinaemaybe significantly older than the previous
estimate of ~98 My (Liu et al. 2011).
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4.4.5 Putatively co‐opted EBL and EFL elements in bats

Mormoopid and phyllostomid chEBLM features a long conserved ORFwhichmay act
as a viral restriction factor

Many EBL elements which appear to have a functional role in the host have been previ‐

ously reported, for example, the itEBLN gene in ground squirrels appears to function as

a viral restriction factor (Fujino et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2020). These are most commonly

derived from the N gene, and in at least one case, from the L gene (Horie et al. 2016;

Kobayashi et al. 2016; Horie 2017). In this study I characterised a novel EBL element

(named chEBLM) derived from a bornavirus M gene and present in at least nine bat

species (within the Mormoopidae and Phyllostomidae families). Remarkably, chEBLM

retains a highly conserved ORF, and appears to be evolving under positive selection,

suggesting co‐option and protein coding functionality. Although bornavirus M protein

appears to posses functions related to RNA binding, the putative chEBLM protein is

truncated in comparison and is missing the RNA binding pocket likely to be crucial

for this function (Neumann et al. 2009). Interestingly, the predicted structure of the

putative chEBLM protein suggest it has retained the oligomerisation surface present

in bornavirus M, and furthermore, a number of residues positioned directly on, or

adjacent to, this surface are found to be under positive selection. It thus appears plau‐

sible that the function of chEBLM involves binding to itself or to other bornavirus M

proteins. This suggests it could function as a restriction factor by binding with the

matrix proteins produced by infecting bornaviruses, and therefore inhibiting their cap‐

sid assembly or RNA replication functions. Potential mechanisms for such inhibition

could be: 1) chEBLM proteins binding to bornavirus matrix proteins could disrupt the

tetrameric symmetry, thereby preventing full assembly of the tetramer and thus any

functions that relies a tetrameric assembly; or 2) a fully or partially assembled hetero‐

tetramer has severely reduced RNA binding or membrane binding functions as a result

of the chEBLM protein’s missing structural elements. Although sequence homology

is low, BDV‐M has significant structural similarity to the ebola matrix protein, VP40,

(Neumann et al. 2009) which invites speculation that the chEBLM protein may possess

restriction activity against a wider diversity of negative‐strand RNA viruses. This would

be a scenario similar to Fv1 genes found in rodents, which are co‐opted EVEs derived

from murine lukemia virus (MuLV), but which appear to act as viral restriction factors

against a broader range of retroviruses, perhaps by exploiting the conserved structures

of its viral targets (Yap et al. 2014).
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Despite the strong evidence of protein coding functionality, I was unable to detect any
RNA transcription of this sequence in the RNA‐seq datasets analysed in Chapter 5. The
homology‐based modelling which suggests that the oligomerisation surface remains
structurally intact is also subject to uncertainties relating to this prediction. Further
work demonstrating the transcription of the element or functional assays to ascertain
the role of this putative protein are therefore necessary to confirm its functionality and
status as a co‐opted EVE.

A long conserved ORF in chEFLNPa in M. myotis and M. davidii

The group of chEFLNPa elements found across the Vespertilionidae appear to be ho‐
mologous and syntenic, having likely been derived from a single insertion event in the
ancestor of these bats between ~31Mya and ~45Mya. The chEFLNPa elements in L. bore‐
alis, E. fuscus, and P. pipistrellus are highly disrupted containing a number of frameshifts,
stop codons, and a ~1 Kbp insertion. M. aurata,M. davidii,M. brandtii, andM. lucifugus
(in the sister clade to L. borealis, E. fuscus, and P. pipistrellus) each contain chEFLNPa
elements with far fewer disruptions, and in the case of M. myotis and M. davidii, long
undisrupted ORFs 385 codons and 256 codons in length respectively. Remarkably, the
structural similarity of the first 286 residues of theM.myotis EVE‐encoded protein is ex‐
tremely highwhen comparedwith exogenous ebola virusNP. The remaining 99 residues
likely form a disordered region which is unlikely to possess any function. Based on the
state of degradation of this EVE in the other bats which possess it, it is possible that this
was once co‐opted and possessed a functional role in one of the ancestors ofMyotis but
has since lost its function and degraded in all but a few of the Myotis species. However,
due to the high structural similarity of this putative protein with the ebola NP protein, it
is difficult to speculatewhich of the original virus‐evolved propertieswould be exploited
by a bat cell expressing this gene.
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Abstract

Endogenous viral elements (EVEs) are the genetic remnants of past viral infections found inte‐
grated in host genomes. Intriguingly, EVEs (particularly those derived from retroviruses) have
been identified as important sources of genetic novelty, and are regularly co‐opted to provide
beneficial functions to the host species. Here, I scan the genomes of 35 bat species from 11
bat families in search of retroviral and non‐retroviral EVEs and combine this effort with a large
aggregation of transcriptomic data to examine their expression patterns. I show that the ma‐
jority of expressed retroviral EVEs lack coding potential, but are more conserved on average
than their non‐expressed counterparts, and that elements containing conserved open reading
frames (ORFs) appear to be enrichedwithin the set of retroviral EVEs that are transcribed. Using
this data I also identify putatively co‐opted protein coding EVEs based on ORF conservation,
estimated integration dates, and expression activity. Bats are important reservoirs for a num‐
ber of zoonotic viruses of public health concern, making knowledge of bat–virus interactions,
including an understanding of bat immune systems, an important goal for global public health
research. Notably, bats have previously been shown to possess atypical antiviral response path‐
ways, though these remain poorly characterised. Here, I identify EVE loci that may play a role
in these pathways by utilising publicly available experimental data from three species of bat
(Eidolon helvum, Pteropus alecto, Artibeus jamaicensis). As a whole, this study represents the first
systematic and comprehensive survey of bat EVEs to integrate transcriptomic datawith accurate
genomic EVE annotations, identifying several intriguing putatively co‐opted EVE loci.

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Bats are a speciose clade with unique physiological traits

Over 1300 species of bats have been recorded across more than 200 genera, making

the Chiroptera the second‐most speciose of the mammalian orders (Burgin et al. 2018).

Unique amongst mammals in their capability of powered flight, bats have undergone

an evolutionary radiation since their early divergence at approximately 65Mya from the

other orders of the Scrotifera clade within the superorder Laurasiatheria (X. Zhou et al.

2012; Jebb et al. 2020). This ‘flight‐powered’ radiation has led to a global distribution in

which bats occupy a broad diversity of ecological niches, having evolved into generalists

as well as specialists, with diets that span insects, small vertebrates, blood, nectar, fruit,

and pollen (Teeling et al. 2005; Jones and Teeling 2006; J.J. Shi andRabosky 2015; Teeling

et al. 2018). The order Chiroptera consists of 21 families placed into two suborders:

Yinpterochiroptera, consisting of the Pteropodidae family and Rhinolophoidea super‐

family; and Yangochiroptera consisting of the Emballonuroidea, Noctilionoidea, and

Vespertilionoidea superfamilies.
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In addition to a range of derived specialisms that have evolved within individual bat

lineages during their radiation, a number of bat‐specific physiological traits are found

across the order. These traits – which include extreme longevity for their body size

and metabolic activity (Healy et al. 2014), a low rate of cancer (Olds et al. 2015), a small

genome size (Kapusta et al. 2017), and a unique immune system that appears to be

adapted to dampen self‐mediated immune activation and inflammation (Ahn et al. 2016;

Xie et al. 2018; Ahn et al. 2019) – are all likely to have evolved due to the high metabolic

demands of powered flight. Additionally, due to their high species richness and eco‐

logical diversity, bats are host to an extremely broad diversity of viruses (Mollentze and

Streicker 2020) and are implicated as reservoirs for numerous zoonotic viruses of major

public health concern such as Nipah andHendra viruses, Ebola virus, Sosuga virus, and

the global outbreak of SARS‐CoV‐2 (Halpin et al. 2011; Olival and Hayman 2014; Amman

et al. 2015; Latinne et al. 2020). A better understanding of bat immune systems and bat–

virus interactions is therefore of particular interest, not only due to the unique nature

of these interactions, but also to aid more informed management of zoonotic public

health risks from this important group of mammals.

5.1.2 ERVs are important sources of genetic novelty

Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are the result of successful insertions of retrovirus

genomes into the genome of an infected host which are then transmitted in the host

germ line (Stocking and Kozak 2008). Retroviruses possess single stranded positive‐

sense RNA genomes of around 10Kbp in length that encode three main polyproteins

essential to the retrovirus life cycle (Gag, Pol, and Env, see Table 5.1 for detail). These

genes are flanked by two long terminal repeats (LTRs) that work as regulatory regions

for transcription of the provirus once integration has occurred (Wicker et al. 2007;

Feschotte and Gilbert 2012). ERVs are ubiquitous in vertebrate genomes; however,

although some ERV copies within a genome are the direct result of an infection by

an exogenous retrovirus, many more copies are the products of retrotransposition of

ERV loci within the cell, meaning that ERVs also act as transposable elements (TEs)

(Magiorkinis et al. 2012). After insertion of an ERV in a germline cell (as a result

of direct retroviral infection or ERV retrotransposition), the ERV locus can become

fixed in the host population. Over time this causes a significant number of ERVs to

be accumulated within a genome over the host’s evolutionary history, to the extent

that ERVs typically comprise 5% to 15% of the total genomic DNA in most mammals

(Smit et al. 2013). Interestingly, despite the metabolic constraints of flight limiting the
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Gene Mature protein Function
gag Matrix (MA) The retroviral matrix protein targets the gag polyprotein to the cell

plasma membrane during capsid assembly and budding.
gag Capsid (CA) Many capsid protein subunits comprise the retroviral capsid, which

forms the hydrophobic core of the virion and encapsulates the viral
genomic RNA.

gag Nucleocapsid
(NC)

Retroviral nucleocapsid proteins package the viral genomic RNA
through nucleic acid binding activity (provided by zinc‐finger
structures) and aggregation activity which results in condensation of
the viral nucleocapsid in the mature virion.

gag/pro/pol dUTPase (DUT) Retroviral dUTPase is involved in viral replication in non‐dividing cells,
and likely prevents G–A transitions in the viral genome. This protein is
only present in some genera of retrovirus, and its role is not well
elucidated. The position of the coding region in the viral genome
varies by genus.

gag/pro/pol Aspartic Protease
(AP or PR)

Retroviral protease cleaves synthesised retroviral polyproteins into
their mature functional units.

pol Reverse
Transcriptase
(RT)

Retroviral reverse transcriptase contains an RT domain which acts as a
polymerase, capable of copying both RNA and DNA. IT also contains a
ribonucleases H (RNase H) domain which hydrolyses the RNA template
in RNA–DNA complex formed during reverse transcription.

pol Integrase (IN or
INT)

Viral integrase integrates synthesized viral DNA into the cell genomic
DNA.

env Env glycoprotein
(Env)

The Env glycoprotein is composed of the transmembrane (TM) and
surface (SU) subunits. TM anchors the glycoprotein to the virion
envelope while SU is exposed and mediates host cell entry.

Table5.1: Overviewof genomic structure and function of retroviruses, genes andprotein coding
sequences listed in order of genomic position in 5’–3’ direction. Genes in the retroviral genome
encode polyproteins which are cleaved into mature proteins by host cell or viral proteases.
Although the order of coding sequences is mostly the same across Retroviridae, genera differ
in which domains are contained within each polyprotein gene.

genome size of bats, the activity of TE families, including ERVs, does not appear to be
diminished in bat genomes (Kapusta et al. 2017).

For thehost organism, uncheckedERVactivity (aswith other classes of TE) cancause the
majorly deleterious and often oncogenic effects of gene disruption, aberrant expression
of neighbouring genes, and genomic instability (Feschotte andGilbert 2012). As a result,
host organisms have evolved mechanisms to counter ERV activity through transcrip‐
tional silencingmediated by heterochromatin structure, which is in turn established by
histone modification and DNA methylation machinery (Groh and Schotta 2017; Hurst
and Magiorkinis 2017). This strict silencing means that most ERV loci are typically of
negligible evolutionary impact, with their sequencesmutating under a neutral selection
regime. This neutrality leads to rapid pseudogenisation, such that the open reading
frames (ORFs) found in the coding regions of most ERV loci are highly disrupted.

Importantly, however, a number of examples have been found that show that ERV loci
can sometimes provide the basis for beneficial adaptations in the host organism, in a
number of different ways. Firstly, ERVs are rich in cis‐regulatory sequences (particu‐
larly within the LTR regions), which the provirus uses to recruit cellular transcriptional
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machinery for its own replication, but which have the potential to be co‐opted for tran‐
scriptional control of adjacent genes (Chuong et al. 2017). A notable result of this is that
promoter/enhancer activity of lineage‐specific ERVs has independently contributed to
the transcriptional networks underlying interferon (IFN) response across diversemam‐
malian genomes (Chuong et al. 2016).

Secondly, ERVs (and other families of TEs) regularly give rise to RNA transcripts through
the process of exonisation, whereby the insertion of a transposable element causes the
generation of exonic sequence where previously none existed. Insertion in the intronic
regions of existing genes can lead to new splice patterns caused by the splice site‐like
structures in the TE, and result in a novel exon being incorporated into the mature
transcript (Sela et al. 2010; Schmitz and Brosius 2011). Due to their potential to disrupt
reading frames, however, selection heavily biases the distribution of these insertions to
occurrence in non‐coding transcripts or, seldom, in the UTR regions of protein coding
transcripts (Kapusta et al. 2013). Additionally, TEs – including ERVs – contain their own
transcription start sites and so are also frequent generators of de novo long non‐coding
RNAs (lncRNAs). In some cases, the lncRNA consists mostly of the TE sequence and
in others cases the TE causes adjacent intergenic or intronic DNA to be transcribed
(Kapusta et al. 2013).

When taken together, TEs likely contribute to the majority of all lncRNAs across ver‐
tebrate genomes, with TE sequence fragments present in ~75%, ~68%, and ~66% of
lncRNAs in humans, mouse, and zebrafish genomes, respectively (Kapusta et al. 2013).
Interestingly, ERVs are an overrepresented family of TEs within human lncRNAs (Kel‐
ley and Rinn 2012; Kapusta et al. 2013). Although the functions of lncRNAs are much
less broadly characterised than those of protein coding genes (Kapusta and Feschotte
2014; Necsulea et al. 2014), examples of functionally characterisedERV‐derived lncRNAs
include: lncRNA_ES3, generated by a transcription start site and splice structure of a
HERV locus, found to be a trans‐acting regulator of pluripotency in human embryonic
stemcells (Ng et al. 2012); and lnc‐EPAVa trans‐acting positive regulator of virus induced
cytokine response in human cells (B. Zhou et al. 2019).

Finally, the env, pol, and gag genes present within ERVs provide protein coding
sequences that have the potential to be co‐opted to produce functional proteins
beneficial to the host organism. Most documented examples of co‐opted protein‐
coding ERV genes are examples of env co‐option. For example, the well studied
syncytins are a group of env‐derived glycoproteins which carry out cell–cell fusion
functions during the placental development of mammalian and viviparous lizard
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species (Mi et al. 2000; Cornelis et al. 2017). Remarkably, this group of proteins is

the result of 17 independent co‐option events throughout the evolution of vertebrates,

involving different ERVs in each case (Broecker and Moelling 2019). Other env‐derived

genes have been documented across a broad range of vertebrates and are often

responsible for conferring viral resistance (Katzourakis and Aswad 2016; Frank and

Feschotte 2017; Broecker and Moelling 2019), for example, a full length Env protein

encoded by a HERV has been observed to interfere with human immunodeficiency

virus (HIV) production (Terry et al. 2017). Fewer examples exist of well described

gag‐ and pol‐derived genes, however, these include: CGIN1, which contains retroviral

RNaseH and INT domains from a retroviral pol gene and may help confer antiviral

resistance through regulating the ubiquitination of viral proteins (Marco and Marín

2009); and the gag‐derived Fv1 gene in mice, which acts as a restriction factor for

murine lukemia virus (MuLV), perhaps through its interaction with the MuLV capsid

protein (Best et al. 1996). Recently, a systematic phylogenomic study identified 93 and

84 putatively co‐opted gag‐ and env‐derived genes, respectively, from wide sampling of

vertebrate genomes, suggesting that ERV gag, as well as ERV env, genes are regularly

co‐opted (J. Wang and Han 2020).

5.1.3 ERV loci play an important role in antiviral immunity

Notably, many of the known examples of ERV co‐option – whether they be regulatory

sequences, lncRNAs, or functional proteins – are related to immune function, pointing

to a predisposition for ERV loci to become co‐opted for immune functions in a phe‐

nomenon termed EVE‐derived immunity (EDI) (Aswad and Katzourakis 2012; Broecker

and Moelling 2019). This is likely due to the fact that viruses are already adapted to

interfacing with and exploiting host immune responses; thus, viral genomes are loaded

with features that can readily ‘plug in’ to host immunepathways. This is particularlywell

demonstrated by the finding that ERVs have deeply shaped the interferon response tran‐

scriptional network in humans through their promoter/enhancer sequences (Chuong

et al. 2016; M. Wang et al. 2020). Furthermore, broad differential expression of ERV

loci has been observed in response to infections by numerous virus species (Contreras‐

Galindo et al. 2007; Hsiao et al. 2009; Toufaily et al. 2011; M. Wang et al. 2020), and this

also tallies with findings that lncRNAs (a large proportion of which are ERV‐derived)

are involved with human interferon signalling pathways (Peng et al. 2010). In addi‐

tion, because the main genomic sequences of endogenised viruses are similar to their

exogenous counterparts, ERVs are an ideal source of sequence for production of RNA
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molecules that are complementary to viral RNA. These RNA molecules can have im‐

mune roles either through sensing viral RNA or by directly interfering with it (Aswad

and Katzourakis 2012; Roberts et al. 2014).

At the protein coding level, production of counterfeit viral proteins encoded by ERVs

and other endogenous viral elements (EVEs) could contribute to innate immunity of

the host through two further potential mechanisms. Firstly, the ERV‐derived proteins

could function to block entry of exogenous viruses into cells, thus providing an innate

immune mechanism against a viral infection. The Fv4 gene found in mice is an env‐

derived gene which helps to provide immunity to MuLV by coding for an Env protein

which, when expressed, competes with the exogenous virus in binding to the cell sur‐

face receptor used for viral entry (G.M. Taylor et al. 2001). Secondly, a protein coding

EDI gene can also confer immunity to a particular virus through interference with viral

capsid assembly or other intracellular stages of viral replication. Awell‐studied example

is that of the Fv1 gene in mice, which is a gag‐derived gene that produces a protein

that binds to, and blocks, retroviral capsid cores shortly after cell entry (Best et al.

1996; Boso et al. 2018).

Previous studies have identified a number of putatively co‐opted protein coding ERV‐

derived genes across chiropteran genomes (Skirmuntt and Katzourakis 2019; J. Wang

and Han 2020). Here I perform themost comprehensive study to date of EVEs and their

expression patterns in the Chiroptera, and, in turn, determine possible functionality

for putatively co‐opted instances of both protein coding and non‐coding EVE loci. I first

extend previous screens for EVEs using the newly‐developed DVORFS tool described

in Chapter 2 to accurately identify ERV domains in 35 bat genomes – which is a more

sensitivemethod for EVEmining comparedwith the previous BLAST‐based approaches.

I then combine these annotationswith those generated fornon‐retrovirusEVEs inChap‐

ter 3. Finally, I combine these EVE annotations with a set of 189 RNA‐seq libraries

from 21 species of bats.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Spleen transcriptome sequencing

Eight RNA‐seq read librarieswere generated for this study in order to fill in phylogenetic

gaps in available public RNA‐seq data. Spleen tissuewas sampled due to itsmajor role in
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immune function of vertebrates. Male adult individuals from four species (Artibeus ja‐
maicensis, Carollia perspicillata, Desmodus rotundus, Phyllostomus discolor) were collected
under permit in Costa Rica as part of a previous study (Sadier et al. 2018). Dissection
was performed immediately after euthansia by isoflurane overdose, and whole spleens
were placed in RNAlater and incubated at 4°C overnight and then frozen. FourRousettus
aegyptiacus individuals (two adult females and two adultmales) were also collected from
Copenhagen Zoo by members of the RossiterLab research group (S.J.R., J.P., R.D.) and
euthanised by overdose of ether. Dissection was performed immediately afterwards
and spleens were prepared and stored in the same way as the other four samples. Dis‐
sected spleen tissue was shipped in RNAlater on dry ice to Novogene, Hong Kong where
RNA isolation, cDNA library building, and sequencing of the samples was performed.
cDNA libraries with an insert size of 250‐300 bp were built after isolated samples were
enriched for mRNA. cDNA libraries were then sequenced with Illumina HiSeqX to give
150 bp paired‐end (PE) reads. Raw readswere then adapter trimmed and quality filtered
to produce clean read libraries (each 6.3‐8.8 Gbp in size).

5.2.2 EVE annotation

EVEs were annotated in 35 bat genomes (Appendix D.3.1) using a pipeline based on
the DVORFS tool (details in Chapter 2). ERV regions were first identified using Repeat‐
masker loaded with the custom repeat library previously described (Chapter 2). ERV
domains were then annotated within these regions using DVORFS with protein HMM
profiles from GyDB (Llorens et al. 2011) as queries (GyDB domains: Acc, AP, DUT, ENV,
GAG, INT, RNaseH, RT) with bit‐cutoff of 20.0 and length‐cutoff of 30 amino acids. For
non‐retroviral EVE domains, the annotations generated in Chapter 3 were used. Briefly,
these were generated using DVORFS with HMMER pre‐search and using a manually
curated set of protein HMM profiles from the PFAM database (El‐Gebali et al. 2019)
as queries (details in Chapter 3). Hits from exclusively repetitive regions of the query
domains were removed in order to remove spurious and uninformative hits.

5.2.3 EVE orthology analysis

Annotated EVEs across the 35 genomes were grouped into orthologous groups
determined by pairwise sequence similarity between elements. First, annotated
EVE domains were merged into combined elements if they were located within 2000bp
of each other. Next, the sequence of each element, including 2000bp of upstream and
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downstream flanking sequence, was extracted to form an EVE library for each genome.
pblat (M. Wang and Kong 2019) was then used to align each EVE library against all
other genomes assemblies within the bat superfamily from which the library was
generated. A pair of EVEs was considered orthologous if each member was the top‐hit
for the other’s genomic position in a reciprocal BLAST, and also the pairwise alignment
had >80% coverage of the EVE region and >80% coverage of either the upstream
or downstream flanking region (at >95% identity). In order to connect orthologous
pairs of EVEs into orthologous groups, a graph was constructed with each vertex
representing an EVE, and edges between vertices representing pairwise orthology
between the connected EVEs. Each connected subgraph was then considered to be
an orthologous group of EVEs.

5.2.4 Transcript prediction and abundance estimation

A set of 17 public RNA‐seq datasets (comprising a total of 189 read libraries) in
addition to the eight read libraries generated from spleen samples in this study,
was used to identify expressed EVEs in the 35 bat genomes (Table D.3). To ac‐
curately quantify locus‐specific expression levels for EVE‐derived transcripts, an
approach was used based on the method implemented in SQuIRE (W.R. Yang et al.
2019). First, each RNA‐seq library was aligned to the appropriate species’ genome
using STAR in two‐pass mode (Dobin et al. 2013). Specifically, all RNA‐seq li‐
braries from the same species were used together in the first pass to generate
splice junction annotations (STAR version 2.7.0f, default parameters), these splice
junction annotations were then used in the second pass mapping for each indi‐
vidual library, using lenient multimapping parameters (STAR version 2.7.0f, pa‐
rameters: --winAnchorMultimapNmax 100 --outFilterMultimapNmax 100
--alignEndsType EndToEnd --alignEndsProtrude 100 DiscordantPair
--outFilterScoreMinOverLread 0.4 --outFilterMatchNminOverLread
0.4). Next, StringTie (Pertea et al. 2015) was used to assemble the mapped reads
for each library into transcripts and count the number of mapped reads for each
transcript, again using lenient multimapping parameters (StringTie version v1.3.6,
parameters: -M 1.0). Finally, the read counts for EVE‐containing transcripts (those
transcripts overlapping annotated EVE domains) were adjusted using the expectation
maximisation algorithm implemented in the ‘Count’ module from SQuIRE which
redistributes multimapped reads amongst the transcripts to which they are mapped
(a modified version of the module was used in order to fix existing bugs and allow
input of custom TE annotations).
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5.2.5 Differential expression analysis

Four of the published RNA‐seq datasets used were from studies that characterised tran‐
scriptional changes in individual animals or in bat cell cultures in response to immune
challenge or immune stimulation (Table D.3). These datasets were used for differen‐
tial expression analysis. For each of these four datasets, read counts determined by
StringTie (for non‐EVE‐derived transcripts) and SQuIRE Count (for EVE‐derived tran‐
scripts) in the previous step were used as input for the DESeq2 R package (M.I. Love
et al. 2014). DESeq2 was then used to plot principal component analysis (PCA) plots of
EVE‐derived transcript expression for each dataset to allow for qualitative assessment of
expression differences. For each dataset, DESeq2 was then used to compare expression
of all transcripts between relevant sample groups, EVE‐derived transcripts thatwere dif‐
ferentially expressed (with adjusted P‐value <0.05) were output. Read counts for these
transcripts were normalised using pseudo‐log normalisation and plotted as heatmaps.

5.2.6 Statistical comparison of expressed and unexpressed ERVs

In order to quantitatively compare the distributions of maximum ORF lengths between
expressed and unexpressed ERV domain loci, a statistical hypothesis test was carried
out. The transcript abundance data were split up by dataset and, within this, species.
For each of these datasets, ERV domain loci were considered expressed if three or
more reads were mapped to the locus from any single RNA‐seq library within the
dataset. Because of the multimodal nature of the maximum ORF length distributions,
non‐parametric tests were used for the following statistical comparisons. Specifically,
a Mann‐Whitney U test – as implemented by the wilcox.test() function in the R
standard library (R Core Team 2019) – was carried out to compare the distributions
of maximum ORF lengths between expressed and unexpressed ERV domain loci for
each ERV domain type within each dataset (total 192 comparisons). To adjust for
the family‐wise error rate (FWER), a Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust
the resulting P‐values.

5.3 Results

A pipeline, based on the highly sensitive DVORFS tool (see chapter 2), was used to an‐
notate ERV domains in 35 genome assemblies corresponding to 35 bat species from
across Chiroptera. This resulted in a dataset containing 296,289 ERV domain loci across
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these 35 genomes that could be further analysed (Table D.2). Additionally, I assembled

a set of 189 RNA‐seq libraries from 21 species of bat, comprising: 17 public RNA‐seq

datasets, two unpublished RNA‐seq datasets (S. J. Rossiter, unpublished data), and a

further eightRNA‐seq libraries fromspleenswhich I generated for this study (TableD.3).

Each RNA‐seq library was mapped to a corresponding genome assembly in order to

generate transcript predictions and abundance estimates for each transcript. This large

set of RNA samples enabled me to characterise a broad set of ERV‐derived transcripts

across 20 species of bats containing a total of 10,181 ERV domains transcribed in differ‐

ent tissues and conditions. Notably, the RNA‐seq libraries from the two datasets which

were mapped to the R. ferrumequinum genome, contained no reads which mapped to

any ERVs or non‐retroviral EVEs.

5.3.1 Transcribed non‐retroviral EVEs

The annotations of non‐retroviral bat EVEs generated in Chapter 3 were used in combi‐

nation with the transcriptomic data assembled in this study to explore whether any of

the previously identified non‐retroviral EVEs showed expression. In total, 11 chEBLN

elements were found to be expressed (three or more reads in any RNA‐seq library map‐

ping to the locus) from six orthologous element groups (Table D.1) across seven species,

and one chEPV element was found to be expressed inmultiple R. aegyptiacus tissues. Of
the expressed chEBLN elements, two were orthologues from the chEBLNc group with

long undisrupted ORFs (386 codons in length) and were found to be expressed in M.
natalensis and M. schreibersii embryo limbs. Of note were two elements from within

the cultervirus‐derived chEBLNm group that were found to be expressed in E. fuscus
cells. E. fuscus possesses seven highly disrupted copies of chEBLNm and six relatively

intact copies that contain ORFs over 200 codons in length. Of these, the copy with the

longest intact ORF (325 codons in length) and another relatively intact element were

found to be expressed.

5.3.2 Differences in degradation between transcribed and untranscribed
ERV loci

To characterise the patterns of ERV ORF degradation across the bat genomes in this

study, the maximum length ORF that overlapped with each ERV locus was determined

and used as a metric for degradation. Although the annotation pipeline uses DVORFS,

which is able to predict the location of frameshifts and premature stop codonmutations
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Figure 5.1: Histograms ofmaximumORF length at each ERV domain locus by domain type. For
each domain type, relative frequencies ofmaximumORF lengths of expressed ERV loci (orange)
are compared with the background distribution of maximumORF lengths of all ERV loci (blue).

in EVEs, the high degree of genetic divergence and the degraded nature of ERVs means

such alignments may be prone to inaccuracy when determining the precise numbers

of ORF disrupting mutations. Instead, maximum ORF length at an identified ERV locus

provides ameasure of ORF degradation that is independent of the completeness and ac‐

curacy of the alignment used to identify the locus, where shortermaximumORF length

implies more degradation and longer maximum ORF length implies less degradation.

The distributions of maximum ORF lengths at ERV loci are plotted for each type of

ERV domain in Fig. 5.1. For every type of ERV domain, the majority of loci contain

only short ORFs as a result of numerous frame disruptions caused by frameshifting
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ERV Domain No. of datasets
(comparisons) H0 rejected

H0 rejected
(Bonferroni adj.)

GAG 28 20 14
DUT 24 12 2
AP 28 23 12
RT 28 18 11
RNaseH 28 14 5
INT 28 24 15
ENV 28 21 16

Table 5.2: Counts of significant Mann‐Whitney U test comparisons of the distribution of maxi‐
mum ORF lengths for expressed vs unexpressed ERV domain loci.

indel mutations and by substitutions resulting in premature stop codons. This is vis‐

ible as the dominant, left‐most peak in the ORF length distributions. However, these

ORF length distributions are multimodal, with small, right‐hand peaks that correspond

to the expected ORF length for each domain as found in exogenous beta‐ and gam‐

maretroviruses. For example, the Pol polyprotein ORF contains: RT, RNaseH, and INT

domains in betaretroviruses, measuring approximately 850 codons in length; and AP,

RT, RNaseH, and INT domains in gammaretroviridae, measuring approximately 1200

codons in length. Small peaks in the distribution of maximum ORF lengths for these

domains can be seen at these lengths. Intriguingly, other peaks at shorter lengths (aside

from the main left‐most peak) are also present.

To examinewhether ERV domain loci that are transcribed in bats aremore likely to con‐

tain conserved ORFs, each ERV domain locus was categorised as an expressed locus (if a

predicted transcript or transcript exon containing the locus had an estimated read count

of three or more), or otherwise was classed as an ‘unexpressed’ locus. The distribution

ofmaximumORF lengths for expressedERVdomain loci comparedwith all ERVdomain

loci for each type of ERV domain was compared (Fig. 5.1). Small peaks corresponding

to the intact ORF length of exogenous retroviruses for each type of locus were seen to

increase in relative size compared with the background distribution, suggesting that

conserved loci with intact ORFs are enriched amongst the set of ERV domain loci that

undergo transcription (Fig. 5.1).

Furthermore, the overall ORF length distribution of transcribed ERV loci appears to be

shifted to the right compared with the background distribution (to greater and lesser

extents) for each domain type. This suggests that ERV domains which were detected as

expressed are more likely to have less degraded ORFs than the background set of ERV

domain loci. To test this statistically, I carried out Mann‐Whitney U tests for each ERV

domain type to test whether the distribution of maximum ORF lengths for expressed
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ERV domain loci was significantly shifted compared with those in which no expression
was detected across the datasets.

When loci from all genomes (for which expression datasets were included) were pooled
into one distribution (per domain type), a significant difference was detected for each
domain type (P‐value < 10‐29 for each of the seven domain types). Given the reasonable
assumption that evolutionary processes will be acting upon these loci in broadly the
same way from genome to genome within a single mammalian order, this statistical
result suggests the observed pattern may be generally true across all ERV domain loci
in bats. However, in order to ensure that these results were not being driven solely by
a few datasets with particularly skewed results, I carried out separate Mann‐Whitney
U tests for each separate dataset and species. Of the 192 comparisons made, 132 were
considered significant with an unadjusted P‐value threshold of 0.05, of which 75 were
considered significant after adjustment for family‐wise error rate (FWER) using Bonfer‐
roni correction (Table 5.2). For Gag, INT, and Env domains, expression data supported
rejecting the null hypothesis in at least half of the experiments, when taken individually
after FWER correction.

5.3.3 Immune response RNA‐seq datasets show significant differential ex‐
pression of ERV loci

To identify putative bat EDI genes, I used four published RNA‐seq datasets from studies
that characterised the transcriptional changes of bat individuals or bat cell cultures
in response to immune challenge or immune stimulation. These datasets include: a
comparison of transcriptomes from Artibeus jamaicensis liver, spleen, and kidney tissue
between a control group of individuals (n=2) and a group of individuals of the same
species thatwas experimentally infectedwithTacaribe virus (TCRV) (n=2) (Gerrard et al.
2017); a comparison of transcriptomes across three timepoints of Eidolon helvum cell
cultures (n=3 for each timepoint) inoculated with Zaire ebolavirus (EBOV) (Wynne et
al. 2017); a comparison of transcriptomes across five timepoints of Pteropus alecto cell
cultures (n=3 for each timepoint) after stimulation with IFNα (Cruz‐Rivera et al. 2018);
and a comparison of transcriptomes across three timepoints of Rousettus aegyptiacus
cell cultures inoculated with Sendai Cantell virus (SeV) and a control group (n=3 for
each timepoint for each treatment type) (Pavlovich et al. 2018). Although two additional
published datasets with similar experimental designs were available (Wynne et al. 2014;
Hölzer et al. 2016), these did not have more than one replicate for each treatment, pre‐
cluding robust statistical analysis of differentially expressed transcripts.
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For this analysis, transcripts derived from both ERVs and non‐retroviral EVEs were ex‐

amined using the ERV and non‐retroviral EVE annotations generated earlier. First, each

RNA‐seq read library wasmapped to the appropriate genome, then used to predict tran‐

scripts and determine read counts for each transcript. Next, EVE‐derived transcripts

were identified using the previously generated EVE annotations. Due to the large pro‐

portion ofmultimapping reads in these transcripts (caused by the high copy numbers of

many ERVs), read counts were adjusted for EVE‐derived transcripts in order to improve

their accuracy. This was carried out using SQuIRE count which redistributes reads

using an expectation maximisation algorithm (W.R. Yang et al. 2019). The unadjusted

read counts for non‐EVE‐derived transcripts and these adjusted counts for EVE‐derived

transcripts were then used for downstream analysis.

To qualitatively assess whether therewere overall changes in expression of EVE‐derived

transcripts and, therefore, whether there were any signs of an EDI response to immune

stimulation, PCA plots of log normalised read counts for all EVE‐derived transcripts

were generated for each of the four comparative transcriptomic datasets (Fig. 5.2). The

PCA plots for the E. helvum–EBOV experiment experiment showed strong clustering of

samples by timepoint after infection, suggesting that the overall transcriptional profile

of EVE loci changes over the course of this viral infection. Although fewer replicates

were carried out in the A. jamaicensis–TCRV experiment, clustering by tissue seems

evident as well as a notable difference, along the PC1 axis between spleen samples

from infected individuals and spleen samples from control individuals. This suggests

overall EVE locus transcription is different across different tissues inA. jamaicensis, and

that the overall transcriptional profile of EVE loci in the spleen changes in response to

immune challenge. No clear clustering of samples based on condition are apparent for

the samples in the P. alecto–IFNα experiment or the R. aegyptiacus–SeV experiment.

Next, to identify specific EVE loci that showed significant differential expression in

response to immune stimulus, I carried out differential expression analysis for each

of these four datasets.

For the A. jamaicensis–TCRV dataset, expression was compared between the infected

and control group for each tissue type individually, resulting in a total of 38 EVE‐derived

transcripts differentially expressed within at least one tissue type (19 in at least two

tissue types, eight in all three tissue types) of these, 20 had increased expression in the

infected group and 18 had decreased expression in the infected group (Fig. D.1).
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Figure 5.2: Principal component analysis plots for each of the four comparative immune re‐
sponse datasets.

For the P. alecto–IFNα dataset, expression was compared between the 0hr timepoint
and each subsequent timepoint individually, resulting in a total of 48 EVE‐derived tran‐
scripts differentially expressed during at least one post inoculation timepoint with re‐
spect to the 0hr timepoint (Fig. D.2). Of these, 44 had increased expression and four had
decreased expression in the later timepoints compared with the 0hr timepoint.

For the E. helvum–EBOV dataset, expression was compared between the 0hr timepoint
and the two subsequent timepoints individually, resulting in a total of 30 EVE‐derived
transcripts differentially expressed during at least one post inoculation timepoint with
respect to the 0hr timepoint. Of these, 17 had increased expression and 13 had de‐
creased expression in the later timepoints compared with the 0hr timepoint (Fig. D.3).
Of these 30 differentially expressed transcripts, none appear to be orthologues to the 48
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Figure 5.3: Counts of ERV domains, by domain type, present in differentially expressed tran‐
scripts from each of the three comparative immune response datasets to show differentially
expressed EVE‐derived transcripts.

differentially expressed EVE‐derived transcripts in P. alecto, despite both P. alecto and
E. helvum being members of the Pteropodidae family.

Finally, for the R. aegyptiacus–SeV dataset, expression was compared individually for
each timepoint between the control group and the infected group. However no EVE‐
derived transcripts were individually detected to be differentially expressed at the 0.05
significance level for any of these comparisons in this dataset despite the apparent pat‐
tern of overall EVE‐derived transcript expression visible in the PCA plot (Fig. 5.2).

The types of domains contained within the all three sets of differentially expressed
transcripts were determined based on the previously generated EVE annotations; in‐
terestingly, no non‐retroviral EVE domains were found within these transcripts. For
each experiment, the number of each type of ERV domain present in the differentially
expressed ERV‐derived transcripts was counted. This showed an elevated number of
Env, Gag, and IN domains to be present compared to other ERV domains in all three
sets of differentially expressed ERV‐derived transcripts (Fig. 5.3).

Of the total set of 116 EVE‐derived differentially expressed transcripts, 57 corresponded
to loci that were located at least 10,000bp away from the edge of a genomic scaffold,
this enabled useful manual inspection of their genomic neighbourhoods. The manual
inspection of each genomic neighbourhood determined that: three transcripts were
not EVE‐derived, but spurious hits to cellular genes; 14 were cellular gene loci that
were potentially disrupted by the insertion of an ERV; and 33 were transcripts derived
solely from ERV loci. Furthermore, most of these non‐spurious transcripts appeared
to contain only disrupted ERV ORFs with only five transcripts containing a somewhat
conserved ERV ORF.
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One of these differentially expressed ERV loci, found in P. alecto, is shown in Fig. 5.5A,
where expression of this locus was found to be significantly upregulated 12hrs and
24hrs after treatment with IFNα (P. alecto–IFNα experiment), suggesting this locus is
linked to interferon signalling pathways. Interestingly, the expressed transcripts at
this locus span across two adjacent ERVs and all domains present within the transcripts
appear to have disrupted ORFs suggesting a lack of coding potential. Based on the EVE
orthology analysis (Section 5.2.3), no ERVs syntenic to this locus were discovered
in other bat genomes.

5.3.4 Searching for co‐opted EVEs using evolutionary conservation

Aside from identifying expression patterns that indicate functionality, the co‐option of
an EVE can also be inferred based on whether it displays high levels of evolutionary
conservation. To identify putative co‐opted EVE loci, I identified orthologous groups of
EVE loci across genomes within each of the four superfamilies of Chiroptera. This was
carried out using an approach based on nucleotide similarity of the loci and their flank‐
ing regions (Section 5.2.3). This resulted in 5,305 orthologous groups of EVEs. Next,
I used divergence dates obtained from TimeTree (Kumar et al. 2017) and Potter (2019)
for each of the bat species sampled in this study to provide a minimum age for each
locus based on the species in which it was present. Using the combined criteria of long
ORF length and ancient locus age allows identification of EVE ORFs which have been
maintained over significant periods of evolutionary time and are thus good candidates
as functional, co‐opted, EVE‐derived genes (5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Scatter plot ofmaximumORF length against estimatedminimum locus age for each ERVdomain locus. Minimum locus age estimated using
divergence dates of species in which each locus is present (a minimum locus age of 0 implies no orthologues for a particular locus were discovered).
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Based on these criteria, a number of EVEs were examined manually to determine
particularly interesting candidates of co‐option using the DVORFS annotations and
StringTie transcript annotations generated previously, as well as BLAST searches
against the GenBank nr database (Clark et al. 2016). An example of such an EVE is
shown in Fig. 5.5B which is found in the P. alecto genome. This gammaretroviral ERV
insertion is also found in a syntenic location in E. helvum and Macroglossus sobrinus
genomes implying insertion before the divergence of the Pteropodidae family 35.2
Mya. In P. alecto, the RNaseH domain of this ERV sits within an intact ORF (351 codons
in length) and is present within some isoforms of the transcript derived from this
locus, whereas all other domains in the ERV appear to be disrupted. Interestingly,
this ORF is not conserved in E. helvum and M. sobrinus, and, although the locus is
found to be transcribed in E. helvum kidney cell culture, only transcripts that did not
contain the RNaseH domain were detected.
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Figure 5.5: Visualisation of two ERV loci of interest showing DVORFS annotations, ORF loca‐
tions, StringTie predicted transcripts, and genomic co‐ordinates. DVORFS hits matching ERV
domains are colouredby reading frame, frameshiftswithin domain coding sequence aremarked
with diamonds, and premature stop codons within domain coding sequence are marked with
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transcript intron‐exon structure are coloured by predicted strand orientation. A) visualisation
of an ERV locus of interest in P. alecto, differentially expressed in P. alecto–IFNα experiment
with transcript annotations generated usingRNA‐seq data fromCruz‐Rivera et al. (2018). Dashed
region on the co‐ordinate line indicates ~2kb region of missing sequence in the genomic scaf‐
fold. B) visualisation of an ERV locus of interest in P. alecto, with intact RNaseH domain, and
orthologues in E. helvum and M. sobrinus. Transcript predictions from Cruz‐Rivera et al. (2018).
* Transcript isoform detected in both Cruz‐Rivera et al. (2018) and Wynne et al. (2014) datasets.
† Similar transcript found in E. helvum in Wynne et al. (2017) dataset.
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5.4 Discussion

In this study I sought to compile the largest survey to date of bat ERVs and expressed
bat ERVs using 35 genome assemblies, and 189 RNA‐seq read libraries. To achieve this,
a pipeline was created in order to carry out annotation of ERV domains in each genome
using the frameshift‐aware alignment approach implemented inDVORFS (see Chapter 2
for benchmarking and details of the approach employed for the creation of this tool), as
well as mapping of RNA‐seq reads and estimation of ERV‐derived transcript abundance.
The 296,289 ERV domain annotations generated and the 10,181 expressed ERV domains
detected by this pipeline could then be used for downstreamanalyses of ERV expression
patterns and identification of putatively co‐opted ERVs and non‐retroviral EVEs.

5.4.1 Transcribed ERV loci are often less degraded than untranscribed
ERV loci

One signature of a co‐opted, protein coding, EVE‐derived gene is a conserved ORF and
active transcription of the locus. Therefore, by identifying ERV domains with long con‐
served ORFs which are also included in expressed transcripts, potentially co‐opted ERV
domains can be identified. The presence of such conserved ORFs is confirmed by the
small peaks present in the distribution of maximum ORF lengths for ERV domain loci
which correspond to the original ORF length found in exogenous retroviral genomes
(Fig. 5.1). Notably, when the distribution of maximum ORF length for only expressed
ERV loci is plotted, the peaks at these original ORF lengths increase, implying that loci
with original length ORFs are enriched in the set of expressed ERV loci. This is consis‐
tent with the presence of intact ERV genes that are transcriptionally active and produce
protein‐coding transcripts. These genes could either be part of currently active ERVs in
the process of replication (through retrotransposition or virion construction), or they
could be part of ERVs which are no longer able to replicate but which have nonetheless
retained an intact ORF. In the latter case, if the ERV is not young, it is highly likely that
the ORF encodes a functional protein of benefit to the host (i.e. it has been co‐opted)
and has thus been conserved through purifying selection.

To narrow the search to only loci which are more ancient, and thus in which long ORF
lengths are more indicative of co‐option, minimum age of insertion for each locus was
determined based on presence of orthologues within other species (Fig. 5.4). Although
this was a particularly conservative means of age determination, it does favour the dis‐
covery of co‐opted, protein coding EVE loci. This is because an EVE locus providing
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a beneficial function to the host species would be expected to have a higher level of
conservation among the descendent species of that ancestral host.

The maximum ORF length is also a useful metric for the level of degradation of an ERV
domain locus; after inactivation of an ERV, the locus will degrade over time as it accrues
mutations, of which some will be frameshifting indels and others will be substitutions
leading to premature stop codons. This in turn leads to shorter and shorter sections
of unbroken reading frames, and thus, when compared with the original ORF length,
lower maximum ORF lengths correspond to more degraded loci. The large left‐hand
peaks that dominate the distributions of ORF lengths in Fig. 5.1 reflect the fact that an
overwhelming proportion of ERVs are pseudogenised and highly degraded; this peak,
caused by random mutations and a lack of selection on these loci, has a shape that is
likely determined by the ages of the loci present and the neutral mutation rate of the
host (and could potentially be modelled as a sum of Poisson‐like distributions).

When the distribution of only expressed ERV domain loci is plotted, this large leftmost
peak is still present, suggesting that the majority of ERV‐derived transcripts are non‐
coding, which in turn implies that bat ERVs play a similarly important role in lncRNA
repertoires as they do in other vertebrates (Kapusta et al. 2013; Craig et al. 2018). In‐
terestingly, the overall distribution of ORF lengths for expressed ERV domain loci is
significantly shifted to the right compared with ERV domain loci for which no expres‐
sion was detected, for each type of ERV domain (as determined by the Mann‐Whitney
U test). Some part of this rightward shift is due to the increased relative proportion of
intact ORFs amongst the expressed ERV loci. However for some types of domain, the
large leftmost peak is itself slightly shifted rightwards. This suggests that ERV‐derived
transcripts without coding potential are derived from less degraded ERVs than the back‐
ground set of all ERV loci present within bat genomes. This observation could be ex‐
plained by two possible scenarios. First, younger (i.e. less degraded) ERVs are more
likely to give rise to transcripts, despite showing pseudogenisation due to the retention
of intact promoter/enhancer regions. Or, alternatively, a substantial number of ERV‐
derived transcripts are functional lncRNAs and hence experience a slower mutation
rate, leading to sequences appearing less degraded whenmeasured with the maximum
ORF length metric. Although it is now well‐demonstrated that ERVs and other TEs are
the progenitors of the majority of lncRNAs found in vertebrates, the functionality (or
perhapsnon‐functionality) of lncRNAs aremuch lesswell characterised in anyorganism
due to the volatility of their evolution (Ponjavic et al. 2007; Kapusta et al. 2013; Johnsson
et al. 2014; Necsulea et al. 2014; Craig et al. 2018). This makes it difficult to speculate
which of these two hypotheses is more likely.
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5.4.2 Transcriptomic immune responses in bats include the up‐ and down‐
regulation of ERV‐derived transcripts

Another hallmark of a co‐opted EVE‐derived gene – whether protein‐coding or not –
is the existence of a facultative expression pattern that suggests inclusion of the EVE‐
derived gene in the host’s regulatory networks. EDI genes are a particularly common
example of this, where EVE loci become co‐opted for immune functionality in the host
and thus exhibit an immune response‐specific expression pattern. To this end, in or‐
der to identify putative bat EDI genes, I sought to take advantage of four datasets from
previous transcriptomic studies which examined the transcriptional changes in bats in
response to immune challenges or immune stimulation (Gerrard et al. 2017; Wynne
et al. 2017; Cruz‐Rivera et al. 2018; Pavlovich et al. 2018). For the E. helvum–EBOV ex‐
periment which used bat cell cultures inoculated with an RNA virus, the qualitative
assessment of overall EVEexpressionpatterns usingPCAplots showed strong clustering
of samples by timepoint post inoculation (Fig. 5.2). Additionally, the A. jamaicensis–
TCRV experiment which compared different tissues from individuals infected with an
RNA virus also showed a notable difference between overall EVE locus expression in the
spleen (an organ heavily involved in immune response) of healthy vs infected bats. Both
of these observations therefore suggest that immune response to RNA viruses involves
broad changes to the expression of EVE loci in bats from across Chiroptera although the
R. aegyptiacus–SeV does not show a similar pattern. Neither is a clear pattern evident in
the PCA plot of EVE expression for the P. alecto–IFNα experiment.

To identify specific EVE loci which may play a functional role in these immune
responses, I carried out differential expression analysis for each of the four datasets.
Across the four datasets, I identified 116 EVE‐derived differentially expressed tran‐
scripts, none of which contained viral domains originating from outside the Retroviri‐
dae. Notably, none of the immune challenges in these experiments were carried out
using viruses that are related to the EVEs present within the genomes of the four bat
species examined (Parvoviridae, Bornaviridae, and Filoviridae). This perhaps fits with
the pattern of known examples of co‐opted non‐retroviral EVE loci only conferring
specific immunity against viruses related to the EVE itself (Fujino et al. 2014; Kim
et al. 2020), whereas co‐opted ERVs seem to be broadly linked to more general innate
immunity pathways (Chuong et al. 2016).

Of the 54manually examineddifferentially expressedERV loci, only five containedORFs
that were relatively undisrupted, implying that if these genes are functional, most pos‐
sess non‐coding rather than coding functionality. This is expected, given that ERVs are
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seldom found in protein coding transcripts (Kapusta et al. 2013) and examples of ERV‐
derived functional lncRNAs have been previously observed (Durruthy‐Durruthy et al.
2016; Frank and Feschotte 2017). Additionally, in agreement with the high proportion
of lncRNAs in this set of loci, none of the loci appear to be orthologous between the
three species, which is also in line with findings that lncRNAs undergo a high rate of
evolutionary turnover and are most commonly lineage specific (Johnsson et al. 2014;
Kapusta and Feschotte 2014).

In both E. helvum–EBOV and A. jamaicensis–TCRV experiments, the number of upregu‐
lated differentially expressed ERV‐derived transcripts was roughly equal to the number
of downregulated differentially expressed ERV‐derived transcripts, suggesting that bat
EDIs could be equally likely to act as immune inhibitors as immune enhancers. In‐
terestingly, in the P. alecto–IFNα experiment, no obvious clustering in the PCA plot
was observed, but 48 differentially expressed ERV‐derived transcripts were observed.
This implies that the majority of expressed ERV loci in P. alecto cells do not respond to
IFNα, but that a small number have evolved to do so. This, together with the fact that
44 out of 48 differentially expressed ERV‐derived transcripts were upreguated rather
than downregulated in response to IFNα, points to a similar scenario to that observed
in human cells, in which ERV co‐option is frequently related to the interferon‐inducible
enhancer activity of the ERV sequence (Chuong et al. 2016).

Although determining the functionality of these putative EDI genes requires much fur‐
therwork, it is tempting to speculate that these co‐opted genes could formpart of the en‐
hanced interferon response found inbats (J.A.Hayward et al. 2018). A further possibility
is that these loci may be involved in activation of genes that are found to be generally
activated through interferon signalling in other mammals, but which are hypothesised
to be activated throughalternative routes in bats (Glennonet al. 2015). A third possibility
is that a number of these loci may simply neighbour immune‐related cellular genes and
are co‐expressed alongside them as has been observed in human cells responding to
Dengue virus infection (M. Wang et al. 2020).

5.4.3 Candidate EVE loci for further investigation

The various analyses carried out in this study provide the most thorough survey to date
for identifying co‐opted EVEs in bats. The long‐list of EVE loci with signatures of func‐
tionality and co‐option across Chiroptera which was generated by this study are there‐
fore of particular interest for further investigation. However due to the scope of this
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study I have picked three example loci which are illustrative in addition to possessing

particularly strong signatures of co‐optionmaking them especially worthy of attention.

Thefirst of these exemplary EVEs is one of the three paralogous copies of chEBLNc found

in each of M. natalensis and M. schreibersii genomes. This EVE is a strong candidate

as a co‐opted gene due to the conservation of its expression in the embryos of both of

these Miniopterus species. In addition, this EVE contains a conserved coding region

with an undisrupted ORF that spans 386 codons in both species, whereas the two other

paralogous EVEs present in each of the two species both contain disrupted ORFs with

no detected expression in either of the two RNA‐seq datasets. This suggests that this

insertion is not too young to have been pseudogenised under relaxed selection, given

that the paralogous copies have done so. Instead, it supports the hypothesis that puri‐

fying selection has acted to maintain the ORF at this locus in both species, as well as

maintain regulatory sequences that enable transcription of the locus. Together, these

pieces of evidence point to this copy of chEBLNc functioning as a beneficial protein‐

coding gene inMiniopterus, having been derived from an orthobornavirus nucleocapsid

gene (Chapter 3 for details). A similar example of a co‐opted protein‐coding bornavirus

nucleocapsid gene (itEBLN) has been characterised in the ground squirrel, where it

was shown to confer innate immunity against bornavirus infection through interfering

with the replication of the exogenous virus (Fujino et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2020). It may

therefore be the case that, like itEBLN, chEBLNc is an EDI gene and similarly provides

some form of innate immunity in Miniopterus. However, functional assays would be

required to determine if this hypothesis is correct.

The second notable putative co‐opted EVE is also of interest due to its protein‐coding

potential. The ERV shown in Fig. 5.5B (labelled as ‘pte_ale‐G_ASM32557v1‐EVE‐37’),

is present in the P. alecto , E. helvum and M. sobrinus genomes at syntenic locations,

suggesting integration occurred in the ancestor of the Pteropodidae over 35.2Mya. Strik‐

ingly, the RNaseH coding region of this ERV is conserved and transcribed in P. alecto,

although is not conserved in E. helvum and M. sobrinus. Furthermore, although a tran‐

script derived from this ERV locus was detected in E. helvum, none of the isoforms con‐

tained the RNaseH sequence. According to the same logic as in the case of chEBLNc, the

degradation of related coding regions (both the other ERV genes surrounding RNaseH,

and the copies present inE. helvum andM. sobrinus) in contrast to the conservedRNaseH

ORF suggest the action of purifying selection at this locus and, therefore, co‐option.

Although further work is necessary to determine whether a functional protein product

is generated, it may be a rare example of a co‐opted retroviral RNaseH domain. Two
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other RNaseH co‐option event are noted in the literature: an intact gypsy‐type retro‐
transposon (with an intact RNaseH coding region) was discovered in human, sheep,
andmouse genomes (Lynch and Tristem 2003); and the CGIN1 gene of retroviral origin,
which contains an intact RNaseH domain in addition to an IN and other domains, and
appears to play a role in anitviral immunity through its involvement in the ubiquiti‐
nation of viral proteins (Marco and Marín 2009). In both examples, the function of
the RNaseH domain is unclear and therefore the function of this putatively co‐opted
RNaseH gene is hard to speculate upon. It may the case that it plays a role in antiviral
immunity by leveraging its original function of RNA hydrolysis or RNA binding activity,
or perhaps it hampers retrovirus replication through interference in capsid assembly
in the vein of other co‐opted retroviral genes such as Fv1 (Yap et al. 2014).

The final notable example is also found in the P. alecto genome and is shown in Fig. 5.5A
(labelled as ‘pte_ale‐G_ASM32557v1‐EVE‐247/248’). In comparison to the previous two
examples, this locus does not possess undisrupted ORFs. In fact, all the coding regions
of the pair of tandem ERVs that comprise this locus, are disrupted and syntenic loci
were not found in the other bat genomes in this study (although this may be in part
due to the ~2kb region of missing sequence between the two ERVs). Interestingly, how‐
ever, transcription of this locus was found to be significantly upregulated in response
to IFNα, which suggests a functional role for the lncRNA derived from this locus as part
of the interferon regulatory network. This is particularly intriguing given the expanded
interferon‐stimulated gene (ISG) repertoire found in P. alecto (Cruz‐Rivera et al. 2018),
and the fact that ERVs have been found to easily ‘hook in’ to interferon signalling net‐
works in other species of mammal (Chuong et al. 2016).



6
General Discussion

Endogenous viral elements (EVEs) are curious genomic features embedded within eu‐
karyotic genomes. They represent the ‘fossilised’ genetic remnants of viral infections
that occurred in the ancestor of the host, often millions of years in the past. EVEs
therefore provide a window – albeit a somewhat murky one – into host–virus interac‐
tions occurring deep in the past. Because bats occupy such a broad range of ecological
niches, exhibit unique physiological traits, and harbour a high diversity of viruses, their
interactions with viruses are of particular interest in two main areas. Firstly, bats are
of particular importance for human and veterinary health due to their implication as
viral reservoirs for a number of zoonotic viruses of major concern, including the glob‐
ally significant SARS‐CoV‐2 pandemic (Latinne et al. 2020). Secondly, the evolutionary
radiation that generated a wide diversity of ecological traits across bat species provides
a useful model for examining the relationship between ecological host traits and virus
ecology as well as co‐speciation dynamics (Luis et al. 2015; Mélade et al. 2016). In this
project, I have leveraged the information encodedwithin bat EVEs to glean new insights
into general patterns of bat–virus interactions as well as specific bat–virus associations.

In order to accurately identify EVEs across many gigabases of genomic sequence, I
developed anew tool, named ‘DisruptedViral ORF Search’ (DVORFS),which employs the
frameshift‐aware, pHMM‐based, alignment algorithm of the GeneWise software (Bir‐
ney et al. 2004) to accurately recover EVE sequences despite the frequent presence of
frameshifting mutations within them. This novel EVE‐mining approach appears to im‐
prove EVE detection over previous EVE‐mining methods, which are not as sensitive
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to EVEs that are distantly related to sequences in reference databases, and also often

require intensive manual curation to extract more than just small fragments of a given

EVE sequence (Zhu et al. 2018; Skirmuntt and Katzourakis 2019). Interestingly, the

benchmarking of the DVORFS tool on a panel of genome assemblies uncovered the

substantial differences between genome assembly methods in the quantity of endoge‐

nous retroviruses (ERVs) present within an assembly. This result likely extends to other

families of transposable elements, and has important implications for studies which

compare transposable element content across genomes, highlighting the need to ac‐

count for the assembly method when making meaningful comparisons.

By applying DVORFS to identify ERV reverse transcriptase (RT) domains in 19 bat

genome assemblies from across the Chiroptera ‐ all of which were generated using

consistent methods ‐ allowed a detailed and unbiased comparison of the ERV com‐

position between the various bat lineages represented. This revealed that beta‐ and

gammaretroviruses dominate the ERV landscape in most bat species as is typical

in vertebrates (A. Hayward et al. 2015), and the total abundance of ERVs is mostly

consistent across Chiroptera. Intriguingly, specific bat species appeared to be major

outliers in terms of ERV abundance and phylogenetic composition. A particularly

extreme example is theMegaderma lyra genome, inwhich lineages fromall three classes

of ERVs have undergone major expansions leading to threefold the total number of

ERVs compared with the mean across the 19 genomes. In contrast, other species such

as Pipistrellus pipistrellus and Miniopterus schreibersii, have a much smaller complement

of ERVs compared with the majority of the species examined. In general, a minority

of bats appear to contain ERV lineages that have managed to escape the regulatory

mechanisms of the host and undergone significant expansion, whereas other select

species have managed to dramatically reduce overall ERV activity or pushed specific

ERV lineages to extinction. The occurrences of these ERV lineage expansions and

extinctions do not follow any obvious pattern, however, future genomic analyses may

be able to uncover the specific mechanisms responsible in each case. Just as with

the increasingly apparent species‐specific nature of adaptations within bat immune

systems (Banerjee, Baker, et al. 2020), specific unique adaptations to the internal threat

of transposable elements may be similarly present across the Chiroptera.

Because ERV lineages within a genome are the result of retrovirus infections in the

host, the phylogenetic relationships between the ERVs identified across the genomes

also contains information about the long term history of cross‐species retrovirus trans‐

mission amongst bats. Using phylogenetic reconciliation it was therefore possible to
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infer specific retroviral transmission events between bat lineages across the evolution‐
ary history of Chiroptera in a systematic way. Furthermore, this enabled a compar‐
ison of the rates of cross‐species retrovirus transmissions in different clades of bat,
showing that cross‐species transmission has been occurring at an increased rate within
the Noctilionoidea superfamily. The Noctilionoidea are predominantly endemic to the
Neotropics and thusmanyof the lineageswithin the cladehave evolved in sympatrywith
one another whereas the Vespertilionoidea and Rhinolophoidea clades are much more
geographically spread out, having dispersed across numerous continents throughout
their history (Teeling et al. 2005). This is consistent with previous findings that sym‐
patry (as might be expected) is one of the most important factors determining cross‐
species viral transmission (Luis et al. 2015; Olival et al. 2017; Albery et al. 2020; Mol‐
lentze and Streicker 2020).

Althoughmyfinding that level of range overlapmost likely explains differences in cross‐
species transmission rates is not new, taken together with smaller patterns within the
inferred data that are consistentwith knownhistorical biogeography, it suggests that the
systematicmethod used here is robust and scalable across broad host phylogenies. This
is despite the somewhat tricky nature of ERV identification and retrovirus phylogeny
building that underlies the inferred transmission events. Future work applying this
method with greater samples of bat genomes may reveal more detail about the historic
patterns of retrovirus transmission amongst bats. Additionally, this method could be
applied to other host clades or a broader phylogenetic scope in order to inform our
understanding of cross‐species viral transmission more generally. For example, an
analysis of this sort could also help to reveal specific unexpected viral transmission
routes or perhaps aid in inferring historical biogeography of host species. However,
caveats to extrapolating trends from retroviruses to other viral clades do apply, given
that there can be major differences in viral transmission mechanisms between even
closely related viral clades (Latinne et al. 2020; Mollentze and Streicker 2020).

DVORFS was also employed to more generally search for retroviral and non‐retroviral
domainswithin the genomes of a total of 35 bat species. This analysis revealed anumber
of EVEs derived from the Bornaviridae, Filoviridae, and Parvoviridae scattered through‐
out the genomes, in addition to the abundant ERVs. Interestingly, a tetraparvovirus‐
derivedEVEwas identified thatwas syntenic betweenbat species across both theYinpte‐
rochiroptera and Yangochiroptera, and furthermore this EVE was found to be present
in an additional 56 mammalian genomes across the Scrotifera clade as well as partially
present in the genome of the star nosed mole. These observations imply an integration
event that predates the divergence of the Laurasiatheria and provides a minimum age
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of ~76 My for the Tetraparvovirus genus. Other elements revealed by this search were
related to the recently discovered Carbovirus and Cultervirus genera of bornaviruses
and substantially expand our knowledge of these so far poorly characterised groups of
viruses. The presence of cultervirus‐derived elements in vespertilionid bats expands
the knownhost range of theCultervirus genus andprovides aminimumage of ~31My for
this genus. The geographic distribution of bat and other mammalian species in which
carbovirus‐derived EVEs were detected, along with both the inferred minimum age of
the carbovirusEVEs inbats (~40My), and the rangeof thepython species inwhich extant
carboviruses havebeen identified, points to an intriguingbiogeographic history of these
viruses. Together, the observations point to a potential African origin of carboviruses
followed by dispersal mediated by bats and other vertebrates across the southern con‐
tinents during the Eocene, leading to an inferred modern day endemism across Africa
and the southern continents. These observations therefore lend further weight to the
hypothesis that African specieswere able to reachAustralia andAntarctica through land
bridges and eventually reach South America through warm corridors across Antarctica
during the Eocene (Gunnell et al. 2014; Rojas et al. 2016).

Beyond the historical information that can be gleaned from viral elements, another
aspect of EVEs that is particularly intriguing is their occasional co‐option. In such sit‐
uations, it is fascinating to observe the effects of selection on genes that have spent
the first part of their life evolving within a virus before integrating into a cellular or‐
ganism and abruptly beginning to evolve under entirely different selection pressures.
The results of the EVE search allowed me to locate particularly interesting instances of
EVEs with ancient integration dates that have maintained long ORFs, suggesting that
co‐option of these elements has occurred. Perhaps the most interesting single example
identified was that of chEBLM, found across the Phyllostomidae and the Mormoopidae
family. This EVE, derived from a gene encoding bornavirus Matrix protein, contains a
conserved ORF in eight of the nine genomes in which it is present, suggesting selection
has acted tomaintain the coding potential of this element. Intriguingly, homologymod‐
elling and selection analysis points to functionality that may involve a chEBLM protein
binding to theMatrix proteins of infecting bornaviruses, perhaps acting as a restriction
factor by hampering capsid assembly or some other part of the viral replication cycle.
By additionally combining the results of the EVE search with a sizeable aggregation of
RNA‐seqdata, itwas also possible to include information about expression activity of the
identified EVEs. Using these data, the list of putatively co‐opted EVEs could be refined
further to those with conserved ORFs as well as detected expression – another hallmark
of functionality and therefore co‐option.
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Specific RNA‐seq datasets also enabled the identification, via differential expression
analysis, of a set of ERVs that may be co‐opted for immune function within certain
bat species. Interestingly, this set of ERVs appears to exclusively produce transcripts
without coding potential, illustrating the important connection between the major role
of ERVs in generating lncRNA repertoires and their propensity to ‘hook in’ to immune
signallingnetworks (Kapusta et al. 2013; Chuonget al. 2016). This is of particular interest
in relation to evidence that bats may possess expanded sets of interferon‐stimulated
genes and potential alternative activation pathways (Cruz‐Rivera et al. 2018; Glennon
et al. 2015), which leads to tempting speculation that bat ERVs may have been crucial to
the development of these derived traits in specific species of bat.

In summary, this thesis presents the development of a novel EVE‐mining approach,
which enables the first large‐scale, comprehensive, and comparative, survey of bat
EVEs. This survey provides new evidence relating to the host associations and historical
biogeography of specific viral groups infecting bats, and also describes broader patterns
of cross‐species transmissionwithin bats through evolutionary time. Finally, my survey
uncovers putative new cases of EVE co‐option within bats, and highlights the potential
for ERVs to have contributed to the derived immune responses of certain bat species.
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A.1 Supplementary tables

Table A.1: Number of putative ERV RT loci detected by each search method

Assembly GeneWise HMMER RetroTector tBLASTn combined
rhi_fer ASM46549v1 757 67.8% 709 63.5% 242 21.7% 1048 93.8% 1117
eid_hel ASM46528v1 741 68.0% 688 63.1% 317 29.1% 1006 92.3% 1090
pte_ale ASM32557v1 842 69.4% 808 66.6% 485 40.0% 1062 87.5% 1214
des_rot ASM294091v2 695 54.5% 657 51.5% 647 50.7% 961 75.3% 1276
rou_aeg RouAeg_v1_BIUU 2084 84.0% 2042 82.3% 556 22.4% 1647 66.4% 2482
rhi_fer RhiFer_v1_BIUU 2496 89.9% 2528 91.0% 722 26.0% 1873 67.4% 2777
ton_sau TonSau_v1_BIUU 1256 73.9% 1238 72.9% 606 35.7% 1308 77.0% 1699
eon_spe Espe.v1 1364 78.9% 1257 72.7% 869 50.3% 1209 69.9% 1729
phy_dis mPhyDis1_v1.p 1030 69.3% 963 64.8% 827 55.7% 1109 74.6% 1486
rhi_fer mRhiFer1_v1.p 1356 86.7% 1308 83.6% 1030 65.9% 1225 78.3% 1564

A.2 Supplementary methods

A.2.1 Genome assemblies used in custom ERV library construction

Accessions for each of the 15 genome assemblies used during the construction of a
custom bat ERV library to be used with RepeatMasker: Hipposideros armiger
(GCA_001890085.1), Megaderma lyra (GCA_000465345.1), Pteronotus parnellii
(GCA_000465405.1), Desmodus rotundus (GCA_002940915.2), Pteropus vampyrus
(GCA_000151845.2), Eidolon helvum (GCA_000465285.1), Pteropus alecto
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(GCF_000325575.1), Rousettus aegyptiacus (GCA_001466805.2), Rhinolophus
ferrumequinum (GCA_000465495.1), Rhinolophus sinicus (GCA_001888835.1), Eptesicus
fuscus (GCA_000308155.1), Myotis lucifugus (GCA_000147115.1), Myotis brandtii
(GCA_000412655.1), Myotis davidii (GCF_000327345.1), Miniopterus natalensis
(GCA_001595765.1).



B
Chapter 3 supplementary material

B.1 Supplementary methods

B.1.1 Genome assemblies used in Chapter 3

Accessions of the 19 genome assemblies analysed in Chapter 3: Anoura caudifer
(GCA_004027475.1), Artibeus jamaicensis (GCA_004027435.1), Carollia perspicillata
(GCA_004027735.1), Craseonycteris thonglongyai (GCA_004027555.1), Hipposideros
galeritus (GCA_004027415.1), Lasiurus borealis (GCA_004026805.1),Macroglossus sobrinus
(GCA_004027375.1), Megaderma lyra (GCA_004026885.1), Micronycteris hirsuta
(GCA_004026765.1), Miniopterus schreibersii (GCA_004026525.1), Mormoops blainvillei
(GCA_004026545.1), Murina aurata (GCA_004026665.1), Myotis myotis
(GCA_004026985.1), Noctilio leporinus (GCA_004026585.1), Pipistrellus pipistrellus
(GCA_004026625.1), Rhinolophus ferrumequinum (GCA_007922735.1), Rousettus
aegyptiacus (GCA_004024865.1), Tadarida brasiliensis (GCA_004025005.1), Tonatia
saurophila (GCA_004024845.1).
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C.1 Supplementary tables

Table C.1: Putative EBL elements detected in this study. Stops and frame‐shifts counted only
within aligned hit region. *Total codon length of ORF with greatest overlap with hit.

EBL group
Bat Species

Max.
ORF* Stops F.shifts EBL ID Hit ID

chEBLNa (BDV_P40)
ano_cau 132 3 4 ano_cau‐G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐2 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐6
art_jam 104 1 3 art_jam‐G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐1 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐1
car_per 125 2 2 car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐4 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐25
cen_sen 152 0 1 cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐3 G_CeSe_JP‐BDV_P40‐21
cen_sen 83 0 0 cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐1 G_CeSe_JP‐BDV_P40‐7
des_rot 123 2 5 des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐5 G_ASM294091v2‐BDV_P40‐19
des_rot 65 0 0 des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐2 G_ASM294091v2‐BDV_P40‐2
des_rot 51 0 0 des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐8 G_ASM294091v2‐BDV_P40‐34
lio_spu 116 3 5 lio_spu‐G_Lisp_GT‐1 G_Lisp_GT‐BDV_P40‐13
mic_hir 130 1 6 mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐1 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐6
mor_bla 128 1 5 mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐4 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐16
phy_dis 125 2 2 phy_dis‐G_mPhyDis1_v1‐3 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐BDV_P40‐20
pte_par 54 3 1 pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐7 G_ASM46540v1‐BDV_P40‐44
ton_sau 164 0 1 ton_sau‐G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐4 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐13
ton_sau 104 2 3 ton_sau‐G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐3 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐12
chEBLNb (BDV_P40)
hip_arm 127 3 3 hip_arm‐G_ASM189008v1‐1 G_ASM189008v1‐BDV_P40‐1
hip_gal 134 3 4 hip_gal‐G_HipGal_v1_BIUU‐1 G_HipGal_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐30
rhi_fer 73 6 5 rhi_fer‐G_ASM46549v1‐1 G_ASM46549v1‐BDV_P40‐7
rhi_fer 65 6 5 rhi_fer‐G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐1 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐BDV_P40‐11
rhi_fer 65 6 5 rhi_fer‐G_mRhiFer1_v1‐2 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐BDV_P40‐10
rhi_pea 97 2 6 rhi_pea‐G_Rhpe_GT‐1 G_Rhpe_GT‐BDV_P40‐35
rhi_sin 90 4 5 rhi_sin‐G_ASM188883v1‐1 G_ASM188883v1‐BDV_P40‐1
chEBLNc (BDV_P40)
min_nat 386 0 0 min_nat‐G_Mnatv1‐2 G_Mnatv1‐BDV_P40‐2
min_nat 126 1 2 min_nat‐G_Mnatv1‐6 G_Mnatv1‐BDV_P40‐6
min_nat 83 1 3 min_nat‐G_Mnatv1‐4 G_Mnatv1‐BDV_P40‐4
min_sch 386 0 0 min_sch‐G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐2 G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐2
min_sch 126 1 2 min_sch‐G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐1 G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐1
min_sch 73 1 8 min_sch‐G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐6 G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐10
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chEBLNd (BDV_P40)
meg_lyr 151 0 4 meg_lyr‐G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐1 G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐4
meg_lyr 146 0 4 meg_lyr‐G_ASM46534v1‐1 G_ASM46534v1‐BDV_P40‐30
chEBLNe (BDV_P40)
ano_cau 106 0 5 ano_cau‐G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐4 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐20
art_jam 100 1 3 art_jam‐G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐2 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐2
car_per 152 0 3 car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐2 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐9
cen_sen 115 1 3 cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐5 G_CeSe_JP‐BDV_P40‐33
cen_sen 99 0 2 cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐6 G_CeSe_JP‐BDV_P40‐32
des_rot 167 2 1 des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐3 G_ASM294091v2‐BDV_P40‐15
lio_spu 121 3 2 lio_spu‐G_Lisp_GT‐2 G_Lisp_GT‐BDV_P40‐19
mic_hir 100 1 4 mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐2 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐10
mor_bla 171 2 2 mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐2 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐13
phy_dis 127 0 5 phy_dis‐G_mPhyDis1_v1‐2 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐BDV_P40‐18
pte_par 107 2 6 pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐2 G_ASM46540v1‐BDV_P40‐27
ton_sau 121 3 4 ton_sau‐G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐2 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐7
chEBLNf (BDV_P40)
cra_tho 81 0 4 cra_tho‐G_CraTho_v1_BIUU‐1 G_CraTho_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐5
chEBLNg (BDV_P40)
min_nat 67 0 1 min_nat‐G_Mnatv1‐5 G_Mnatv1‐BDV_P40‐5
min_sch 66 0 1 min_sch‐G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐5 G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐11
tad_bra 84 0 1 tad_bra‐G_TadBra_v1_BIUU‐3 G_TadBra_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐7
tad_bra 84 0 1 tad_bra‐G_TadBra_v1_BIUU‐4 G_TadBra_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐8
chEBLNh (BDV_P40)
ano_cau 82 0 0 ano_cau‐G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐3 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐17
art_jam 141 0 0 art_jam‐G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐6 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐15
cen_sen 169 0 0 cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐8 G_CeSe_JP‐BDV_P40‐35
cen_sen 109 0 0 cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐7 G_CeSe_JP‐BDV_P40‐34
des_rot 269 0 0 des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐1 G_ASM294091v2‐BDV_P40‐1
lio_spu 210 0 0 lio_spu‐G_Lisp_GT‐5 G_Lisp_GT‐BDV_P40‐29
mic_hir 172 0 0 mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐6 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐18
mic_hir 172 0 0 mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐7 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐22
mor_bla 126 0 0 mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐5 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐18
mor_bla 107 0 0 mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐3 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐14
noc_lep 78 0 0 noc_lep‐G_NocLep_v1_BIUU‐1 G_NocLep_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐1
phy_dis 308 0 0 phy_dis‐G_mPhyDis1_v1‐1 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐BDV_P40‐1
pte_par 139 0 0 pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐6 G_ASM46540v1‐BDV_P40‐42
ton_sau 120 0 0 ton_sau‐G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐1 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐1
chEBLNi (BDV_P40)
art_jam 140 0 0 art_jam‐G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐3 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐7
cen_sen 159 0 0 cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐4 G_CeSe_JP‐BDV_P40‐23
des_rot 132 0 0 des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐4 G_ASM294091v2‐BDV_P40‐17
lio_spu 111 0 0 lio_spu‐G_Lisp_GT‐3 G_Lisp_GT‐BDV_P40‐27
mic_hir 94 0 0 mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐4 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐15
mor_bla 75 0 0 mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐1 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐2
phy_dis 140 0 0 phy_dis‐G_mPhyDis1_v1‐5 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐BDV_P40‐39
pte_par 66 1 1 pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐5 G_ASM46540v1‐BDV_P40‐39
chEBLNj (BDV_P40)
min_nat 209 0 0 min_nat‐G_Mnatv1‐1 G_Mnatv1‐BDV_P40‐1
min_sch 174 0 0 min_sch‐G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐4 G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐9
tad_bra 157 0 0 tad_bra‐G_TadBra_v1_BIUU‐2 G_TadBra_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐5
chEBLNk (BDV_P40)
mur_fea 240 0 1 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐12 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐21
mur_fea 230 1 2 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐9 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐17
mur_fea 125 1 3 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐1 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐3
mur_fea 117 0 4 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐14 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐26
mur_fea 112 2 1 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐6 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐9
mur_fea 98 0 2 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐3 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐6
myo_bra 371 0 0 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐12 G_ASM41265v1‐BDV_P40‐13
myo_bra 266 1 0 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐15 G_ASM41265v1‐BDV_P40‐21
myo_bra 205 1 5 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐13 G_ASM41265v1‐BDV_P40‐19
myo_bra 187 0 1 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐10 G_ASM41265v1‐BDV_P40‐10
myo_bra 112 1 4 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐9 G_ASM41265v1‐BDV_P40‐9
myo_bra 98 0 2 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐14 G_ASM41265v1‐BDV_P40‐20
myo_dav 238 1 0 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐12 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐15
myo_dav 220 0 1 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐7 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐7
myo_dav 204 0 3 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐6 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐6
myo_dav 178 0 2 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐3 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐4
myo_dav 175 0 1 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐14 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐22
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myo_luc 373 0 0 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐5 G_Myoluc2_0‐BDV_P40‐8
myo_luc 311 0 1 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐3 G_Myoluc2_0‐BDV_P40‐5
myo_luc 222 0 4 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐13 G_Myoluc2_0‐BDV_P40‐23
myo_luc 219 0 1 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐8 G_Myoluc2_0‐BDV_P40‐11
myo_myo 369 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐10 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐18
myo_myo 231 0 2 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐1 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐1
myo_myo 194 0 1 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐2 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐7
myo_myo 127 0 6 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐20 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐40
myo_myo 84 2 1 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐6 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐13
chEBLNl (BDV_P40)
ept_fus 200 0 1 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐3 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐7
ept_fus 152 1 3 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐23 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐33
ept_fus 101 1 1 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐14 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐19
las_bor 262 0 2 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐9 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐17
las_bor 157 0 4 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐2 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐3
las_bor 129 0 3 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐13 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐21
las_bor 93 1 3 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐19 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐33
mur_fea 124 1 0 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐5 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐8
mur_fea 88 1 4 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐4 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐7
pip_pip 165 0 2 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐12 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐21
pip_pip 160 0 7 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐14 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐23
chEBLNm (BDV_P40)
ept_fus 325 0 1 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐2 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐8
ept_fus 324 0 1 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐11 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐16
ept_fus 306 0 2 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐1 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐6
ept_fus 288 0 0 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐15 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐20
ept_fus 217 0 2 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐22 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐32
ept_fus 209 1 2 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐17 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐27
ept_fus 139 1 3 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐5 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐10
ept_fus 132 2 0 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐4 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐9
ept_fus 129 1 1 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐20 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐30
ept_fus 127 1 1 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐16 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐26
ept_fus 105 0 3 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐7 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐11
ept_fus 105 1 0 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐6 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐12
ept_fus 96 1 1 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐19 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐29
las_bor 197 0 4 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐6 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐13
las_bor 188 1 1 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐15 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐22
las_bor 173 0 2 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐7 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐14
las_bor 112 1 2 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐12 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐19
las_bor 109 1 0 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐8 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐15
las_bor 94 0 4 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐10 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐18
mur_fea 285 0 1 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐17 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐31
mur_fea 213 2 1 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐11 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐20
mur_fea 89 2 4 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐18 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐32
pip_pip 252 0 0 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐16 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐25
pip_pip 242 0 1 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐8 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐14
pip_pip 174 0 1 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐6 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐12
pip_pip 150 0 1 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐3 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐7
pip_pip 150 0 1 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐4 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐8
pip_pip 137 0 2 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐9 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐15
pip_pip 127 0 3 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐13 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐22
pip_pip 117 0 3 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐15 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐24
pip_pip 103 1 3 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐7 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐13
pip_pip 88 0 1 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐18 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐40
chEBLNn (BDV_P40)
myo_dav 275 0 0 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐13 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐21
myo_dav 66 0 3 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐9 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐11
myo_myo 306 1 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐17 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐33
myo_myo 283 0 1 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐24 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐46
myo_myo 283 0 1 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐25 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐47
chEBLNo (BDV_P40)
min_nat 145 0 2 min_nat‐G_Mnatv1‐3 G_Mnatv1‐BDV_P40‐3
min_sch 145 0 2 min_sch‐G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐3 G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐4
chEBLNp (BDV_P40)
ept_fus 112 0 2 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐9 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐13
ept_fus 101 0 0 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐8 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐14
ept_fus 56 5 3 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐13 G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐18
las_bor 92 1 2 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐20 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐34
las_bor 71 0 3 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐3 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐5
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mur_fea 212 0 2 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐15 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐27
mur_fea 120 1 0 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐8 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐15
myo_bra 397 0 2 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐8 G_ASM41265v1‐BDV_P40‐8
myo_bra 112 0 1 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐2 G_ASM41265v1‐BDV_P40‐2
myo_dav 141 1 1 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐5 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐5
myo_dav 106 0 8 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐4 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐3
myo_dav 102 1 4 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐8 G_ASM32734v1‐BDV_P40‐9
myo_luc 350 0 3 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐14 G_Myoluc2_0‐BDV_P40‐22
myo_luc 158 0 4 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐15 G_Myoluc2_0‐BDV_P40‐24
myo_luc 141 0 2 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐7 G_Myoluc2_0‐BDV_P40‐10
myo_luc 136 0 3 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐1 G_Myoluc2_0‐BDV_P40‐3
myo_luc 112 1 2 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐4 G_Myoluc2_0‐BDV_P40‐7
myo_myo 158 0 4 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐26 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐48
myo_myo 139 0 2 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐5 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐12
myo_myo 102 0 4 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐28 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐50
myo_myo 81 0 2 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐11 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐20
myo_myo 74 1 3 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐8 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐16
pip_pip 108 1 3 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐2 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐6
chEBLX (BDV_P10)
rhi_fer 52 0 0 rhi_fer‐G_ASM46549v1‐2 G_ASM46549v1‐BDV_P10‐8
rhi_fer 52 0 0 rhi_fer‐G_mRhiFer1_v1‐1 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐BDV_P10‐5
chEBLPa (BDV_P24)
lio_spu 76 0 0 lio_spu‐G_Lisp_GT‐4 G_Lisp_GT‐BDV_P24‐28
chEBLPb (BDV_P24)
pte_par 120 0 0 pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐1 G_ASM46540v1‐BDV_P24‐20
chEBLPc (BDV_P24)
pte_par 70 0 0 pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐4 G_ASM46540v1‐BDV_P24‐29
chEBLM (BDV_M)
ano_cau 135 0 0 ano_cau‐G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐1 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_M‐1
art_jam 102 0 0 art_jam‐G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐4 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐BDV_M‐8
car_per 93 0 1 car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐3 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐BDV_M‐20
des_rot 97 0 0 des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐6 G_ASM294091v2‐BDV_M‐31
lio_spu 94 0 0 lio_spu‐G_Lisp_GT‐6 G_Lisp_GT‐BDV_M‐37
mic_hir 138 0 0 mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐3 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐BDV_M‐11
mor_bla 85 0 0 mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐6 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐BDV_M‐20
pte_par 85 0 0 pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐3 G_ASM46540v1‐BDV_M‐28
ton_sau 91 0 0 ton_sau‐G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐5 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_M‐21
chEBLGb (BDV_G)
car_per 27 0 1 car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐5 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐BDV_G‐35
chEBLLa (Mononeg_RNA_pol)

myo_bra 84 1 0 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐4 G_ASM41265v1‐
Mononeg_RNA_pol‐6

myo_myo 163 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐6 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_RNA_pol‐15

chEBLLb (Mononeg_RNA_pol)

des_rot 144 0 1 des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐7 G_ASM294091v2‐
Mononeg_RNA_pol‐32

chEBLLc (Mononeg_mRNAcap)

las_bor 141 0 0 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐16 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐30

las_bor 127 2 0 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐18 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐32

mur_fea 101 1 3 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐7 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐10

myo_bra 361 0 0 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐3 G_ASM41265v1‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐4

myo_bra 212 0 1 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐6 G_ASM41265v1‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐3

myo_bra 134 0 1 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐5 G_ASM41265v1‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐5

myo_bra 103 0 1 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐10 G_ASM41265v1‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐11

myo_dav 128 0 3 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐7 G_ASM32734v1‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐8

myo_luc 167 0 2 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐3 G_Myoluc2_0‐Mononeg_mRNAcap‐
6

myo_luc 140 0 0 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐9 G_Myoluc2_0‐Mononeg_mRNAcap‐
19
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myo_luc 123 0 1 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐11 G_Myoluc2_0‐Mononeg_mRNAcap‐
17

myo_myo 511 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐7 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐14

myo_myo 234 0 1 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐15 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐29

myo_myo 157 0 2 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐3 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐9

myo_myo 104 0 3 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐2 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐8

myo_myo 99 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐21 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐41

myo_myo 99 1 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐22 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐43

myo_myo 99 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐27 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐49

myo_myo 70 0 1 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐23 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐44

myo_myo 66 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐31 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐59

myo_myo 64 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐14 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐30

pip_pip 103 0 2 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐1 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐5

chEBLLd (Mononeg_mRNAcap)

las_bor 57 0 1 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐5 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐6

myo_myo 62 1 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐12 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐21

myo_myo 37 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐18 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐34

pip_pip 123 1 2 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐11 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐19

chEBLLe (Mononeg_mRNAcap)

art_jam 70 0 0 art_jam‐G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐5 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐13

car_per 100 0 1 car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐1 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐1

cen_sen 70 0 0 cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐2 G_CeSe_JP‐Mononeg_mRNAcap‐19

mic_hir 67 0 1 mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐5 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐16

noc_lep 84 0 1 noc_lep‐G_NocLep_v1_BIUU‐2 G_NocLep_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐3

phy_dis 88 0 1 phy_dis‐G_mPhyDis1_v1‐4 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐29

tad_bra 134 1 1 tad_bra‐G_TadBra_v1_BIUU‐1 G_TadBra_v1_BIUU‐
Mononeg_mRNAcap‐2

Table C.2: Putative EFL elements detected in this study. Stops and frame‐shifts counted only
within aligned hit region. *Total codon length of ORF with greatest overlap with hit.

EFL group
Bat Species

Max.
ORF* Stops F.shifts EFL ID Hit ID

chEFLNPa (Ebola_NP)
ept_fus 218 0 2 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐18 G_EptFus1_0‐Ebola_NP‐28
las_bor 115 0 0 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐1 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐2
mur_fea 130 1 2 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐10 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐19
myo_bra 224 0 1 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐7 G_ASM41265v1‐Ebola_NP‐7
myo_dav 256 0 0 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐11 G_ASM32734v1‐Ebola_NP‐14
myo_luc 183 0 1 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐12 G_Myoluc2_0‐Ebola_NP‐20
myo_myo 385 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐19 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐35
pip_pip 111 1 1 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐5 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐10
chEFLNPb (Ebola_NP)
mur_fea 116 0 2 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐19 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐33
mur_fea 76 0 1 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐21 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐46
mur_fea 66 1 1 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐22 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐47
myo_bra 139 0 1 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐11 G_ASM41265v1‐Ebola_NP‐12
myo_dav 127 0 2 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐1 G_ASM32734v1‐Ebola_NP‐1
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myo_luc 138 0 1 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐6 G_Myoluc2_0‐Ebola_NP‐9
myo_myo 127 0 2 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐4 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐10
chEFLNPc (Ebola_NP)
ept_fus 147 1 2 ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐12 G_EptFus1_0‐Ebola_NP‐17
mur_fea 140 0 1 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐13 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐25
myo_bra 148 2 2 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐17 G_ASM41265v1‐Ebola_NP‐23
myo_dav 147 1 2 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐10 G_ASM32734v1‐Ebola_NP‐13
myo_myo 222 1 1 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐9 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐17
chEFLNPd (Ebola_NP)
las_bor 89 0 1 las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐4 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐4
pip_pip 81 0 2 pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐17 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Ebola_NP‐32
chEFL35 (Filo_VP35)
mur_fea 308 0 0 mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐2 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Filo_VP35‐5
myo_bra 287 0 0 myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐1 G_ASM41265v1‐Filo_VP35‐1
myo_dav 277 0 0 myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐2 G_ASM32734v1‐Filo_VP35‐2
myo_luc 287 0 0 myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐2 G_Myoluc2_0‐Filo_VP35‐4
myo_myo 290 0 0 myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐13 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐Filo_VP35‐23

Table C.3: Putative EPV elements detected in this study. Stops and frame‐shifts counted only
within aligned hit region. *Total codon length of ORF with greatest overlap with hit.

EPV group
Bat Species

EPV ID
PFAM domain

Max.
ORF* Stops F.shifts Hit ID

chEPVa
ept_fus ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐1

Rep_N 130 0 4 G_EptFus1_0‐Rep_N‐23
Parvo_NS1 130 1 3 G_EptFus1_0‐Parvo_NS1‐21
Parvo_coat_N 122 0 0 G_EptFus1_0‐Parvo_coat_N‐24
Parvo_coat 166 1 8 G_EptFus1_0‐Parvo_coat‐22

ept_fus ept_fus‐G_EptFus1_0‐2
Parvo_coat 102 0 1 G_EptFus1_0‐Parvo_coat‐25

las_bor las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐1
Rep_N 107 1 3 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐10
Parvo_NS1 151 3 0 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐8
Parvo_coat_N 177 0 1 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐11
Parvo_coat 91 2 4 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐9

las_bor las_bor‐G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐2
Parvo_coat 67 0 1 G_LasBor_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐12

mur_fea mur_fea‐G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐1
Rep_N 87 1 2 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐13
Parvo_NS1 258 1 1 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐11
Parvo_coat_N 127 0 0 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐14
Parvo_coat 170 0 5 G_MurFea_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐12

myo_bra myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐1
Parvo_coat 202 0 3 G_ASM41265v1‐Parvo_coat‐15

myo_bra myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐2
Parvo_coat 60 0 1 G_ASM41265v1‐Parvo_coat‐18

myo_bra myo_bra‐G_ASM41265v1‐3
Rep_N 145 0 2 G_ASM41265v1‐Rep_N‐16
Parvo_NS1 311 1 3 G_ASM41265v1‐Parvo_NS1‐14
Parvo_coat_N 97 0 0 G_ASM41265v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐17

myo_dav myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐2
Rep_N 68 1 3 G_ASM32734v1‐Rep_N‐18
Parvo_NS1 264 0 3 G_ASM32734v1‐Parvo_NS1‐16
Parvo_coat_N 96 0 0 G_ASM32734v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐19
Parvo_coat 192 0 2 G_ASM32734v1‐Parvo_coat‐17

myo_dav myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐3
Parvo_coat 60 0 1 G_ASM32734v1‐Parvo_coat‐20

myo_luc myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐1
Parvo_coat 112 0 5 G_Myoluc2_0‐Parvo_coat‐13

myo_luc myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐2
Parvo_coat 60 0 1 G_Myoluc2_0‐Parvo_coat‐16

myo_luc myo_luc‐G_Myoluc2_0‐3
Rep_N 104 1 2 G_Myoluc2_0‐Rep_N‐14
Parvo_NS1 136 0 2 G_Myoluc2_0‐Parvo_NS1‐12
Parvo_coat_N 115 0 0 G_Myoluc2_0‐Parvo_coat_N‐15

myo_myo myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐1
Parvo_coat 192 0 5 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐3
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myo_myo myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐2
Parvo_coat 60 0 1 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐6

myo_myo myo_myo‐G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐3
Rep_N 145 0 2 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐4
Parvo_NS1 136 0 3 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐2
Parvo_coat_N 79 0 0 G_MyoMyo_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐5

pip_pip pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐2
Parvo_coat 142 0 3 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐28

pip_pip pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐3
Parvo_coat 67 0 1 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐31

pip_pip pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐4
Rep_N 62 0 3 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐30
Parvo_NS1 94 3 5 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐27
Parvo_coat_N 173 0 1 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐29

pip_pip pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐5
Rep_N 71 0 2 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐36

pip_pip pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐6
Rep_N 54 0 3 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐39

chEPVb
meg_lyr meg_lyr‐G_ASM46534v1‐3

Parvo_NS1 80 1 1 G_ASM46534v1‐Parvo_NS1‐27
Parvo_coat_N 182 0 0 G_ASM46534v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐26
Parvo_coat 308 0 0 G_ASM46534v1‐Parvo_coat‐25

meg_lyr meg_lyr‐G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐1
Parvo_NS1 77 1 2 G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐3
Parvo_coat_N 200 0 0 G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐2
Parvo_coat 321 0 0 G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐1

chEPVc
meg_lyr meg_lyr‐G_ASM46534v1‐2

Parvo_coat 85 0 0 G_ASM46534v1‐Parvo_coat‐23
meg_lyr meg_lyr‐G_ASM46534v1‐4

Parvo_coat 72 1 0 G_ASM46534v1‐Parvo_coat‐32
meg_lyr meg_lyr‐G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐3

Parvo_coat 330 1 4 G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐10
chEPVd
cra_tho cra_tho‐G_CraTho_v1_BIUU‐2

Rep_N 138 1 0 G_CraTho_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐4
chEPVe
rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_ASM46549v1‐3

Rep_N 107 1 0 G_ASM46549v1‐Rep_N‐16
Parvo_NS1 197 1 5 G_ASM46549v1‐Parvo_NS1‐15
Parvo_coat_N 114 0 0 G_ASM46549v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐17
Parvo_coat 285 0 2 G_ASM46549v1‐Parvo_coat‐14

rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_ASM46549v1‐4
Parvo_coat_N 97 0 0 G_ASM46549v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐19
Parvo_coat 279 4 3 G_ASM46549v1‐Parvo_coat‐18

rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_mRhiFer1_v1‐2
Parvo_coat_N 145 0 0 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐4
Parvo_coat 279 4 3 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Parvo_coat‐3

rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_mRhiFer1_v1‐4
Rep_N 111 1 1 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Rep_N‐20
Parvo_NS1 197 1 5 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐19
Parvo_coat_N 165 0 0 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐22
Parvo_coat 325 0 4 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Parvo_coat‐17

rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_mRhiFer1_v1‐5
Rep_N 107 1 0 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Rep_N‐21
Parvo_NS1 197 1 5 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐18

rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐1
Parvo_coat_N 139 0 0 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Parvo_coat_N‐3
Parvo_coat 279 4 3 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Parvo_coat‐2

rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐3
Rep_N 101 0 1 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Rep_N‐10

rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐4
Rep_N 111 1 1 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Rep_N‐8
Parvo_NS1 197 1 5 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Parvo_NS1‐7
Parvo_coat_N 165 0 0 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Parvo_coat_N‐9
Parvo_coat 325 0 4 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Parvo_coat‐6

rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐6
Rep_N 107 1 0 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Rep_N‐15
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Parvo_NS1 200 1 5 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Parvo_NS1‐14
rhi_pea rhi_pea‐G_Rhpe_GT‐2

Rep_N 162 0 0 G_Rhpe_GT‐Rep_N‐13
Parvo_NS1 122 2 4 G_Rhpe_GT‐Parvo_NS1‐11
Parvo_coat_N 244 0 0 G_Rhpe_GT‐Parvo_coat_N‐12
Parvo_coat 134 3 3 G_Rhpe_GT‐Parvo_coat‐10

rhi_pea rhi_pea‐G_Rhpe_GT‐3
Parvo_coat 217 0 4 G_Rhpe_GT‐Parvo_coat‐19

rhi_pea rhi_pea‐G_Rhpe_GT‐4
Rep_N 108 1 0 G_Rhpe_GT‐Rep_N‐24
Parvo_NS1 262 0 6 G_Rhpe_GT‐Parvo_NS1‐22

rhi_pea rhi_pea‐G_Rhpe_GT‐5
Rep_N 64 0 0 G_Rhpe_GT‐Rep_N‐25
Parvo_NS1 122 0 3 G_Rhpe_GT‐Parvo_NS1‐23

rhi_sin rhi_sin‐G_ASM188883v1‐1
Rep_N 76 1 0 G_ASM188883v1‐Rep_N‐5
Parvo_NS1 101 1 4 G_ASM188883v1‐Parvo_NS1‐3
Parvo_coat_N 100 0 1 G_ASM188883v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐4
Parvo_coat 136 3 3 G_ASM188883v1‐Parvo_coat‐2

rhi_sin rhi_sin‐G_ASM188883v1‐2
Rep_N 74 1 1 G_ASM188883v1‐Rep_N‐8
Parvo_NS1 180 0 5 G_ASM188883v1‐Parvo_NS1‐7
Parvo_coat_N 168 0 0 G_ASM188883v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐9
Parvo_coat 382 0 4 G_ASM188883v1‐Parvo_coat‐6

chEPVf
pip_pip pip_pip‐G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐1

Rep_N 103 1 0 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐4
Parvo_NS1 449 0 0 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐2
Parvo_coat_N 113 1 0 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐3
Parvo_coat 638 0 1 G_PipPip_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐1

chEPVg
cra_tho cra_tho‐G_CraTho_v1_BIUU‐1

Parvo_coat 66 0 1 G_CraTho_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐2
chEPVh
ano_cau ano_cau‐G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐1

Rep_N 178 0 2 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐5
Parvo_NS1 159 0 4 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐2
Parvo_coat_N 77 0 1 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐4
Parvo_coat 73 7 0 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐3

art_jam art_jam‐G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐1
Rep_N 133 0 2 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐5
Parvo_NS1 68 3 5 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐3
Parvo_coat_N 133 0 1 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐6
Parvo_coat 91 7 2 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐4

car_per car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐3
Rep_N 85 1 1 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐15
Parvo_NS1 110 3 4 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐12
Parvo_coat_N 53 0 2 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐14
Parvo_coat 94 6 2 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐13

car_per car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐4
Rep_N 109 0 2 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐17

car_per car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐5
Rep_N 109 0 1 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐30

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐1
Parvo_coat_N 77 0 0 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_coat_N‐5

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐10
Parvo_coat 149 2 2 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_coat‐31

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐6
Parvo_coat 84 3 1 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_coat‐24

des_rot des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐3
Parvo_coat_N 84 0 0 G_ASM294091v2‐Parvo_coat_N‐21
Parvo_coat 140 6 0 G_ASM294091v2‐Parvo_coat‐20

lio_spu lio_spu‐G_Lisp_GT‐1
Rep_N 136 1 3 G_Lisp_GT‐Rep_N‐23
Parvo_NS1 110 1 1 G_Lisp_GT‐Parvo_NS1‐20
Parvo_coat_N 76 0 1 G_Lisp_GT‐Parvo_coat_N‐22
Parvo_coat 94 6 2 G_Lisp_GT‐Parvo_coat‐21

mic_hir mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐3
Rep_N 82 0 0 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐9
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Parvo_NS1 242 3 2 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐7
Parvo_coat 191 2 0 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐8

mor_bla mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐1
Rep_N 82 0 4 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐5
Parvo_NS1 213 2 3 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐3
Parvo_coat_N 123 0 0 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐6
Parvo_coat 259 4 6 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐4

phy_dis phy_dis‐G_mPhyDis1_v1‐1
Rep_N 134 0 3 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Rep_N‐7
Parvo_NS1 77 4 1 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐5
Parvo_coat_N 60 0 1 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐8
Parvo_coat 71 6 0 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Parvo_coat‐6

pte_par pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐1
Rep_N 64 2 1 G_ASM46540v1‐Rep_N‐6
Parvo_NS1 281 2 2 G_ASM46540v1‐Parvo_NS1‐3
Parvo_coat_N 141 0 0 G_ASM46540v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐5
Parvo_coat 126 5 3 G_ASM46540v1‐Parvo_coat‐4

ton_sau ton_sau‐G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐2
Rep_N 76 1 2 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐11
Parvo_NS1 164 2 2 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐8
Parvo_coat_N 77 0 0 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐10
Parvo_coat 131 2 1 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐9

chEPVi
ano_cau ano_cau‐G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐3

Rep_N 136 1 3 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐16
Parvo_NS1 73 1 1 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐14
Parvo_coat_N 280 0 0 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐15
Parvo_coat 136 0 7 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐13

art_jam art_jam‐G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐3
Rep_N 140 0 0 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐20
Parvo_NS1 154 1 1 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐18
Parvo_coat_N 156 1 0 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐19

car_per car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐2
Parvo_NS1 161 0 1 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐7
Parvo_coat_N 76 1 0 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐8
Parvo_coat 199 0 6 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐6

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐3
Parvo_coat_N 44 1 1 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_coat_N‐13

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐7
Parvo_coat 135 1 5 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_coat‐26

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐8
Parvo_NS1 154 1 1 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_NS1‐28
Parvo_coat 99 1 3 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_coat‐27

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐9
Rep_N 121 0 0 G_CeSe_JP‐Rep_N‐29

des_rot des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐2
Rep_N 100 1 1 G_ASM294091v2‐Rep_N‐8
Parvo_NS1 131 0 2 G_ASM294091v2‐Parvo_NS1‐5
Parvo_coat_N 208 0 0 G_ASM294091v2‐Parvo_coat_N‐6
Parvo_coat 136 0 4 G_ASM294091v2‐Parvo_coat‐4

lio_spu lio_spu‐G_Lisp_GT‐3
Parvo_NS1 278 0 0 G_Lisp_GT‐Parvo_NS1‐35
Parvo_coat_N 83 1 0 G_Lisp_GT‐Parvo_coat_N‐36
Parvo_coat 201 1 4 G_Lisp_GT‐Parvo_coat‐34

mic_hir mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐1
Rep_N 99 2 1 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐4
Parvo_NS1 66 1 3 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐2
Parvo_coat_N 169 0 0 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐3
Parvo_coat 185 1 4 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐1

mor_bla mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐2
Rep_N 188 0 0 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐8
Parvo_NS1 109 4 1 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐7

phy_dis phy_dis‐G_mPhyDis1_v1‐3
Rep_N 112 0 1 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Rep_N‐16
Parvo_NS1 194 0 0 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐12
Parvo_coat_N 76 0 2 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐15
Parvo_coat 208 1 3 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Parvo_coat‐14

pte_par pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐3
Parvo_coat_N 193 0 1 G_ASM46540v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐33
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Parvo_coat 212 2 4 G_ASM46540v1‐Parvo_coat‐32
pte_par pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐4

Rep_N 146 1 0 G_ASM46540v1‐Rep_N‐38
Parvo_NS1 85 3 3 G_ASM46540v1‐Parvo_NS1‐36
Parvo_coat_N 248 0 0 G_ASM46540v1‐Parvo_coat_N‐37
Parvo_coat 164 2 1 G_ASM46540v1‐Parvo_coat‐35

ton_sau ton_sau‐G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐3
Rep_N 68 0 0 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐17
Parvo_NS1 193 0 0 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐15
Parvo_coat_N 120 0 1 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐16
Parvo_coat 128 0 6 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐14

chEPVj
ano_cau ano_cau‐G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐2

Rep_N 166 0 1 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐10
Parvo_NS1 127 2 5 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐8
Parvo_coat_N 52 0 1 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐11
Parvo_coat 138 3 5 G_AnoCau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐9

art_jam art_jam‐G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐2
Rep_N 168 0 1 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐11
Parvo_NS1 122 1 3 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐10
Parvo_coat_N 53 0 2 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐12
Parvo_coat 169 3 4 G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐9

car_per car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐1
Rep_N 80 1 2 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐4
Parvo_NS1 95 2 4 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐2
Parvo_coat_N 39 1 1 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐5
Parvo_coat 130 2 5 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐3

car_per car_per‐G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐6
Parvo_coat 101 0 0 G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐31

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐2
Rep_N 126 0 0 G_CeSe_JP‐Rep_N‐8

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐4
Parvo_NS1 140 1 4 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_NS1‐17
Parvo_coat_N 36 0 1 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_coat_N‐18

cen_sen cen_sen‐G_CeSe_JP‐5
Parvo_coat 101 2 1 G_CeSe_JP‐Parvo_coat‐20

des_rot des_rot‐G_ASM294091v2‐1
Rep_N 171 0 0 G_ASM294091v2‐Rep_N‐9
Parvo_NS1 181 2 4 G_ASM294091v2‐Parvo_NS1‐3
Parvo_coat_N 70 0 0 G_ASM294091v2‐Parvo_coat_N‐7

lio_spu lio_spu‐G_Lisp_GT‐2
Rep_N 117 1 1 G_Lisp_GT‐Rep_N‐32
Parvo_NS1 144 2 4 G_Lisp_GT‐Parvo_NS1‐30
Parvo_coat_N 155 1 1 G_Lisp_GT‐Parvo_coat_N‐33
Parvo_coat 159 1 6 G_Lisp_GT‐Parvo_coat‐31

mic_hir mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐4
Rep_N 91 2 1 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐14
Parvo_NS1 206 2 2 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐12
Parvo_coat 97 4 3 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐13

mor_bla mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐3
Rep_N 122 0 3 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐11
Parvo_NS1 126 1 1 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐10
Parvo_coat_N 80 1 1 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐12

phy_dis phy_dis‐G_mPhyDis1_v1‐2
Parvo_NS1 87 5 2 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐11
Parvo_coat 148 1 2 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Parvo_coat‐13

ton_sau ton_sau‐G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐1
Rep_N 138 2 1 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Rep_N‐4
Parvo_NS1 125 1 3 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐2
Parvo_coat_N 118 0 1 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat_N‐5
Parvo_coat 210 1 4 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_coat‐3

chEPVk
eid_hel eid_hel‐G_ASM46528v1‐2

Parvo_NS1 109 1 1 G_ASM46528v1‐Parvo_NS1‐6
eon_spe eon_spe‐G_Espe_v1‐1

Parvo_NS1 85 0 1 G_Espe_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐1
mac_sob mac_sob‐G_MacSob_v1_BIUU‐1

Parvo_NS1 127 0 1 G_MacSob_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐4
rou_aeg rou_aeg‐G_RouAeg_v1_BIUU‐1
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Parvo_NS1 97 0 1 G_RouAeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐1
chEPVl
myo_dav myo_dav‐G_ASM32734v1‐1

Parvo_NS1 498 0 0 G_ASM32734v1‐Parvo_NS1‐12
chEPVm
eid_hel eid_hel‐G_ASM46528v1‐1

Parvo_NS1 83 1 3 G_ASM46528v1‐Parvo_NS1‐5
eon_spe eon_spe‐G_Espe_v1‐2

Parvo_NS1 83 0 0 G_Espe_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐12
hip_gal hip_gal‐G_HipGal_v1_BIUU‐2

Parvo_NS1 111 0 2 G_HipGal_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐18
meg_lyr meg_lyr‐G_ASM46534v1‐1

Parvo_NS1 92 0 1 G_ASM46534v1‐Parvo_NS1‐8
meg_lyr meg_lyr‐G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐2

Parvo_NS1 92 0 0 G_MegLyr_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐9
min_sch min_sch‐G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐1

Parvo_NS1 116 1 3 G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐8
mor_bla mor_bla‐G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐4

Parvo_NS1 79 1 2 G_MorMeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐19
pte_par pte_par‐G_ASM46540v1‐2

Parvo_NS1 30 2 0 G_ASM46540v1‐Parvo_NS1‐25
rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_ASM46549v1‐1

Parvo_NS1 63 2 2 G_ASM46549v1‐Parvo_NS1‐9
rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_mRhiFer1_v1‐1

Parvo_NS1 63 2 2 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐1
rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐2

Parvo_NS1 63 2 2 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Parvo_NS1‐4
rhi_pea rhi_pea‐G_Rhpe_GT‐1

Parvo_NS1 86 0 1 G_Rhpe_GT‐Parvo_NS1‐9
rou_aeg rou_aeg‐G_RouAeg_v1_BIUU‐3

Parvo_NS1 83 0 1 G_RouAeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐8
chEPVn
hip_gal hip_gal‐G_HipGal_v1_BIUU‐1

Parvo_NS1 77 0 0 G_HipGal_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐14
rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_ASM46549v1‐2

Parvo_NS1 59 0 1 G_ASM46549v1‐Parvo_NS1‐13
rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_mRhiFer1_v1‐3

Parvo_NS1 59 0 1 G_mRhiFer1_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐16
rhi_fer rhi_fer‐G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐5

Parvo_NS1 59 0 1 G_Rhfe_GT_ERC‐Parvo_NS1‐13
rhi_pea rhi_pea‐G_Rhpe_GT‐6

Parvo_NS1 51 0 1 G_Rhpe_GT‐Parvo_NS1‐36
chEPVo
pte_vam pte_vam‐G_Pvam2_0‐1

Parvo_NS1 95 0 1 G_Pvam2_0‐Parvo_NS1‐2
rou_aeg rou_aeg‐G_Raegyp2_0‐1

Parvo_NS1 64 0 1 G_Raegyp2_0‐Parvo_NS1‐1
rou_aeg rou_aeg‐G_RouAeg_v1_BIUU‐2

Parvo_NS1 64 0 0 G_RouAeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐3
chEPVp
mic_hir mic_hir‐G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐2

Parvo_NS1 40 0 0 G_MicHir_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐5
phy_dis phy_dis‐G_mPhyDis1_v1‐4

Parvo_NS1 95 0 0 G_mPhyDis1_v1‐Parvo_NS1‐33
ton_sau ton_sau‐G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐4

Parvo_NS1 56 0 0 G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐18
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C.2 Supplementary Figures

Figure C.1: Multiple sequence alignment of BDV M protein and chEBLM ORF‐encoded peptide
sequences. Residues identical to BDV M: dark green; residues similar to BDV M: light green.
Frameshifted regions indicated by red boxes. Secondary structure of BDV‐M labelled in grey.

BDV M (MATRX_BDV1)
Pteronotus Parnellii chEBLM

Mormoops blainvillei chEBLM
Desmodus rotundus chEBLM

Micronycteris hirsuta chEBLM
Tonatia saurophila chEBLM

Anoura caudifer chEBLM
Lionycteris spurrelli chEBLM

Carollia perspicillata chEBLM
Artibeus jamaicensis chEBLM

. . . . : . . . 1 0 . . . . : . . . 2 0 . . . . : . . . 3 0 . . . . : . . . 4 0 . . . . : . . . 5 0

M N S K H S Y V E L K D K V I V P G W P T L M L E I D F V G G T S R N Q F L N I P F L S V K E P L Q
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R P D N L I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - K P D G L M
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R Q D D L T
- - - - - - I D F L L L W R K S V L P E V F L C R T Q E P R V K H H G I K T Q V L G T S R Q D D L M
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R Q D D L M
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C S P
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R R D D L M

β1 β2

. . . . : . . . 6 0 . . . . : . . . 7 0 . . . . : . . . 8 0 . . . . : . . . 9 0 . . . . : . . 1 0 0

L P R E K K L T D Y F T I D V E P A G H S L V N I Y F Q I D D F L L L T L N S L S V Y K D P I R K Y
- - - - - - I T R I L L V D V K P V L H S R V W V Y L L F N E C L V T T L N S L S V Y K N P V V N Q
- - - - - - L V S D P T V D I K P V L H L R V W F Y L L F Y E F L E T T L Y S L S V Y K N P I V N W
L P C N K R L V P H L T V D I E P V L H S R V W V Y L L F D E L L V T T L N S F S V Y K K P M A N R
L P C N K Q L V S H L T I G A E P V W R A G V W V C L L F D E L L A T T L - T V S L C R N P T V G R
P P C S K R V G P H L T V N A K S V L D S R V W V C L L R D E F L A M T L S S F S V L T N P T A N R
L P C S K R L E S H L T V D V E P V L D S R V W V C L L F D E L L A T T L N S F S M Y T N P T V N G
L P C N K R L V S H L T V N T E P V L D S R V W V C L L F D E F L A T T L N S F S V F T N P I V N Q
A T N N S N P T R L S T S S L F W I Q E C G S A S F - L F D E F L A T T P N S F S V F T N P I V N R
L L C N K P L T S H L T V D V E P V L D S R V W L C L L F D E F L A T T L N S F S V F R N P T V D R

β3 β4 α3
BDV M (MATRX_BDV1)

Pteronotus Parnellii chEBLM
Mormoops blainvillei chEBLM
Desmodus rotundus chEBLM

Micronycteris hirsuta chEBLM
Tonatia saurophila chEBLM

Anoura caudifer chEBLM
Lionycteris spurrelli chEBLM

Carollia perspicillata chEBLM
Artibeus jamaicensis chEBLM

. . . . : . . 1 1 0 . . . . : . . 1 2 0 . . . . : . . 1 3 0 . . . . : . . 1 4 0 . . . . : . . 1 5 0

M F L R L N K E Q S K H A I N A A F N V F S Y R L R N I G V G P L G P D I R - S S G P - - - - - - -
V H V E L S E S Q N K H E V D A N F D V F I C R I R D M G F V S P S P D I H D S S - - - - - - - - -
M Y V E L P E S Q N K H A T D A N F D V F T Y Q I R N T G F G L L G P D I H D L R - - - - - - - - -
T C V E L S G S Q S K R A V D A N F D V S T Y R I R N V G F G P L G L D V C D S S - - - - - - - - -
M Y A E L P E S Q S Q R A T D A H F D V F T Y Q E H G L W S A W P R H L G F K V T M A I L S G R L T
T Y V E L S E S R H K C A V D A K F D V F T Y R I R N V G F G R A Q P - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
M Y A E L S E S Q S K R A V D A N F D V F T Y Q I R S V G F G P L S P D I C D S R - - - - - - - - -
M Y V E L S E S Q S K H A V D A K F D V F T Y R I R N V G F G P L S P D L Q - - - - - - - - - - - -
M Y A E L S E S Q S K C T V D A K F D V F A Y R I R N V G I G P L S P D L R D S S - - - - - - - - -
L Y V Q L S E S Q R K R A V G A Q F G V F T Y R I R N M G F G R L S P D L C D S S E P L Q R - - - -

β5 α4 β6 α5
BDV M (MATRX_BDV1)

Pteronotus Parnellii chEBLM
Mormoops blainvillei chEBLM
Desmodus rotundus chEBLM

Micronycteris hirsuta chEBLM
Tonatia saurophila chEBLM

Anoura caudifer chEBLM
Lionycteris spurrelli chEBLM

Carollia perspicillata chEBLM
Artibeus jamaicensis chEBLM

. . . . : . . 1 6 0 . . . . : . . 1 7 0 . . . . : . . 1 8 0 . . .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
L W T W N T Q T V P S D V G N N N R L R C L V K G Q R R F G Q W K
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BDV M (MATRX_BDV1)
Pteronotus Parnellii chEBLM

Mormoops blainvillei chEBLM
Desmodus rotundus chEBLM

Micronycteris hirsuta chEBLM
Tonatia saurophila chEBLM

Anoura caudifer chEBLM
Lionycteris spurrelli chEBLM

Carollia perspicillata chEBLM
Artibeus jamaicensis chEBLM
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C.3 Supplementary methods

C.3.1 Genome assemblies used in Chapter 5

Accessions of the 40 genome assemblies analysed in Chapter 4: Eonycteris spelaea
(GCA_003508835.1), Macroglossus sobrinus (GCA_004027375.1), Eidolon helvum
(GCA_000465285.1), Rousettus aegyptiacus (GCA_004024865.1, GCA_001466805.2),
Pteropus vampyrus (GCA_000151845.2), Pteropus alecto (GCA_000325575.1), Megaderma
lyra (GCA_004026885.1, GCA_000465345.1), Craseonycteris thonglongyai
(GCA_004027555.1), Hipposideros armiger (GCA_001890085.1), Hipposideros galeritus
(GCA_004027415.1), Rhinolophus sinicus (GCA_001888835.1), Rhinolophus
ferrumequinum (S.J. Rossiter unpublished data, GCA_004115265.1, GCA_000465495.1),
Rhinolophus pearsonii (S.J. Rossiter unpublished data), Tadarida brasiliensis
(GCA_004025005.1), Miniopterus natalensis (GCA_001595765.1), Miniopterus schreibersii
(GCA_004026525.1), Lasiurus borealis (GCA_004026805.1), Pipistrellus pipistrellus
(GCA_004026625.1), Eptesicus fuscus (GCA_000308155.1), Murina aurata
(GCA_004026665.1), Myotis lucifugus (GCA_000147115.1), Myotis myotis
(GCA_004026985.1), Myotis brandtii (GCA_000412655.1), Myotis davidii
(GCA_000327345.1), Noctilio leporinus (GCA_004026585.1), Mormoops blainvillei
(GCA_004026545.1), Pteronotus parnellii (GCA_000465405.1), Desmodus rotundus
(GCA_002940915.2), Micronycteris hirsuta (GCA_004026765.1), Phyllostomus discolor
(GCA_004126475.1), Tonatia saurophila (GCA_004024845.1), Anoura caudifer
(GCA_004027475.1), Lionycteris spurrelli (S.J. Rossiter unpublished data), Carollia
perspicillata (GCA_004027735.1), Artibeus jamaicensis (GCA_004027435.1), Centurio senex
(S.J. Rossiter unpublished data).
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D.1 Supplementary tables

Table D.1: Non‐retroviral EVE loci found to be expressed amongst 189 RNA‐seq libraries.
* Orthogroups correspond to orthologous EVE groups assigned in chapter 4.

Species Orthogroup* Viral Domain Max
ORF

length

Expression detected in Hit ID

car_per chEBLNa bornavirus N 125 multiple tissues G_CarPer_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐25
min_nat chEBLNc bornavirus N 386 embryo limbs G_Mnatv1‐BDV_P40‐2
min_sch chEBLNc bornavirus N 386 embryo limbs G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐2
des_rot chEBLNe bornavirus N 167 multiple tissues G_ASM294091v2‐BDV_P40‐15
art_jam chEBLNe bornavirus N 100 kidney, liver, spleen G_ArtJam_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐2
ton_sau chEBLNe bornavirus N 121 multiple tissues G_TonSau_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐7
min_sch chEBLNj bornavirus N 174 embryo limbs G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐9
ept_fus chEBLNm bornavirus N 217 cell culture G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐32
ept_fus chEBLNm bornavirus N 325 cell culture G_EptFus1_0‐BDV_P40‐8
min_sch chEBLNo bornavirus N 145 embryo limbs G_MinSch_v1_BIUU‐BDV_P40‐4
min_nat chEBLNo bornavirus N 145 embryo limbs G_Mnatv1‐BDV_P40‐3
rou_aeg chEPVo parvovirus NS 64 multiple tissues G_RouAeg_v1_BIUU‐Parvo_NS1‐3

188
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Table D.2: Total counts of ERV domain loci annotated, and number detected as expressed amongst 189 RNA‐seq libraries, for each bat species in this
study. An ERV domain locus was classified as expressed if any individual RNA‐seq library contained three or more reads mapping to that locus.

Species GAG DUT AP RT RNaseH INT ENV
Expr. Total Expr. Total Expr. Total Expr. Total Expr. Total Expr. Total Expr. Total

ano_cau ‐ 2082 ‐ 353 ‐ 634 ‐ 2078 ‐ 1249 ‐ 2678 ‐ 1171
art_jam 279 1879 23 235 85 538 164 1679 153 1197 245 2146 439 1982
car_per 268 2780 9 569 53 813 102 1809 99 1262 343 3442 294 2621
cen_sen ‐ 2009 ‐ 337 ‐ 0 ‐ 1916 ‐ 1190 ‐ 2466 ‐ 1094
cra_tho ‐ 4138 ‐ 209 ‐ 614 ‐ 1248 ‐ 1340 ‐ 3639 ‐ 1678
des_rot 63 549 7 92 18 256 32 701 55 620 76 907 52 297
eid_hel 45 551 2 26 20 185 41 748 40 546 62 766 44 436
eon_spe 252 1663 84 220 103 467 235 1374 168 1333 316 1865 345 1634
ept_fus 9 736 0 95 6 271 4 669 9 585 24 1013 7 510
hip_arm 103 695 16 178 32 381 124 1108 80 821 168 1093 141 639
hip_gal ‐ 2608 ‐ 932 ‐ 1001 ‐ 2840 ‐ 1853 ‐ 2954 ‐ 2510
las_bor ‐ 4305 ‐ 1156 ‐ 1441 ‐ 3936 ‐ 3363 ‐ 6355 ‐ 2527
lio_spu ‐ 704 ‐ 88 ‐ 347 ‐ 879 ‐ 740 ‐ 1165 ‐ 389
mac_sob ‐ 1351 ‐ 219 ‐ 383 ‐ 1326 ‐ 1035 ‐ 1569 ‐ 1758
meg_lyr 17 5678 1 822 11 1100 13 6204 24 2973 53 7414 117 7450
mic_hir ‐ 2982 ‐ 931 ‐ 1175 ‐ 2645 ‐ 1559 ‐ 2933 ‐ 1991
min_nat 55 265 21 57 40 172 107 424 67 341 97 444 62 214
min_sch 16 291 6 68 12 182 27 520 21 467 47 702 24 294
mor_bla 5 1663 0 24 6 685 3 1786 3 1271 19 2396 14 470
mur_fea ‐ 3211 ‐ 359 ‐ 1020 ‐ 2080 ‐ 1687 ‐ 3541 ‐ 1383
myo_bra ‐ 864 ‐ 114 ‐ 314 ‐ 782 ‐ 583 ‐ 1141 ‐ 661
myo_dav ‐ 756 ‐ 106 ‐ 295 ‐ 647 ‐ 538 ‐ 1052 ‐ 561
myo_luc 18 1140 1 228 32 590 4 888 4 732 41 1622 43 782
myo_myo ‐ 2829 ‐ 631 ‐ 1383 ‐ 1469 ‐ 1295 ‐ 3312 ‐ 1326
noc_lep 12 535 0 64 18 251 3 1572 6 627 12 1540 5 243
phy_dis 39 789 5 116 22 342 27 1046 26 835 44 1173 29 399
pip_pip ‐ 994 ‐ 95 ‐ 319 ‐ 773 ‐ 1291 ‐ 1616 ‐ 712
pte_ale 141 778 5 29 44 231 96 857 106 631 164 927 127 609
pte_par 11 457 0 46 6 175 6 696 7 540 16 762 3 189
pte_vam ‐ 923 ‐ 46 ‐ 338 ‐ 915 ‐ 841 ‐ 1126 ‐ 865
rhi_fer 0 660 0 213 0 423 0 1363 0 779 0 1268 0 629
rhi_pea 29 666 7 192 14 376 26 1670 21 810 53 1372 73 647
rou_aeg 976 1956 137 337 213 553 572 2089 632 1329 950 1844 719 1386
tad_bra 43 2938 4 636 27 1331 54 2163 51 2261 84 3937 71 1882
ton_sau 102 1032 6 176 47 378 82 1260 57 787 133 1441 131 838
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Table D.3: Overview of RNA‐seq datasets used this study.

Species Description Sample type Comparison Project
accession

Associated article Total
no.
libs.

Sequencing run accessions

H. armiger Transcriptome sequencing for gene
prediction

brain, heart, kidney,
liver, lung, muscle,
spleen

‐ PRJNA267626 ‐ 7 SRR1657901, SRR1657902, SRR1657903,
SRR1657904, SRR1657905, SRR1657906,
SRR1657907

M. lyra Brain transcriptome sequencing
investigating bat phylogeny

brain ‐ PRJNA290538 Lei and Dong 2016 1 SRR2153218

M. natalensis Differential expression in M. natalensis
embryo limbs

embryo fore‐limb,
embryo hind‐limb

‐ PRJNA270639 Eckalbar et al. 2016 18 SRR1719013, SRR1719014, SRR1719015,
SRR1719016, SRR1719017, SRR1719018,
SRR1719204, SRR1719206, SRR1719207,
SRR1719208, SRR1719209, SRR1719211,
SRR1719212, SRR1719213, SRR1719214,
SRR1719241, SRR1719242, SRR1719266

M. schreibersii Transcriptome sequencing of
embryonic autopods of M. schreibersii

embryo limbs and
digits

‐ PRJNA218524 Z. Wang et al. 2014 14 SRR974728, SRR974729, SRR974730, SRR974731,
SRR974732, SRR974733, SRR974734,
SRR974735, SRR974736, SRR974737,
SRR974738, SRR974739, SRR974740, SRR974741

T. brasiliensis Transcriptome sequencing of tissues
investigating DNA repair mechanisms
across mammal species

liver ‐ PRJNA184055 Fushan et al. 2015 3 SRR636883, SRR636884, SRR636885

M. blainvillei Tissue sequencing: heart heart ‐ unpublished provided by KD 4 DR091_MOBL_H_L001, DR091_MOBL_H_L002,
DR091_MOBL_H_L003, DR091_MOBL_H_L004

P. parnellii Tissue sequencing: heart heart ‐ unpublished provided by KD 16 DR038_PTPA_H_L001, DR038_PTPA_H_L002,
DR038_PTPA_H_L003, DR038_PTPA_H_L004,
DR073_PTPA_H_L001, DR073_PTPA_H_L002,
DR073_PTPA_H_L003, DR073_PTPA_H_L004,
DR089_PTPA_H_L001, DR089_PTPA_H_L002,
DR089_PTPA_H_L003, DR089_PTPA_H_L004,
DR090_PTPA_H_L001, DR090_PTPA_H_L002,
DR090_PTPA_H_L003, DR090_PTPA_H_L004

N. leporinus Tissue sequencing: heart heart ‐ unpublished provided by KD 4 DR101_NOLE_H_L001, DR101_NOLE_H_L002,
DR101_NOLE_H_L003, DR101_NOLE_H_L004

A. jamaicensis Transcriptome profiling of a pathogen
response in Artibeus jamaicensis
experimentally infected with tacaribe
virus

spleen, kidney, liver infected vs
uninfected
individuals

PRJNA305413 Gerrard et al. 2017 12 SRR2982097, SRR2982098, SRR2982099,
SRR2982100, SRR2982101, SRR2982102,
SRR2982103, SRR2982104, SRR2982105,
SRR2982106, SRR2982107, SRR2982108

A. jamaicensis Transcriptome sequencing for gene
annotation of Artibeus jamaicensis
genome

spleen sample ‐ PRJNA61227 Ti et al. 2012 1 SRR539297

A. jamaicensis Tissue sequencing: spleen spleen ‐ unpublished generated for this study 1 LS060_sp

C. perspicillata Tissue sequencing: spleen spleen ‐ unpublished generated for this study 1 LS070_sp

C. perspicillata Tissue sequencing: gallbladder,
intestine, kidney, liver, pancreas,
spleen, stomach, tongue

multiple tissues ‐ unpublished provided by JP 8 Cape_ga1, Cape_in1, Cape_ki1, Cape_li1,
Cape_pa1, Cape_sp1, Cape_st1, Cape_to1
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D. rotundus Tissue sequencing: gallbladder,
intestine, kidney, liver, pancreas,
spleen, stomach, tongue

multiple tissues ‐ unpublished provided by JP 8 Dero_ga1, Dero_in1, Dero_ki1, Dero_li1,
Dero_pa1, Dero_sp1, Dero_st1, Dero_to1

D. rotundus Tissue sequencing: spleen spleen ‐ unpublished generated for this study 1 LS101_sp

P. discolor Tissue sequencing: spleen spleen ‐ unpublished generated for this study 1 LS110_sp

T. saurophila Tissue sequencing: intestine, kidney,
liver, pancreas, spleen, stomach,
tongue

multiple tissues ‐ unpublished provided by JP 7 Tosa_in1, Tosa_ki1, Tosa_li1, Tosa_pa1,
Tosa_sp1, Tosa_st1, Tosa_to1

E. helvum Transcriptome analysis of human, pig
and bat cell lines infected with Zaire
ebolavirus

cell culture time course
after
inoculation

PRJNA305831 Wynne et al. 2017 9 SRR6134360, SRR6134358, SRR6134357,
SRR6134354, SRR6134353, SRR6134352,
SRR6134351, SRR6134348, SRR6134344

E. spelaea Heat‐shock protein expression in bats liver, lung, spleen ‐ PRJNA530519 Chionh et al. 2019 6 SRR8836180, SRR8836181, SRR8836182,
SRR8836183, SRR8836184, SRR8836185

P. alecto Transcriptional responses to infection
by HeV of human and bat cells

cell culture ‐ PRJNA255833 Wynne et al. 2014 3 SRR1524840, SRR1531161, SRR1531544

P. alecto Transcriptional response to type I IFN
in cells from a broad range of
mammalian species

cell culture time course
after treatment

PRJNA397372 Cruz‐Rivera et al. 2018 15 SRR5904911, SRR5904912, SRR5904913,
SRR5904914, SRR5904915, SRR5904916,
SRR5904917, SRR5904918, SRR5904919,
SRR5904920, SRR5904921, SRR5904922,
SRR5904923, SRR5904924, SRR5904925

R. aegyptiacus De‐novo transcriptome
characterisation

mutiple tissues ‐ PRJNA300284 Lee et al. 2015 12 SRR2913598, SRR2914059, SRR2914282,
SRR2914295, SRR2914359, SRR2914360,
SRR2914366, SRR2914368, SRR2914369,
SRR2914370, SRR2914371, SRR2914372

R. aegyptiacus Transcriptional responses to Ebola and
Marburg virus infection in bat and
human cells

cell culture ‐ PRJNA429171 Hölzer et al. 2016 9 SRR6453216, SRR6453215, SRR6453214,
SRR6453213, SRR6453212, SRR6453211,
SRR6453210, SRR6453209, SRR6453208

R. aegyptiacus Transcriptional response of R.
aegyptiacus cells during infection of
Sendai Cantell virus

cell culture time course
after
inoculation

PRJNA429211 Pavlovich et al. 2018 17 SRR7609218, SRR7609219, SRR7609220,
SRR7609221, SRR7609222, SRR7609223,
SRR7609224, SRR7609225, SRR7609226,
SRR7609227, SRR7609228, SRR7609229,
SRR7609230, SRR7609231, SRR7609232,
SRR7609233, SRR7609234

R. aegyptiacus Tissue sequencing: spleen spleen ‐ unpublished generated for this study 4 CPN003_sp, CPN005_sp, CPN008_sp,
CPN009_sp

R. ferrumequinum Differential expression in R.
ferrumequinum liver during torpid vs
active state

liver ‐ PRJNA298663 ‐ 2 SRR2754983, SRR2757329

R. ferrumequinum Transcriptome sequencing
investigating Horseshoe bat
introgression

pooled muscle, heart,
liver

‐ PRJNA369304 Mao et al. 2017 1 SRR5219076

R. pearsonii Transcriptome sequencing
investigating Horseshoe bat
introgression

pooled muscle, heart,
liver

‐ PRJNA369304 Mao et al. 2017 1 SRR5219064
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E. fuscus Transcriptome sequencing of cell
cultures investigating DNA repair
mechanisms across mammal species

cell culture ‐ PRJNA343174 Ma et al. 2016 1 SRR4249968

M. lucifugus Transcriptome sequencing of cell
cultures investigating DNA repair
mechanisms across mammal species

cell culture ‐ PRJNA343174 Ma et al. 2016 2 SRR4249979, SRR4249988
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D.2 Supplementary figures

Figure D.1: Heatmap showing log normalised read counts for the 38 EVE‐derived transcripts
found to be differentially expressed within at least one tissue type between control and infected
groups in the A. jamaicensis–TCRV experiment (Gerrard et al. 2017).
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Figure D.2: Heatmap showing log normalised read counts for the 48 EVE‐derived transcripts
found to be differentially expressed between the 0hr timepoint and any following timepoint in
the P. alecto–IFNα experiment(Cruz‐Rivera et al. 2018).
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Figure D.3: Heatmap showing log normalised read counts for the 30 EVE‐derived transcripts
found to be differentially expressed between the 0hr timepoint and either of the following
timepoints in the E. helvum–EBOV experiment (Wynne et al. 2017).
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D.3 Supplementary methods

D.3.1 Genome assemblies used in Chapter 5

Accessions of the 35 genome assemblies analysed in Chapter 5: Anoura caudifer
(GCA004027475.1), Artibeus jamaicensis (GCA004027435.1), Carollia perspicillata
(GCA004027735.1), Centurio senex (S.J. Rossiter unpublished data), Craseonycteris
thonglongyai (GCA004027555.1), Desmodus rotundus (GCA002940915.2), Eidolon helvum
(GCA000465285.1), Eonycteris spelaea (GCA003508835.1), Eptesicus fuscus
(GCA000308155.1), Hipposideros armiger (GCA001890085.1), Hipposideros galeritus
(GCA004027415.1), Lasiurus borealis (GCA004026805.1), Lionycteris spurrelli (S.J. Rossiter
unpublished data), Macroglossus sobrinus (GCA004027375.1), Megaderma lyra
(GCA004026885.1), Micronycteris hirsuta (GCA004026765.1), Miniopterus natalensis
(GCA001595765.1), Miniopterus schreibersii (GCA004026525.1), Mormoops blainvillei
(GCA004026545.1), Murina aurata (GCA004026665.1), Myotis lucifugus
(GCA000147115.1), Myotis myotis (GCA004026985.1), Myotis brandtii (GCA000412655.1),
Myotis davidii (GCA000327345.1), Noctilio leporinus (GCA004026585.1), Phyllostomus
discolor (GCA004126475.1), Pipistrellus pipistrellus (GCA004026625.1), Pteronotus parnellii
(GCA000465405.1), Pteropus vampyrus (GCA000151845.2), Pteropus alecto
(GCA000325575.1), Rhinolophus ferrumequinum (GCA004115265.1), Rhinolophus
pearsonii (S.J. Rossiter unpublished data), Rousettus aegyptiacus (GCA004024865.1),
Tadarida brasiliensis (GCA004025005.1), Tonatia saurophila (GCA004024845.1).
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